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A smart buy
New methods of textbook purchasing
expand options for college students
by

Caitlin Fitzpatrick ’01

News Staff

The second semester is
officially underway, meaning it
is time to pack your basket full
of this semester’s textbooks, lug
it to the checkout line, and
spend far more than you would
like to. As you wait in line, you
can’t help but question whether
there is an easier, more
affordable way to get the books
you need.
Megan Herlihy ’01, a
Secondary Education major
specializing in Social Studies,

them.” Herlihy said that last
semester her roommate had
purchased a text on the Internet
and had to wait over two weeks
for it to arrive.
“I already have papers to
write, so I need the books now,”
Herlihy said. She added that
this summer she would like to
determine which books are
needed for her classes and
experiment with purchasing
them over the Internet prior to
the start of classes.
There are many reasons the
Providence College Bookstore
is seen by many as the most

Bestbookbuys.com enables students
to search 28 online bookstores
simultaneously. The site includes
cost of the text, sales tax (if
applicable), availability, and
shipping and handling fees.
spent $258.60 on 13 textbooks
this semester at the Providence
College Bookstore.
“It was more than I expected.
I was surprised at how much I
spent considering that most of
my books are novels and not
hard covers,” Herlihy said.
“I decided to buy my books
at the PC Bookstore because it
was easier,” Herlihy explained.
“I tried surfing the Internet for
my books, but I didn’t know
how long it would take to get

convenient method for students
to purchase their textbooks. For
one, the bookstore orders the
exact text that each professor
requires. Also, there is a simple
policy for book returns. A full
refund is available, with receipt,
for two weeks after purchase.
Cash payment is always an
option for students, and there is
no need to worry about shipping
and handling fees. Students can
have their textbooks on-hand
for the first day of classes.

The Providence College
Bookstore currently allows
students both to reserve and to
order their texts online. Joe
Rush worth of the PC Bookstore
said that the new service was
explained during freshmen
orientation and during last
semester’s textbook buy-back.
Rushworth said that the
program was well received.
Approximately 200 students,
the majority of whom were
incoming freshmen, reserved
their textbooks on the web page
this summer. Students who
order their textbooks in this way
save time and are able to choose
used textbooks, if available,
before arriving at school to
begin the semester. To order or
reserve textbooks online, go to
the Providence College web
page, click on information and
then on College Bookstore.
In an attempt to save money,
many students have opted to
purchase their textbooks in
other ways. The Off-Campus
Bookstore, located at 1016
Smith Street, is a popular
alternative for Providence
College. Although its location
is not as convenient as the PC
Bookstore, the Off-Campus
Bookstore claims to sell the
same books at lower prices.
The store’s owner, Dennis
Hughes,
expressed
his
discontent with the price of
textbooks today. He explained

The Cowl took a random survey asking PC students
if they are satisfied with their book buying options.
Here are the results:

• Where do you buy your books?
On campus 92% Off campus 5% Online 2%

• Do you frequently pay more than you
expected for your books?
Yes 79% No 21%

• Are alternatives to the PC on campus
bookstore (including off campus stores and
online sites):
cheaper? Yes 72% No 4% Don’t Know 23%
accessible? Yes 30% No 51% Don’t Know 19%

- have the books you are looking for?
Yes 55% No 20% Don’t Know 25%
that the cost of books increases
in accord with tuition rates, and
has increased 200 percent since
1983.
Hughes described “games”
that textbook publishers play
with the consumer, such as
including a CD-ROM with the
text. He explained that a student
from Rhode Island College had
to pay $85.00 for a text that
included a CD when she could
have spent $45.00 for the same
edition without the CD.
Roommates Shannon Bren
nan ’02 and Katie McAllister
’02 bought textbooks at the Off
Campus Bookstore this week.
“The PC Bookstore is
definitely more organized than
the off campus one,” Brennan
explained, “but I liked the Off
Campus Bookstore better
because [the employees] were

very friendly and helpful.”
“(The Off Campus Book
store) was a pleasant
experience, and everyone there
was very helpful,” said
McAllister.
In addition to these two
bookstores, the Internet is
becoming an increasingly
popular means of purchasing
textbooks. There is a multitude
of sites available for students
who wish to bargain hunt for
their books. Popular sites offer
discounted textbooks to
students, such as amazon.com,
barnesandnoble.com, and
varsitybooks.com as well as a
host of lesser-known sites.
Bestbookbuys.com is a site
that differs from the traditional
textbook sales site. It is an
Textbooks, page 5

7 PC students arrested
in package store sting
by

Ryan Ainscough ’02

Asst. News Editor

Seniors Mary Finucane, Lisa Durocher and Leslie Tremberth practice the art of making snow angels.
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Seven Providence College
students
were
arrested
Thursday, January 20, for
attempting to buy alcohol from
Rock’s, formerly Eagle, Liquor
Store using false identification.
The use of an undercover police
officer posing as the store’s
clerk is just one component of
the State’s “Underage Drinking/
Arresting Behavior” campaign,
began in September.
“Tonight’s operation de
monstrates a dimension of the
underage drinking problem we
cannot overlook- underage kids
with fake ID’s,” said Sgt. Peter
Costello, head of the
Providence Police Licensing

Division. “This operation was
not the first we have run to catch
them,” he added, “and it
certainly will not be the last.”
The money used by Sgt.
Costello and the Licensing
Division to finance these
operations comes from a
$18,000 sum awarded to the
Providence Police by two state
departments: the Department of
Mental Health, Retardation and
Hospitals (MHRH) and the
Rhode Island Department of
Transportation’s Governor’s
Office on Highway Safety. The
$18,000 awarded to Providence
represents a portion of the
$310,000 awarded to different
towns and cities across the
Arresting Behavior, page 4

The Lady Friars, overwhelmed
lately by injuries, took on # 19
Boston College this past week.
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Rev. Thomson, prolific
Despite cold, progress
continues for St. Dominic ex-professor, passes away
by

Caylen Macera ’01

Asst. News Editor

Over the past couple of months many
significant steps have been completed in
the construction of St. Dominic’s
Chapel, according to Mark Rapoza,
Director of Business Strategy.
The foundation is 85 percent
complete; with the exception of a small
section facing Martin Hall, all of the
underground plumbing, drainage system,
and ductwork has been installed, and
half of the basement floor has been
completed Rapoza said.
However, extreme temperatures have
been a setback. The workers have been
forced “off the job for three days during
this cold snap,” Rapoza said.

steel arrives.
Next week, according to Rapoza, “is
kind of exciting.” The first steel delivery
will be made, weather permitting, on
Monday. A crane and flatbeds with long
I-beams will enter the campus through
the Annie Street gate next to the power
plant. Rapoza said this gate was chosen
for convenience. He said it is easier for
the truck to enter the campus and travel
a straight path rather than making turns.
Along with the steel will come “a
little noise,” Rapoza said. “When two
pieces of steel are being put together
there is going to be some sort of noise.”
“Once they start putting up the steel
things will start happening pretty
quickly,” Joseph Brum, Vice President
of Alumni Development said. “The next

Once they start putting up the steel things will
start happening pretty quickly. The next phase (the
arrival of the steel) will be the more visible part.
-Joseph Brum, Vice President of Alumni Development
The cold weather has forced the
critical path schedule (the critical items
that go into a building project) to “be
rearranged to fit within the original
ending date,” Rapoza added. Rut
construction workers are still committed
to the mid-October completion date.
As a result of the cold weather, the
builders have constructed a plastic wall
around one side of the chapel.
Underneath this plastic encasing is a
heater that warms the stones as the
mason lays them. Heaters have also been
added to the south side. Since this side
still needs to be excavated, heaters have
been trying to melt the frost. However,
the wind chill has been a problem. If
there is a wind chill, according to
Rapoza, “the heaters are really not
effective.” Rapoza said he hopes the
foundation can be complete before the

phase (the arrival of the steel) will be
the more visible part.”
The inside of the Chapel is also
progressing. According to Brum, the
stained glass artist has begun cutting and
painting the glass.
The pipe organ has been
commissioned and paid for through a
donation, according to Brum. The
Holtkamp Company of Cleveland, Ohio
has custom built the organ which is
planned to be “one of the nicest in the
northeast,” Brum said.
The new Campus Ministry Center,
located on the bottom level of the
Chapel, has been named in honor of the
Pitino Family. Rick Pitino, the former
head basketball coach from 1985-1987,
donated $750,000 to the College to help
build the new chapel and campus
ministry center.

ROTC NEWS
Paul C. Marcato of Rye, New York, a
Providence College sophomore
majoring in finance, was awarded an
Army ROTC 3-Year Campus Base
Scholarship. This scholarship pays up
to $17,000 a year in tuition, $450 a year
for book costs, and a $200 per month
stipend. Cadet Marcato was contracted
into the Providence College Army
ROTC program on January 19,2000 by
Captain Ellis Hopkins, the Battalion
Recruiting officer.

6 weeks, 6 credits, as low as $2,800 (based on typical costs
of tuition, room & board, books, and airfare)
Term 1; May 24-July 2 • Term 2.' July 6-August 13
www.outreach.hawaii.edu « toll-free 1 (800) 862-8628

University of Hawaii at Manna, Summer Sessions

by

Jennifer Moran ’02

News Staff

On Wednesday, December 22, 1999,
Rev. Paul van K. Thomson, an influential
and greatly respected member of the PC
community, died at the age of 83 in
Scalabrini Villa, North Kingston. Father
Thomson, originally born in
Weekhawen, N.J., contributed a great
part of his career to Providence College,
enriching the expereiences of students,
faculty and administration alike.
Fr. Thomson became a member of the
PC faculty in 1949 as a professor of
English and a special lecturer in
Religious Studies. He served as VicePresident for Academic Affairs from
1965 until 1982.
Ordained to the ministry of the
Episcopal Church in 1940, Fr. Thomson
came to Rhode Island in 1946 to be
rector of the St. Stephen Episcopal
Church in Providence. In 1949 Fr.
Thomson, his wife and children
converted to Catholicism and it was then
that he began his career at PC.
As a professor of English, Fr.
Thomson always kept his students’
(Fr. Thomson) touched the hearts
and aroused the admiration of his
colleagues with his intellectual
brilliance and avid curiousity
~ Dr. Rodney K. Delasanta

attention. Dr. Rodney K. Delasanta, head
of the Honors Liberal Arts Program and a
student of Fr. Thomson, stated that “you
never wanted his class to end.” Delasanta
said that Fr. Thomson had a special
presence and was a great speaker.
In 1957, according to Delasanta, Fr.
Thomson founded the Honors Program as
a “great books course.” The current
Development of Western Civilization
program is a spin-off of the original
Honors Program, added Delasanta.
As Vice-President of Academic Affairs,
Fr. Thomson was influential in shaping the
faculty, the standards for tenure, and
promotion. He also chaired a committee
that voted to make PC co-educational in

Drunk driver
strikes student
A female PC night student was injured
in an alleged drunk driving accident
Wednesday at approximately 7 p.m. just
outside campus grounds.
Providence College Security
confirmed that a middle-aged female
pedestrian was struck by a vehicle at the
comer of Huxley and Eaton Streets. She
was alert and conscious when she was
taken to Roger Williams Hospital.
The victim’s condition is unknown at
this time.
Eye witness, Catie O’Hara ’00 was
behind the driver for approximatley ten
minutes before the accident.“He was all
over the road. We were talking about how
he must be drunk.”
Stopped at the light in her car, O’Hara
watched the driver go through the light
and hit the women.
“She was almost across the road
(when he hit her)... he got out and had
the nerve to tell her to she was alright.”
He was driving a dark colored Mercury
with a Rhode Island license plate. He
was arrested and taken to the Providence

1971.
On August 27, 1983, Fr. Thomson,
under a Pastoral Provision of Pope John
Paul II, was ordained to the Roman
Catholic Priesthood.
In 1995 the annual Thomson award
was established in his honor and awarded
to outstanding students in the honors
Western Civilization program.
Aside from his career at PC, Fr.
Thomson also wrote several articles and
books including a biography of Francis
Thompson titled Why 1 am A Catholic.
He also assisted the late Rhode Island
Representative John E. Fogarty in
initiating educational legislation in the
196O’s.
Fr. Thomson served in World War II
as a Navy Chaplain with the First Marine
Corps in two Pacific campaigns. He was
decorated with two Combat Stars and a
Presidential Unit Citation.
According to the Providence Journal
Father Thomson’s academic honors
include the Boar’s Poetry Award,
Columbia University; University Fellow,
Brown University; Doctor of Humane
Letters, Salve Regina College; Directory
of American Scholars, 3rd edition and
Distinguished Alumni reward, Brown
University.
At Fr. Thomson’s Mass on December
27 at the St. Mary Church in Newport,
RI, Rev. Philip A. Smith, O.P., President
of the College, shared some reflections
on Fr. Thomson’s contributions.
“A visionary thinker, a skilled
administrator,
and
a
gifted
communicator, he also touched the
hearts and aroused the admiration of his
colleagues with his intellectual brilliance
and avid curiosity which enabled him to
transcend centuries and continents, and to
embrace multiple disciplines so that he
could be equally at home with the wisdom
of the Bible or the richness of literary
classics with the mind of Aquinas or
Plato’s World ofIdeas, with Kierkegaard’s
Fear and Trembling or Gandhi’s passion
for peace,” said Fr. Smith, according to a
recent Spectrum article.______________
Police Station for a breathalyzer test.
Police had no further information
Wednesday night, as they were still
determining test results.
~ Rebecca Piro ’00
Sarah Regina ’02 and Istvan Teleki ’01
contributed to this report.

Flooding in Davis Hall
On January 18, while most Providence
College students were moving into their
residence halls, the occupants of Davis
Hall were having a different experience.
According to the Director of Security
Chief Philip Reilly, at 1:35 p.m. a ruptured
pipe burst in room 609B, flooding the
room with about four inches of water.
Sara Fron ’ 01, a resident of the apartment,
said a sprinkler head froze and broke off,
causing the pipe to burst.
The water ran out into the hallway,
flooding most of the sixth floor and
seeping through every floor all the way
down to the basement. The water damage
was not serious, but some personal items
were ruined, said Fron.
- Lyn Soderlund ’03

News
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Library searches for
qualified new director
This story, the first in a two-part coverage on the Phillips
Memorial Library’s future developments, focuses on the
preparations for the search for a new director. Next
week, the quality of PC’s library will be evaluated
according to other university libraries nationwide.
by

Kristin DiQuollo ’02

News Staff

The search for a new director to head
operations at Phillips Memorial Library
is underway, the application review
process having begun January 19.
After announcing his resignation last
semester, Edgar C. Bailey, the current
Director, created an opening for the
position and a need to form a committee
to facilitate in selecting a new director,
stated Rev. Robert W. Hayman,
Associate Professor of History and chair
of the new committee.
The committee was formed in
December by Dr. Thomas L. Canavan,
Vice
President of Academic
Administration, and the members were
chosen on the basis of the necessity for
equal representation from the “general
divisions of the College,” said Canavan.
According to Fr. Hayman, the
committee “will continue to sift through
applications and come up with a list of
ten applicants to invite to the campus for
interviews.” Those ten will then be
narrowed down to a set of three, and the
remaining three applicants will be
presented to Dr. Canavan and other
members of the Administration for final
selection.
Bailey discussed his hopes for the
future candidate.
“I would like to see someone who has
significant experience as a director in a
college library,” he commented. He
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Seton Hall dorm fire
kills 3, injures 62
by Juliana

Patsourakos ’02

News Staff

added that the new director should have
The cause of the January 19 fire at
experience in building renovation,
organizing and instituting substantial Seton Hall University, which left three
structure programs in the library, and students dead and sixty-two people in
jured, is still under investigation. Stu
increasing budget allocation.
Bailey also commented that since dents fled Boland Hall, a freshman dorm
there are no internal candidates for the at the South Orange, New Jersey college,
position, the newly selected director will when the fire broke out in the early morn
be hired outside of Providence College. ing hours while students were sleeping.
Although many frantic students fled
When asked about the reason for his
resignation, Bailey stated, “I’ve been the building, eighteen false alarms since
Library Director for ten years and that September caused some students to
was long enough. I’ve done just about initially believe that the sounding alarm
as much in ten years as I could have was another false alarm. According to a
done.” As a faculty member with tenure, January 20 Los Angeles Times article by
he has the right to resume his job John Goldman, students originally did
working at the reference desk in the not take the sounding of the alarm
library and instructing classes.
The formation of the review
committee was the first in a series of
steps being taken by Administration to
renovate Phillips Memorial Library,
commented Fr. Hayman. “PC aspires to
raise its academic quality and reputation
to be counted among the best in the
Northeast and country,” he stated.
In addition to Fr. Hayman, the
committee members participating in the
reviewing process include Janice
’Schuster. Library Staff; Dr. Sheila
Adamus, Assistant Professor of
Chemistry; Dr. Peter S. Goodrich,
Associate Professor of Management; Dr.
Paul L. Bazin, Library Staff; Dr. Mary I.
L. Bellhouse, Professor of Political
Science; and David Mooney of 5.
Computer Service.

January 20.
“ Our great faith in God has been
carrying us through, ” commented Joe
Karol, Aaron’s father in a January 24
article in the Yahoo Daily News.
Firefighters found two bodies in the
lounge of the sixth floor dorm. The other
male student killed in the fire was
discovered in a room near the lounge
where
firefighters
attempted
unsuccessfully to revive him in a
stairwell, according to Goldman’s
January 20 article.
Boland Hall did not have a sprinkler
system because the dorm was built forty
eight years ago, which was before
sprinkler systems were required,
according to Goldman’s article. The
residence hall, which housed the six

Brutal cold hits northeast J
PC officials feel prepared for weather emergencies
response of workers after winter storm
forecasts on January 20.
News Staff
“The snowfall was smaller than
Campus was transformed into a expected,” admitted Reilly, but snow
winter wonderland after inches of snow plows arrived promptly to ensure student
accumulated in the region Tuesday. With safety.
strong winds causing temperatures to
Providence Police cleared
plunge to a bitter 40 below zero, surrounding streets by 7 p.m., while
Providence College students received a snowplows on campus worked
throughout the night.
chilly welcome to the
An
outside
new semester. This Winter precautions:
unexpected blast of 1. Bundle up - dress in layers, wear contractor was also
thermal underwear, a hat, gloves, hired by officials at
wintry weather is just
and sturdy boots.
the Physical Plant, in
a sign of things to
response to a recent
come, said officials at 2. Stay indoors.
theft of the College’s
the NOAA’s National 3. Maintain a good level of heat
indoors to prevent the pipes from sander.
Weather Service.
bursting.
Reilly reported
Following an
no incidents of
extremely
mild 4. Get plenty of rest to keep your
immune system strong.
student car trouble or
November
and
December, weather
parking violations
during the light
changes have deli Tips for safe driving:
vered some of the
snowfall
last
coldest air of the 1. Keep a shovel and heavy gloves Thursday night and
in the car in case of emergency. does not expect
season.
Meteor
many in the future.
ologists point to 2. Wear sunglasses to lessen the
glare of the snow.
Standard pro
surges of arctic air led
by fast moving 3. Bring a flashlight when driving cedure during snow
at night.
storms
requires
storms as the cause of
4. Purchase a de-icer for your door students to rotate
the frigid weather.
locks.
parking
to
The average
accommodate for
temperature
for 5. Keep a supply of dry gas in the
car.
the snowplowing of
Rhode Island in
January is 28 degrees; however, recent several lots on campus. The Director of
temperatures are approaching the state’s the Physical Plant must also restrict
record low of 25 degrees below zero. campus parking so that snow removal is
The intensity of the weather reminds not delayed.
many of the New England Blizzard of
The College informs students via
1978, which generated hurricane winds voice mail when it is necessary to move
and the heaviest snowfall of the century their cars and “We usually get a good
in Rhode Island. Winter storm warnings response,” said Reilly.
While students anticipated a large
have become so frequent that students
and administrators wonder if this type snowfall and an extended first weekend
on campus, Dr. Thomas Canavan, Vice
weather lies ahead in 2000.
While students are shocked by President of Academic Administration,
winter’s brutal entrance, Providence was busy contacting various weather
College officials feel prepared for any agencies and the Physical Plant to
upcoming weather emergencies. Chief determine weather conditions. Canavan
Philip Reifly, Executive Director of
Cold, page 4
Security on campus, cited the immediate
by

Laura Meneses ’01

Emergency vehicles outside a Seton Hall University dormitory

seriously.
“We didn’t think anything of it at
first,” said Vanessa Gomez, a freshman
at the University. “ We saw people
running outside and people were yelling:
It’s real this time. ”
The three students killed in the blaze
were freshmen Frank Caltabilota,
John Giunta, and Aaron Karol, according
to an article posted on cnn.com on

hundred forty students, did contain fiftyfive fire extinguishers.
Sunday night, five of the sixty-two
people injured in the fire still remained
in the hospital, four in critical condition
with serious burns, according to the
January 24 article in Yahoo Daily News.
Family and friends congregated in the
Seton Hall, page 4

Chapel Update
* Before the wind and cold arrived,
workers were able to install half of the
underground plumbing and duct work
in the northern half of the site. At the
same time, the mason’s were able to
erect block above the foundation on the
south, southeast, and the east walls.
These walls were erected up to a level
where it would be safe until the sup
porting steel framing is in place.
* The site contractor continued to in
stall the drainage system along the pe
rimeter of the Chapel foundation. In
addition, the completed foundation
was “water-proofed” (sealed) and
back-filled, getting us closer to the fi
nal “grade” of the land.

* A plastic barrier was erected along
the southeast block wall allowing the
contractor to enclose a space that may
be heated so that the mason’s may con
tinue to work on cold days. They will
be installing the stone face to the wall.
* Steel columns and beams are ex
pected to arrive on site later this week
or the beginning of next. Erection of
the steel framing will be immediate.
* The weather will determine the

schedule for the continuing of the
trenching that must take place on the
south side of the site for the comple
tion of the underground piping and
duct work.

* While the weather may stall the out
side site work, it is having no affect
upon the mechanical support being
worked on. 300 feet of pipe is pres
ently being installed in the basement
of Aquinas Hall. This piping will sup
ply the new Chapel with chilled wa
ter, steam and domestic water. The
interior path is being worked on now
so that when the frost is out of the
ground, underground lines from the
south side of Aquinas to the Chapel
site may be installed.

News
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PC students arrested
-Continued from page 1-

State.
“[Underage drinking’s] a major
problem in the city, there’s no question
about it,” said Costello. “This city’s a
college community. There’s a lot of kid’s
out there,” he explained. “We’re
different from a lot of cities.”
Costello cited the attention given to
underage drinking by state agencies as
proof of its importance. “They have the
statistics to prove it. They wouldn’t give
us the funding if it wasn’t a major
problem.”
The result of this funding comes in two
forms: enforcement and education. “We
try five or six different techniques,”
explained Costello of the enforcement
side of this program. These “techniques”
include party patrols, liquor stores, and
the use of undercover cops in night clubs
and bars. In addition to having an office
pose as a clerk, as was done in Rock’s
Liquor Store, the police will send an
underage buyer in to check the
compliance of the liquor store employees
themselves or have the underage buyer
solicit legal customers to buy alcohol for
them. Since September, the program has
resulted in 100 to 110 arrests, according
to Costello.'
“It’s been quite successful,” Costello
commented. “I think people are going
to start to get the message,” he explained
of the program’s future. “Hopefully
we’ll have less violations next year at
this time.”
In addition to the police, the liquor
stores themselves have voiced
satisfaction with this program. “I’m very
happy to see something like this
materialize,” said Alan Murphy, Vice
President of the Rhode Island Liquor
Store Association. “Our message to
underage kids, and the people who buy
alcohol from them, is stay away. We do
not want your business and, if you try to
buy at our stores, you will be arrested.”
The second half of the program, the
educational campaign, consists of radio
ads, print ads, posters for liquor stores
and a brochure. The focus of the
campaign is the legal consequence of
underage drinking.
“It’s really not an educational
campaign teaching alcohol is bad,”
explained Brenda Amodei, Program
Coordinator of the Underage Drinking
Initiative. Instead, it will teach “what the
law says, what the violations are, and
what the police are doing.”
“We’d love to do more education, but

you’re restricted,” she explained, by the
funding available.
In addition to advertising, the
program sponsored a youth summit,
facilitated by Mothers Against Drunk
Driving, at the Newport Harbor Hotel.
“We need as much input from young
people as possible,” said Amodei.
The seven students arrested on
Thursday, in addition to the punishment
they receive from the City of
Providence, “will be reviewed by the
disciplinary office” of the College,
according to Rev. Stuart McPhail, O.P.,
Vice President of Student Services.
“The handbook applies both on
campus and off campus,” Fr. McPhail
explained.
The school, however, was unaware
of the “Underage Drinking/Arresting
Behavior” program before this incident,
according to Fr. McPhail.
“It says the City of Providence wishes
to address [underage drinking,]” he
explained.
Fr. McPhail, in contrast to the Police
and the liquor store owners, believes it
is still too early to judge if this program
has been successful or not. “With any
new program you don’t want to be
condemnatory of it, but you want to look
at how much time, money, personnel it
required, and then look at the results and
say ‘is this worthwhile?”’ he explained.
“I think for me to say if this is
worthwhile now is presumptuous.”
Students varied in their evaluation of
the program. “Everywhere you go,
there’s going to be underage drinking,
so I don’t think it’s worthwhile,” said
Phoutone Kingvilay ’01.
In addition to addressing the futility
of the program, students addressed what
they see as the absurdity of the drinking
age. Francine Darroch ’01, a student
from Canada, where the drinking age is
18 or 19, said “I think [the program] is
kind of pointless. I think they should
lower the drinking age. I find it funny
that it’s so low here.”
On the other end of the spectrum,
other students supported the program.
“The people on this campus are too
focused on alcohol,” said Rory O’Dwyer
’02. As to whether or not the program
is worthwhile she commented, “There’s
always going to be underage drinking,
so in that sense, I don’t think it does
much good, but at least the attention is
there. Economically, it’s not wise, but I
guess morally it is.”

A message from Fr. Keegan
As indicated in previous memos, on the available hours for the Generic Student Weight
Room and the Nautilus Equipment Room, safety and liability issues require that these rooms
be available only when a responsible building supervisor is on duty.
Beginning on Wednesday, January 19, a new supervisor will be on duty between the
hours of 6 a.m. and 11 a.m. As a result, these rooms will be available for general use On
Mondays through Fridays starting at 6:00 a.m. during the academic year when school is in
session.
I trust that this new arrangement will satisfy the needs and concerns of all the college
community.
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Cold weather hits campus
-Continued from page 3-

said that it is not the amount of snow
that brings about class cancellation, but
it is rather “a matter of determining
safety issues.”
Canavan must not only be sure of
safety on campus, but in the surrounding
region, because many upperclassmen
reside off-campus and drive to class. The
vice president inquires as to the progress
of the plowing and sanding of nearby
streets. After finding out “whether it is
safe for people to be moving,” Canavan
makes a final decision regarding
cancellation.
Students, in hopes of a day off from
classes, have made frequent use of
Providence College’s Weather Advisory
Line, 865-1012. Classes were suspended
on two occasions last year, but there have
been no cancellations thus far this
semester.
The bitter cold no doubt stunned
students upon returning to campus early
last week. The severe weather,
especially strong winds and freezing
temperatures, has affected every
student’s daily routine.
Pamela Neri ’03, who described the
weather as “shocking,” has noticed a
change in her habits since her return to
PC. “I come back to the dorm more often
because I have to warm up before I go
out again,” said Neri.
Many other .students have
experienced a decline in motivation due
to the extreme cold.
“It’s harder to go to class ‘cause it’s
so cold you don’t want to leave your
warm room,” stated Elizabeth Wormaid
’01 who finds herself staying inside and
cooking in her apartment more often.
Joe Castelo ’01 and Chris Gorman
’01 had similar responses to the

plummeting temperatures. “It makes me
not want to get out of bed,” said Castelo,
while Gorman said he “hate(s) coming
out of the shower.”
Emily Tallen ’03, a member of the
cross-country and track team, admits that
the cold weather and snowfall makes
training difficult as well. “It’s hard to
get in quality runs,” said Tallen.
Students with cars on campus, or offcampus students who drive to class, must
be especially careful in the harsh weather
conditions. Chief Reilly suggested
students follow simple tips such as
keeping a de-icer and a supply of dry gas
in the car in case of an emergency.
Although no reports of accidents have
been filed, many avoid driving during
the winter months. “With this weather,
we left our cars home,” said Wormaid.
Faculty members at Providence
College are greatly affected by the
weather as well. “It’s aggravating when
you commute,” stated Jean Murray, a
professor of marketing who notices a
“dramatic drop” in class attendance
during the winter.
Dr. Constance Rousseau, a professor
of history in the Western Civilization
program, recalled the problem of
commuting in the winter and, as a result,
now resides closer to campus.
Although numbers of students
attending classes have not dropped
drastically yet this year, Professor Peter
Johnson laughingly noted a “drop in
intensity.”
While many students have grown
tired of blustering winds and subzero
temperatures already, a few are happy
to see the signs of winter finally arrive.
“I’d like to see more of the white stuff,”
said Samantha Famum ’01.

Seton Hall fire
-Continued from page 2-

halls of Saint Barnabas Medical Center
during the weekend to lend support to
one another during the tragedy.
“ We’re all the same family now”,
said Nicole Simons, 27, who has a
brother, Ken, at the hospital due to
injuries from the fire. After one student
was released from the hospital on
Saturday, “ it was just like one of our
own children going home, ” commented
Simons.
Although most students sustained
injuries from smoke inhalation or bums,
a few students were injured because they
jumped from the building to escape.
According to cnn.com’s January 20
posting, at least two students jumped
from the third floor of the Boland Hall
dorm, the floor where the fire broke out.
Another injury sustained in the fire
was exposure.
Nicole McFarlane, 19, was treated for
exposure because she escaped the
building wearing only a short nightgown,
a jacket, and hiking boots according to
cnn.com.
“ It was panic. Everybody was just,
Cjo! Go! Go!” said McFarlane.

18-year-old Kaera Sauber witnessed
one of her fellow students outside in the
cold in a T-shirt and boxers, with skin
blackened by bums.
“His skin was. . .smoking,”
commented Sauber, according to
cnn.com.
As of the January 24 report in the
Yahoo Daily News investigators were
continuing to look into the cause of the
deadly fire. Essex County Prosecutor
Donald Campolo has said arson,
smoking, or electrical problems have still
not been ruled out as possible causes of
the fire.
Students who resided in undamaged
floors were expected to return on January
24. Classes are also scheduled to begin
again on January 25, according to the
Yahoo Daily News.
The tragedy of the Seton Hall fire is
causing some political figures to explore
the possibility of passing legislation to
require sprinklers in all campus
residence halls.
New York
Congresswoman Carolyn Maloney says
she plans to introduce legislation that
will require all dorms to have sprinklers,
according to Yahoo Daily News.

~ Local News Update ~
• Local boxer Vinnie Pazienza was stopped for erratic driving Sunday morning by Pawtucket police officers. The officers say he attempted to throw a punch but missed,
they were then forced to spray him with pepper gas and wrestle him to the ground. Pazienza who was returning from a Pawtucket nightclub acknowledged he had been
drinking but denied being drunk. The boxer was arrested and charged with drunken driving, eluding police, resisting arrest and assaulting a police officer. His court
date is set for next month.

• One more plea agreement was made last Thursday night in the Operation Plunder Dome investigation of the corruption of Providence City Hall. In a document filed
in the U.S. District Court, investigators say Angelo A. Mosca Jr. arranged a $15,000 bribe to a tax board member and another city official. Mosca arranged the payoff
to settle back taxes owed by the estate of Fernando M. Ronci. The state held interest in commercial property in Providence. Mosca will enter a plea to charges of
extortion and conspiracy to commit extortion.
• Last week Rhode Island Police were forced to put off arresting people. A glitch in a new law enforcement computer network led to the wrongful arrests of eight
people. The system installed last month, confused names and criminal records of people who have been previously arrested. According to ABC 6, State Court
Administrator Bob Harrall says, “not getting them [criminals] doesn’t decrease public safety.”

• Smoking prevention programs for youth and aid to those who cannot afford health insurance are included in the Health Care Improvement Act of 2000. The state of
Rhode Island is expected to receive about $1.4 billion from an estimated $206 billion national settlement over a 25 year span. Governor Lincoln Almond has yet to
decide how much he will recommend Rhode Island spends on anti-smoking programs.
• Attorney General Sheldon Whitehouse has proposed a bill, which would make drunk drivers face tougher penalties. Legislation requires anyone convicted three times
to serve up to three years in prison. A three-time offender who refused to take a breathalyzer test would face up to five years. The attorney general also wants to
permanently brand a repeat offender’s license with “DUI license” in red ink. The current penalty for a third time offense is a misdemeanor that carries a sentence of six
months to a year.
-Compiled by Kristin Stanley ’01
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Computer lab hours
questioned
During the reading period of last
semester, many students were faced with
not only overcrowded computer labs, but
lab doors that were closed as early as 8
p.m. on a weekday night. Many students
have complained about the lack of space
and time they are offered.
“I always got kicked out when there
was a class in there, and sometimes you
didn’t know if it was a class or not,” said
Jessica Mastrocola ’02.
Last year, in response to this conflict,
Student Congress’s Student Life
Committee addressed the issue of
keeping the labs open later during the
reading period. Anthony Denis ’00, head
of the Student Life Committee,
confirmed that the committee researched
the possibilities, but found that PC’s lab
hours were comparable to those of most
area schools. Therefore, nothing was
done to improve the hours and

availability of the labs.
Yet keeping the labs open late is not
easy as it sounds, according to Robin
LoBello, Academic Lab Supervisor. As
long as students are using the machines,
staff members, who are usually students,
must be present as well.
“If we kept the labs open, we’d have
a problem with student staffing. Last
semester we stayed open until ten
o’clock on the 21st and until four o’clock
on the 22nd, the last day of school,” said
LoBello.
Lack of student staffing is not the
only problem the computer labs face. As
long as the lab is in use, security must
watch the premises.
“Security wouldn’t be happy if we
stayed open. It would just be more
buildings for them to keep an eye on,”
said LoBello.
~ Lyn Soderlund ’03

Textbook purchase compared
-Continued from page 1-

online bookstore comparison service. textbooks.com for a book that was priced
Founded in August of 1997, the company at $105.00 in the PC Bookstore. In
enables students to search 28 on-line addition to the discounted price, the site
bookstores simultaneously. All search guaranteed a $35.95 buyback option.
results are listed, beginning with the least •
“This is actually the second time I
expensive option. The site includes cost have used textbooks.com " Cofone
of the text, sales tax (if applicable,) explained. “Last semester I ordered four
availability, and shipping and handling books from [textbooks.com]." Cofone
fees.
likes this method of purchasing books,
Caution should be exercised, although she added that the wait could
however, when purchasing texts via the be a problem for some. “You can’t order
Internet. Frequently, the availability and [textbooks] before you get to school
shipping rates listed are estimates. Also, because you don’t know which books the
before releasing any personal professors want. You have to wait for
information over the Internet, one should them to be shipped,” she explained.
first determine that the site is secure.
Even so, some sites advertise shipping
Lisa Cofone '01 spent $70.00 at estimates as low as one to three days.
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Sanctions

Date: December 8, 1999
Charges:
1. Standards of Conduct established by
Providence College (Page 39, II, 1A)
GUILTY
2.
Unauthorized Possession and
Misappropriation of another’s Social
Security and Pin Number (Page 39, II, 2G)
GUILTY
3. Possession and Use of a False
Identification Document for personal gain by
impersonating another individual (Page 44,
XII) GUILTY
Sanction:
1. Immediate Dismissal from Providence
College.

Date: December 20, 1999
Charges:
1.
Standards of Conduct (Page 39, II.
1A) GUILTY
2.
Turning in a False Fire Alarm (Page
39, III, I)
GUILTY
3.
Property Damage belonging to
another, on College property (Page 39,
V)
GUILTY
4.
Underage Drinking (Page 40, VII)
GUILTY
5.
Possession of False Identification
(Page 44, XII)
GUILTY
Sanctions:
1. Suspension for the second semester of
the 1999-2000 school year. This suspension will start on
January 19, 2000 and end on May 21, 2000.
2. Three fire engines responded to
Providence College for a cost of $300 for false alarms,
and will be borne by the student. A check payable to
Providence College in the amount of $300 is due
immediately.
3.
The vandalism will be addressed by
the student and brought to satisfactory
conclusion.
4. Utilization of a false ID will result in a
one semester Disciplinary Probation when the student
returns to Providence College in the fall of 2000.
5. Evidence must be submitted proving
Alcoholic Counseling prior to matriculating
at Providence College. Failure to do so will
result in not being readmitted.
On 7 December a discipline hearing was held to consider
the following charges:
violation of the standards of conduct established
by Providence College (Handbook, page 39, section
II, 1A);
unauthorized possession and misappropriation of
another’s property (Handbook, page 39, section II,
2G);
the possession and use of falsified document for
the purpose of personal gain.
Found guilty, the penalty determined was immediate
dismissal from Providence College.

Date: December 14, 1999
Charges:
1.
Verbal Abuse (Page 39, IIE) GUILTY

2.

Underage drinking (Page 40. VII)
GUILTY

Sanctions:

1.

Disciplinary Probation until May 15,
2000
2.
Cited for first violation of Alcohol
Policy
3.
Alcohol Education class
Date: December 16, 1999
Charge:
1.
Standards of Conduct (Page 39, II, IA)
INNOCENT
2.
Verbal and Physical Abuse (Page 39.
II. 2E) INNOCENT
3.
Projecting material toward a person or
near a person (Page 39, II, 2H)
GUILTY
4.
Property damage (Page 39, V)
INNOCENT
Sanctions:
1.
Payment for damages (if any damages
were incurred from throwing
newspapers on the ground.
2.
Write a formal letter of apology to the
editorial staff of The Cowl.
3.
25 hours of In-Kind Restitution.
Date: December 16, 1999
Charge:
1.
Violation for possession of marijuana
(Page 43, VIII, A) GUILTY
2.
Standards of Conduct (Page 39, II, I)
GUILTY
Sanctions:
1.
First Offense: This letter will serve
as a letter of disciplinary warning.
2.
Disciplinary Probation until May 21,
2000
3.
$75.00 fine
Date: December 16, 1999
Charges:
1.
Standards ofConduct (Page 39, II. IA)
GUILTY
2.
Furnishing false information to the
College (Page 39, II, 2A) GUILTY
3.
Lewd and indecent conduct (Page 39,
II, 2F) GUILTY
4.
Destruction of College property (Page
39, V) GUILTY
5.
Underage Drinking (Page 40, VII)
GUILTY
Sanctions:
1.
Disciplinary
Probation
will
commence 1/1/2000 until 12/31/2000
2.
Cite under Alcohol Ed Policy. If
second offense, parents will be
notified.
3.
Attend Alcohol Education class
4.
Pay for any damaged property.
5.
$200 fine.

Date: January 24, 2000
Charges:
1. Unauthorized possession and missappropriation of the property of another (Page 39) GUILTY
2. Standards of conduct (Page 39) GUILTY
Sanctions:
1. Disciplinary Probation until 5/15/2000
2. In-Kind Restitution. 30 hours
3: Payment of $37.75 for books
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World

AOL ■ Time Warner merge

January 27, 2000
AOL - Time Warner :
Creating a Media Giant
The massive media merger of
these two media companies will
undoubtedly have a marked
effect on daily technology.

The World’s largest media company is bom
by Alicia

Nidetz ’02

World Staff

Time Warner, who just announced
its $145 billion merger with America
online January 10, has set the stage for
partnership in the entertainment field.
Once the AOL Time Warner merger
went public, experts immediately began
to predict a domino effect of mergers
between film studios, music libraries
and other Internet companies. Other
recently announced, significant mergers
include ABC and The New York Times,
as well as Time Warner and EMI
Records.
On January 20, ABC News and The
New York Times announced their
upcoming alliance that will include
Times’ Journalists appearing on ABC
News broadcasts to help cover stories
for both “Good Morning America” and
“20/20.” This is a deal that follows in
the footsteps of NBC and The
Washington Post who made their
announcement of partnership just this
past November.
In addition to Times Journalists
appearing on ABC News, each partner
will benefit from each other’s Internet
strong suits. The Times, with its strong
print capabilities will be able to
compliment ABC’s strong video skills.
Both ABC and the Times made it
clear that this was a restrained
partnership and neither company would
endanger the others’ independence.
Shortly after announcing its merger
with America Online, Time Wamer is
planning to join together with EMI
Records, a London-based business.
Once agreed upon by both companies,
Time Wamer’s music division will take
control of EMI Records in a merger
worth $20 million. The merger will

combine Time Wamer’s Atlantic, Warner
Brothers and Elektra record labels with
EMI’s Virgin, Priority and Capitol labels.
This means that musicians such as Cher,
Eric Clapton, Madonna, REM, Metallica
and Jewel will come together with the
Beatles, Rolling Stones, Beastie Boys,
and Frank Sinatra under Warner EMI
Music.
This important merger comes at a
crucial time for both companies. Warner

Exchange. The two companies as one
will be worth about $8.3million in sales
annually and will find itself only second
in the business to Seagram’s Universal
Music.
Although the two companies have
struggled to keep this deal a secret, it is
thought to be the brainchild of new
Warner Music Group Chairman Roger
Ames and the head of EMI’s music
division, Ken Berry. Because the joining

Internet
AOL is the country’s leading
internet service provider with
over 22 million subscribers.

Cable Systems
Time Warner has 13 million
cable companies.

Publishing
33 magazines are published by
Time Warner with 120 mil
lion readers last year. The
company also owns $1.1
million dollars in books
through Time Life, Little
Brown and Warner Books.

Magazines

Music has just suffered a loss of $9
million from January to September of
1999 and EMI has enjoyed a 61 percent
profit increase since the end of
September. By joining together with
Warner, EMI will save $400 million in
cost in just 3 short years.
As a reimbursement for giving up half
of EMI, current shareholders will be
given $ 1.65 per share owned. Shares for
the merged company, Warner EMI
Music, will trade on the London Stock

of the two companies will expand and
speed up access to music available to
customers online, Time Warner President
Richard Parsons, Chairman Gerald
Levin and AOL Chief Executive Steve
Case support the deal at hand. Once the
deal is approved, Ames will be named
Chief Executive Officer and Berry will
be appointed Chief Operating Officer. It
is expected to be a frill year before the
merger is completed.
Source : NY Times

People
Sports Illustrated
Fortune
Life
Money
Parenting
In Style
Entertainment Weekly
Teen People

Television
CNN
HBO
Cinemax
TNT
The WB

Recent Movies

Fighting continues in Russia
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

40,000 civilians trapped in cellars with no food
BY M.F. Stauff

Assoc. Editor-in-Chief

The fighting between Russian forces
and Chechnyan rebels continues to
escalate with Russian losses estimated
as high as 1,100 since the fighting
began, according to some sources.
According to CNN, some television
stations in the region report these
numbers supplied by the Russian
military are inaccurate. They have
reported that 30 bodies a day have
passed through Rostov military hospital
in southern Russia and that ten times
more were being killed than actually
reported. The military reports figures
daily since the start of the year. Most
reports are in the single figures despite
an increase in the fighting. Interfax
reports that Valery Manilov, first deputy
chief of staff and Russia’s main
spokesman on Chechnya, as saying that
Russia had killed over 10,000 rebels in
six months of fighting. According to
CNN.com, each side tends to
underestimate their own losses and
overestimate their foes.
The core of resistance in the small
Russian province is within the capital
of Grozny near a key bridge. The rebels
tactics have changed from defending
their positions to a hit-and-run scenario.
Their guerilla warfare versus Russia’s
more traditional infantry warfare is
effective in urban fighting. According

to the New York Times website, there are
stories of a single sniper successfully
defending a 500-yard long street against
an entire company of infantry. In
addition to ground forces, Russia is
launching as many as 100 bombing
missions daily to pound suspected rebel
bases.
The Russian military claims to
control most of the capital. However,
many city blocks taken by day are
abandoned at night for fear of night
attacks. Up to 40,000 civilians remained
trapped in cellars with little or no food.
Since the fighting began, an estimated
240,000 people have fled Chechnya.
Many of these have flocked to the camps
in Ingushetia, a nearby Russian region.
On Monday, Russia announced refugees
would no longer receive food if they
were from Russian-held areas thought to
be safe.
Fears of European Union [EU]
sanctions have elicited responses from
government officials. “Our position on
Chechnya is based on clear facts and
logic,” Mikhail Kasyanov, the Russian
first deputy prime minister, said
according to CNN.com. “We would not
like to believe that the European Union
would anyway take a decision on
sanctions.”
The EU’s executive commission has
been authorized to enforce proposals for
mild sanctions over the use of forces in
Chechnya. The sanctions are expected
not to include a suspension, but rather a

redirection of Russian aid.
Russia’s interest in the Chechnya
region dates back to a war lasting from
1994-1996.
Their most recent
involvement stems from terrorist attacks
in Moscow and other cities. The rebels
deny any involvement in the attacks.
Excerpted from
nytimes.com,
USAToday.com and CNN.com

Analyze This
Any Given Sunday
The Matrix
Austin Powers: The Spy Who
Shagged Me

Television Shows
Friends
The Drew Carey Show
Sex and the City
The Sopranos
Source: NY Times

South Carolina:
Still bitter over loss in Civil War?
by

Dan Reed ’02

Commentary Staff

On the statehouse dome in
Columbia, South Carolina is still flying
the Confederate flag. The flag, which
has been perched in this spot for the
last 38 years, is considered by many to
be a symbol of slavery and bigotry.
Those who defend the flag, however,
feel that it symbolizes state’s rights and
southern heritage.
Though the Confederate flag’s
placement on the dome has long been
a sensitive issue, it has become a focus
of the nation’s attention in recent
weeks. Anumber of protests have been
staged at the statehouse, including a
recent rally with more than 46,000

demonstrators present to demand that
the flag be removed. This event was
one of the largest rallies of its kind
since the civil rights movement in the
1960’s, and has helped to make the
issue of whether the flag should be
allowed to fly a major issue for
Presidential candidates.
The two major Democratic
candidates, Al Gore and Bill Bradley,
have both sided clearly with those:
who believe the flag should be taken
down. Gore has been particularly
emphatic on the subject, stating that
the flag is an ugly symbol which does
not belong on a government building.
The issue is more problematic for the

- S. Carolina, page 7
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Gore sweeps
Iowa Caucuses
A staggering win over Bradley with 63 percent of the vote
by

Kim Cutrone ’00

World Editor________________ ____

On Monday evening, Vice President
Al Gore won the Iowa Democratic Cau
cuses while Texan Governor George W.
Bush captured his own victory in the
Hawkeye State’s GOP caucuses. In sec
ond place for the Republican Party
landed magazine mogul Steve Forbes,
tripling his ten percent vote he drew at
the caucuses four years earlier, Alan
Keyes beat out Orrin Hatch and Sena
tor John McCain for the coveted third
place finish. Following behind Gore
was the outpolled New Jersey Senator
Bill Bradley, whose loss was a letdown
since the Democrat had campaigned
heavily in the state.
Bush charged ahead, winning with
41 percent of the vote followed by
Forbes capturing 30 percent. Keyes
rounded the comer, surprisingly in the
double digits of 14 percent while
McCain and Hatch trailed with 5 and 1
percent totals. With two candidates, the
Democratic party voted Gore the winner
with 63 percent, a whopping 26 percent
lead over Bradley’s 35 percent vote.
The defeated war veteran, Senator
John McCain is not taking his loss
lightly and seems to be using his defeat
as a spring board for strengthening his
campaign. As he stresses his strong
military experience as well as
government background, McCain
claims he is the best man for the job.
His campaign seems to have taken a
stronger initiative against the Texan
governor. As for the campaign of
Senator Orrin Hatch, the 65 year old

Vice President Al Gore

presidential candidate has been rumored
to say that he will drop out of the race if
he does not finish within the top four in
the Iowa Caucuses. His less then I
percent vote will undoubtedly have an
effect on his campaign.
The presidential contenders hope for
their numbers to strengthen their
campaigns for the first national Primary
in New Hampshire. The word is that
the voters in New Hampshire take pride
in not following the lead of Iowa, which
makes the first primary an open season
for ail presidential hopefuls. It is still
evident from past years, however, that
the New Hampshire primaries are not an
accurate indicator of who will own the
seat of the Oval Office.
Gore’s victory is a comeback from the
growing and somewhat successful
campaign of Bill Bradley, who has spent
over $2 million dollars. Nonetheless, it
is the support of labor and a strong
Democratic establishment that bolstered
the victory. Despite the loss, Bradley still
has confidence in his campaign.
On the Republican side, Forbes says
he iS only beginning the battle as Bush’s
toughest opponent. Yet in a striking
show of surprising support was Keye’s
third place finish with 15 percent of the
vote. His performance in the debates
seem to have won the support of many
despite a low budget campaign.
An issue with the power to split the
Republican party, abortion may turn to
be a very important subject in the future
of these campaigns. Forbes, Keyes and
Gary Bauer all sided strongly with
religious right when it came to the
abortion issue. This particular stance is

shown to be stronger in Iowa then in
many states. Among the three
Republicans with this stance, more
votes were polled than that for Bush.
Conversely, Bush captured more votes
from conservatives and religious right
members than any other candidate.
Polls indicate that among the issues
Republican voters were concerned with,
foremost on their list was the moral
values of their candidates, beating out
tax policy, Social Security, abortion and
education. Voters seemed to want a
candidate who stands unshaken in their
beliefs
Democratic voters were, in contrast,
concerned with Social Security and
Medicare over the moral values of their
candidates. A Democratic survey
reports that Gore was favored by voters
on every issue, the only dividing fine
for Bradley being those voters who
sought a leader with a new idea.
As the data from Iowa may serve as
an indication of the people’s opinions
in that part of the country, it has been
shown in recent years that the winners
at these caucuses tum into losers later
on. Carter was the last president to win
the votes in the Iowa caucuses as well
as the election in 1976. Senator Phil
Gramm was also knocked off the
presidential trail four years ago after
winning these very same caucuses in
Iowa. Therefore as Iowa gives
Americans its first look at tabulated
opinions through voting, it may serve
as merely just that.
Source : NY Times, CNN.com,
Newsindex.com
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World News Briefs
usa
Elian to meet grandmothers
The six year old Cuban immi
grant will meet privately on
Wednesday in a neutral place af
ter threats from Department of
Immigration. The two women
seek to bring back the young boy
to his native Cuba despite upris
ings in Miami, where many citi
zens want Elain to remain in the
US with relatives.

S. Carolina
- continued from page 6 i

:

Coca-Cola downsizing
Coca-Cola announced on«
Wednesday that it will be elimi-"
nating 21 percent of it’s 29,000«
employees. The massive lay offJJ
comes after reports of lower»
earnings last year. The 6000 em-"
ployees of the company will find"
themselves unemployed, thej
largest number ever laid off in"
Coca-Cola history.
■

International
Peace talks suspended
Peace talks between Israel and
Syria have been put on hold af
ter negotiations were cancelled
for last Wednesday. Syrian news
reported that Israel must with
draw troops from the Golan
Heights before talks can recon
vene. The Clinton Administra
tion does not place blame on ei
ther country.__________________

UN appoints new director a
Hans Blix, former director of the"
International Atomic Enery«
Agency, has been chosen asj
chief inspector of disarmament"
for Iraq by the Security CounJ
cil. A new panel will also replace"
Unscom: The United Nations.
Monitering, Verification and In-J
spection Commission.
■

Science and Health
Cloning in Japan
Japanese scientists cloned an al
ready cloned bull, a first ever in
genetic engineering. This prac
tice may provide bigger and
healthier bulls for mating,
needed in the cattle industry.

Balding = More heart attacks J
Men balding on the crown of ’
their heads have a 36 percent ■
greater chance of developing "
heart disease, found one Boston ■
study. The study was the larg-1
est of it’s type in history.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a

Republican candidates, however. The
two GOP frontrunners, George W.
Bush and John McCain, have both
largely skirted the issue. Politically, it
is a difficult situation, as many feel that
defending the flag will draw the ire of
minorities and moderates, while
demanding its removal may offend
both conservatives and southerners.
Additionally, South Carolina is viewed
as a key primary state, and the results
of its vote may play a major role in
selecting the Republican candidate for
President.
The issue was made more confusing
by the proposal of another option; that
the flag be moved to a Civil War
memorial on the statehouse grounds.
This would put the flag in a less
offensive location, and it would also
be considerably less visible than it is
on the statehouse dome.
In a recent poll, slightly more than
half of the South Carolina citizens
surveyed stated that they believe the
flag should come down, while less that
forty percent said that it should remain
on the dome. However, when
presented with the option that the flag
be moved to the memorial, more
residents supported this idea than either
leaving the flag in place or having it
completely removed.
The NAACP has been particularly
vocal on this issue, and has called for a
tourism boycott of the state until the
flag is removed. As part of this effort,
the group has begun to ask that major
athletic events, such as the NCAA
tournament, not be scheduled in South
Carolina, and that existing plans to do
so be changed.
Source : NY Times

College
Freshman
stress levels
at new high
by

Kim Cltrone ’00

World Editor

Just when freshman think their first
semester stress is over, the University
of California has reported that this
year’s freshman class is more stressed
then earlier classes. This may be due
to one of the most competitive years in
college application processes.
A poll taken in the first few days of
college reports that 30.2 percent of
freshman were overwhelmed by the
prospects their future in college held for
them. This is no surprise to researchers
who have been tracking the rise of stress
among first year college students since
1995, when only a mere 16 percent
reported being overwhelmed.
One of the many factors playing a
key role in the data is the sheer fact that
college students of the current era have
more to do than college students did 20
years ago.
With emphasis on
extracurricular activity beginning in
high school, it is no surprise that
students these days are busy and more
stressed out.
The survey reported that one in four
students said that they expected to work
full time while in college. The average
number of hours worked by college
students in order to defray high tuition
costs was a staggering 25 hours.. These
hours are in addition to outside activities
as well as school work. Since the price
of a college education has increased,
financial responsibility upon college
students has also increased, a factor in
these reports of higher stress levels.
Stress is not the only thing on the
rise on college campuses. Reports also
indicate that more students are seeking
help from on campus counseling centers
as well as more students arriving on
move in day with psychological
problems before they even enter the
college rat race. American campuses
are moving to help their students,
including Harvard University who has
expanded its counseling facilities by
hiring more therapists and resident
counselors.
A gender gap also seems to be
evident in the data reporting that a
higher percent of females exhibit
feelings of high stress : a 38.8 to 20
percent ratio between men and women.
The same UCLA report also found
that a record amount of high school
students reported being unstimulated by
their high school education. 39.9
percent of students reported these
feelings as well as 62.6 percent
reporting having skipped or arrived late
to class regularly. Enrollment in
remedial courses is also at a record high.
Many analysts believe these
numbers are effected by the supposed
MTV Generation. Channels and
websites such as MTV and Comedy
Central provide a constant stream of
entertainment that high school cannot
hold a candle up to. It is no wonder
why, unless classes are taught in a
highly interactive manner, students feel
bored and unmotivated.
On a lighter note, the study also
reports having found an increase in the
amount of volunteer work and
community service done by college
seniors as well as alcohol and tobacco
use decreasing to 50.7 percent in
freshman classes.
Sources: Ny Times
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Ohanh Ifou .Seniors!!

Seniors have returned their
winy seniors Have relc.. .
piedye cards for the

Senior Olass (jiuiny jPt
2000 JSenior C^laSS (jiviny proyram.
royram.
On behalf of those students who wilt
benefit from your yenerosity, thanb you!!
Sally Abbate
Eileen Adams
Kate Agnello
Stephen Allard
Laura Allen
Sara Anderson
Kate Antonucci
Melinda Austin
Heidi Baetz
Kristin Bahrenburg
Amy Bamosky
Neal Barry
Allison Barstow
Julia Bateman
Vanessa Berkoski
Timbre Bernard
Alison Berube
Brenday Biscone
Kathleen Bligh
Tara Boland
Jeremy Bolt
Mary Bombardier
Matthew Bonsall
Claire Borchers
Tonilynne Bove
Katherine Bowes
Debra Bowler
Keara Boyan
James Boyle
Alyson Bradshaw
Colleen Brennan
Michele Brescia
Bill Breslin
Peter Brown
Keri Brown
Shannon Brown
Ellen Buckley
Gina Buffone
Amanda Burke
Jennifer Bums
Kristi Bush
Kirsten Bushey
Jessica Butt
Erin Caddigan
Corinne Cafferky
Catherine Callahan
Jeffrey Callahan
Sean Callahan
Elizabeth Camerota
Marybeth Campbell
Meredith Campbell
William Caneira
Maria Canetta
Karen Cardwell
Melissa Carey
Kristen Carlson
Kelly Carney
Catherine Casella
Erin Casey
Erin Casey
Kevin Celia
Carolyn Chambers
Brooke Chupaila
Kathryn Chupaska
Shannon Cleary
Christy Clemmey
Rudolph Cline-Thomas
Megan Coan
Joseph Colagiovanni
Ricky Colandrea
Erin Collins
Jennifer Comeau
Sean Condon
Pat Conway
Tom Cook
Gianna Costa
Debbie Costello
Beth Costello
Catherine Couture
Megan Crowley
Jen Cuddy

Vai Curley
Maggie Curran
Erin Curry
Deirdre Curtin
Cathy Cushing
Jennifer D’Amore
Margaret D’Andrea
MaryAnne D’Onofrio
Katherine Daigle
Patty Dale
Tracy Danneberg
Stephanie Davis
Matthew Dawes
Vanessa DeMarco
Don Dean
Alexis Deignan
Anthony Denis
Brian Desmond
John DiChello
Tania DiDuca
Erin DiVincenzo
Steven Dobrowski
Amy Beth Donahue
Amy K. Donahue
Joanna Donnelly
Kelly-Anne Donovan
Katherine Doyle
Jill Dunn
Lisa Durocher
Mark Duschang
Sandy Ehwa
Brian Evans
Colleen Eve
Sarah Fabiaschi
Michael Fagan
Dan Fagan
Joy Feeney
Hayley Feyre
Nicole Fichera
Karen Fiero
Mary Finucane
Krisanne Fiorita
Emily Fitzgerald
Eileen Flanagan
Kelly Flanagan
Tom Flinn
Matthew Flynn
Colleen Foley
Betsy Fox
Kelly Fox
Keith Fragoza
Lindsay Frey
Kathering Friel
Brian Furst
Amanda Gagnon
Jennifer Galante
Kevin Gallagher
Amanda Gallant
Amy Garrett
Matthew Gendreau
Toni Genna
Amy Giddings
Marci Gildchrist
Jim Gilroy
Kevin Gole
Amanda Goodman
Gina Goodwin
Jennifer Graham
Meagan Graham
Tim Gray
Nicole Greeley
Dan Grzywacz
Donald Gubitosi
Andrea Gulla
Emily Hall
Johnna Hall
Kelly Hamilton
Allison Hanley
J. Hanley
Jeffrey Hansen
Karen Hanus

Mark Harasymiw
Kristen Harney
Amy Harris
Bob Harscheid
Rebecca Hartshorn
Stephanie Hayes
Mary Hays
Patrick Heeran
Heather Heil
Brian Hennessy
Jason Hepp
Christopher Hilton
Meghan Hinds
John Higgins
Mark Hogan
Chris Holterhoff
Brian Hough
Laura Hughes
Tracy Hughes
Jason Ialongo
Rebecca Jandreau
Laura Jaworski
Rachel Johnsen
Jon Jutstrom
Matthew Kasprzak
Elizabeth Keegan
Jennifer Kendrigan
Ryan Kennedy
Caroline Keohane
Ryan Kerwin
Jennifer Kessler
Mark King
Elizabeth Kirby
Terrence Kirker
Bernadette Klein
Lauren Klier
Kelly Knierim
Eleanore Kobylanski
Cari Kreitz
Claire Kruesi
Rosa-Mai Kueblbeck
Jennifer Kuitwaard
Bethany Lacy
Stacie Lallier
Patrick Lantry
Gwendolyn Lascelles
Kristie Latulippe
Eve Lawlor
C.J. LeGeyt
Jessie LeMasters
Ken Leahy
William Lederman
Sean Lenahan
Kerry Leonard
Carrie Leoncavallo
April Lepito
Robert Lessard
Andrea Liporace
Diana LoPiano
Michael Lombardo
Carey Lyddy
Maureen Lynch
Michelle Lynch
Patrick Lynch
Vincent MacNutt
Monica Macri
Maureen Maguire
Bill Malaier
Aja Mangum
Erika Manos
Carla Maravalle
Aimee Marcel
Jesse Marceletti
Stephanie Marcone
Ned Marsh
Chris Marshall
Danielle Marzano
Michael Mastro
Steve McCabe
Jason McCann
Marilyn MCCarville

Lauren McChesney
David McCormack
Jennifer McCurdy
Laura McDevitt
Kathleen McDonnell
Jenny McDonough
Cailin McDuffy
Andrea McGeever
James McGhee
Meghan McHale
Conor McKenna
Michelle McKenney
Meghan McKinnon
Parker McLauthlen
Alysha McSherry
Meredith McSwiggan
Mickey Melanson
Nick Melfi
Michael Mendes
Jill Meola
Jill Mezeul
Rich Miller
Ann Marie Moglia
Lenny Moitoso
Laura Ann Monteith
Dan Moran
Chad Morin
Karen Morrell
Daniel Muldoon
Meaghan C. Murray
Meghan D. Murray
Ben Nadeau
Kristen Naspo
Patrick Natarelli
Greg Nofi
Darrah O’Byme
Kathleen O’Connell
Scott O’Donnell
Eileen O’Gara
Lauren O’Hare
Erin O’Kane
Megan O’Keefe
Regan O’Malley
Owen O’Neill
Candice Oberg
Heather Oberg
Sarah Odgen
Meghan Ogrudek
Addo Okyere
Dean Oligino
Jason Oliveira
Renee Oliver
Mike Paone
Salvatore Papa
Cheryl Pasternak
Jason Pavey
Claudia Penza
Caroline Petner
Alicia Petrelli
Kristina Petretti
Lisa Petrin
Kristie Piascik
David Piazza
Lindsay Piper
Karyn Pizzelanti
Richard Polsinello
Karyn Pizzelanti
Renee Popavero
Kaitlyn Pratt
Jessica Price
Paul Princiotto
Brian Quinn
Shannon Rafferty
Matthew Rando
Lynn Renaud
Peter Richardson
Emily Riley
Kevin Riley
Kellie Ripley
Moira Rippchen
Meghan Robinson

Rojcewicz
Julie Roman
Kelly Roosa
Shayna Ross
Mary Rubeski
Allison Rubin
Marc Sacco
Nicole Salem
Michael Salinger
Jodie Salzano
Danielle Sasson
Sarita Saviskas
John Sayward
Jeffrey Scaia
Tom Scalzo
Heidi Schlitt
Matthew Serodio
Anthony Serro
Matthew Sexton
Lauren Shade
Marissa Shaheen
Jaime Sharrock
Jill Sheehan
Catherine Sherman
Stephanie Shields
Samantha Siagel
Karen Skoog
Abby Smith
Laura Smith
Mary Smith
Melissa Smolski
Chris Snyder
MT Soltis
Erica Sousa
John Sova
Meredith Spirio
Stephanie Stack
Gina Stamuli
Matt Stauff
Diana Sucich
Brooke Sullivan
Matthew Sullivan
Meghan Sullivan
Nicole Sullivan
Susan Sullivan
Kara Svensen
Kimberly Sylvester
Mark Sylvestre
Mary Szubiak
Christine Tarantino
Dan Tauro
Helena Taveira
Sarah Tenreiro
John Paul Teti
Megan Thornton
Matthew Tomei
Keith Torello
Mark Tortora
Lauren Tourtelotte
Vinvent Vacca
Jennifer VanderWiede
Lynne Ventresca
Kathryn Vozzella
Kelly Walkley
Meghan Walsh
Melissa Waystack
Matt Wells
Michael Wenzel
Nora Whalen
Greg Whitney
Christopher Whittenhall
Jessica Wilburn
Jennifer Wiley
Mike Wilkens
Christine Winslow
Jennifer Wisniewski
Karen Witiw
Ilesha Wolf
Erikka Woods
Heather Woods
Kate Wrona
Joseph Zawacki
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Disciplinary process a disappointment
Just before students packed up to go
home for Christmas break, the staff at The
Cowl learned one more difficult lesson to
end the semester.
The Cowl printed a story in the Sports
section that ran first in the Providence
Journal over Thanksgiving break about a
two-week old assault incident to which the
student pleaded no contest.
This prominent athlete decided to act
on his obvious embarrassment and anger
by lashing out at the writer. The athlete
attempted to contact the writer by calling
The Cowl office, demanding to speak to
the writer and be given his home phone
number. After being informed of The
Cowl’s policy of not distributing personal
information of staff members, he and a
teammate entered our office demanding
the number and a photograph of the writer.
Again rejected, he left the office scatter
ing two stacks of newspapers across the
office and throwing a metal newspaper
rack at a staff member as he exited. He
grudgingly, and not without comment, left
the building.
Security responded quickly and profes
sionally. We thank them for that.
The staff members in the office, obvi
ously shaken, gave reports to security and
entrusted the school with the disciplinary
process to follow. Our staff was left to deal
with many questions and concerns. Would
they be attacked for things they write in
the future? Are they safe in our office?
Would the school treat this case differently
because he was a student athlete? I was
assured by many that it would not be.
The student was put through the disci
plinary process, though it was not com
pleted until halfway through break.
Allow me to share with you the out
come of the disciplinary process.

He was found:
• INNOCENT of Standards of Conduct
• INNOCENT of Verbal or Physical Abuse.
• GUILTY of Projecting material toward a
person or near a person.
• INNOCENT of Property Damage.
His sanctions (punishments) include
• Payment for damages (if any damages were
incurred from throwing newspapers on the
ground)
• Write a formal letter of apology to the edito
rial board of The Cowl
• 25 hours of in-kind restitution

I find the above charges and sanctions
inadequate for the incident that occurred.
He was found innocent of property dam
age but was mockingly requested to pay
for any damages incurred. He threw a
metal newspaper rack at a fellow student
and was found innocent of physical abuse.
Intimidation and harassment were not
even considered although those issues
were recorded in all of the staff reports.
He was found innocent of standards
of conduct. This is the charge I find most
disturbing. Those handling the matter as
sured me that he clearly had done some
thing wrong. Yet, there is an innocent
charge for standards of conduct. What do
you need to do to violate the standards of
conduct? Standards of conduct are de
fined in the handbook: Standards of con
duct states that students are expected to
conduct themselves in a reasonable and
inoffensive manner while at the College
(page 39, number 39). The handbook also
states that, physical or verbal abuse of any
person, or conduct that threatens or en
dangers the health or safety of any person
is prohibited.
In my opinion, throwing a metal ob
ject at another student and the intimida
tion and harassment of others violates the
standards of conduct and certainly counts

as conduct that threatens or endangers the
well being of others.
Why were the charges as such and why
was the penalty so light? The school is in
the unique position here to make a state
ment. A statement that would hopefully
reassert the convictions and ideals of this
school which are spelled out in our hand
book and in our mission statement. Either
those in charge of the judicial process
chose not to or they felt this incident was
not important enough to warrant a more
serious punishment.
Whatever the case may be, we should
examine more closely how the judicial
process works and who it should ulti
mately work for. It should work for the
school and for the students, both those in
violation and those who have been vio
lated. Decisions should take into account
past precedent and charges such as intimi
dation and harassment should have a place
in our handbook.
So, where does that leave our staff?
Many feel cheated and upset. The Cowl,
as put forth by the school, should offer a
learning environment for those interested
in journalism or taking part in this impor
tant campus activity. We are essential to
bringing forth news and information to the
College community. I guess that with no
further sanctions on the horizons, the staff
has learned a different kind of lesson of
the process of fairness and justice.
As editor of this paper but more im
portantly as a graduating senior of this well
respected Catholic college, I find his be
havior appalling but what is even more
disappointing are the charges and punish
ment given out by the school.
by Carrie Spiros ’00, Editor-in-Chief

Letter to the Edtior
To the editor:
Bill Bradley, candidate for POTUS,
President of the United Sates, has
diligently cultivated a political relationship
with homosexual special interest groups.
Mr. Bradley, a Democrat, has no moral
objections to sodomite homosexuality
even though this behavior is categorically
condemned by Yahweh God who calls this
activity “hateful,” c.f. Leviticus 20:13.
The wildly liberal agenda of Princeton
University indoctrinated Bill Bradley
extends civil rights laws to lesbians and
homosexual “minorities” thereby re
defining civil and natural law.
As a U.S. Senator (New Jersey), Bill
Bradley legislatively condoned and voted
Medicaid funding for another bestial
moral crime, i.e. abortion. Mr. Bradley, a
basketball player-entertainer once called
Dollar Bill, supports the assassination of
the unbom child including the barbaric
partial birth abortion form of infanticide

which is so zealously defended by
Georgetown University graduate, Jesuit
educated William the liar Clinton.
This Roman Catholic, a former
seminarian and continuing student of
moral theology, asserts that those
Christians who vote for pro-abortion
politicians such as Bill Bradley, Al Gore,
Edward Ted Kennedy, become Direct
accomplices in the terrible abortion
holocaust! These alleged Christian pro
abortion voters, legions of whom are
‘cultural’ Catholics, commit mortal sin
because of their complicity in an act which
is classified “serious matter” by moral
theologians. Excommunication is the
ancient church penalty attached to all
accomplices of abortions which is
logically must include pro-abortion voters
and pro-abortion legislators.
Because of Bill Bradley’s immoral
beliefs acquired during his public school
years prior to Princeton, he is sadly
destining himself to hell. It is interesting

to note that Bill Bradley’s professed
religion unlike his politics is not declared
or even known. Mr. Bradley is probably
an agnostic and not a Christian. As a
humanist agnostic, Bill Bradley sees no
relevance in Jesus the Christ nor his
wondrous Gospel. Mr. Bradley has been
taught the notion that the exclusive way
to obtain truth is through the reason.
Consequently, Bill Bradley the rationalist
rejects intuition as a way of obtaining
knowledge and truth. The rationalist can
never know God; only the intuition which
is a function of the mystical heart of the
human soul can accomplish this objective
of all people, namely knowing, loving and
serving God. As his career has
demonstrated, Bill Bradley is an egotist.
I have prayed the Rosary for the soul of
Bill Bradley and I ask that the students
and Dominican friars of Providence do the
same.
Joseph E. Vallely, M.A.
Franciscan
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of the matter

This week: The enduring legacy of the America Online/Time Warner merger

Let’s get ready to rumble!
by Dave

Holman ’03

COMMENTARY STAFF__________________________

Let the rumbling begin. Monday,
January 10, as most PC students were
probably crawling out of bed, AOL
founder, Chairman and CEO Steve
Case, publicly dressed in a suit for
perhaps the first time in his life, shook
bands with Time Warner Inc.
Chairman and CEO Gerald Levin at a
press conference to announce a new
S350 billion empire. Almost as quickly
as these men could bask in the light of
corporate triumph, the rest of the news
media, talking heads, politicians and
“free speech” advocates rushed to their
microphones and pens to speculate
about the democratic and consumer
implications of such a move.
First and foremost, this is a triumph
for and jewel in the annals of, yes,
capitalism. Twenty years ago, Steve
Case quit his mid-level corporate job
at Pizza Hut and invested in a risky
computer venture called Quantum
Computer Services, destined to chime
to 22 million people, “you’ve got
mail.” Steve Case had a dream that
mil lions ofAmericans could someday
interact with each other through their
computers, receiving information,
entertainment, and mass media in
many ways. Industry "experts” and
analysts foretold America Online’s
doom for years. They said it would be
crushed by the other national services,
then local ISPs (Internet Service
Providers), then flat rate pricing. And
each time, Case proved them wrong
by strengthening AOL and building
onto its successful aspects. The story
of AOL is yet another story of the
American dream and free market
success in delivering what the
consumer wants.

The critics dashing to the forefront
bemoan such concentrated power and
money in one place. America Online and
Time Warner do not have any industry
holdings in common. Time Warner holds
a vast media empire (where were the
cries over this before?) and AOL
contributes the technology that will
deliver it Since the future of the Internet
is in broadband and Time Warner’s cable
networks are already in place, AOL
needs Time Warner’s resources. Since
Time Warner was slow to grab the
Internet reigns, it needs AOL to deliver

(Internet Service Providers). The Internet
product is becoming enhanced through
innovation and pooled resources. There
is still plenty of choice in the industry.
After all, Internet access is not a right or
a necessity to a decent standard of living.
It is funny how these people can find
such selective definitions of “choice”
these days. As they say about other
issues, if you don’t like AOL, don’t get
it
The criticism surrounding the AOL
Time Warner venture is bordering on
entertainment, and not as just fodder for

Their bare message is that the forced,
concentrated money and power held by
the federal government is perfectly
acceptable while a smaller free market
success is the coming of the
Four Horsemen
its content. This is a match made in
media merger heaven if there ever was
one. Not only that, but such mergers are
becoming increasingly necessary for
survival. With dust just settling from
proposed MCIWorldComSprint and
CBSViacom mergers, such marriages
have become fated. There is also a trend
of media technology alliances, recalling
the late 1999 “shackup” between
Washington Post/Newsweek and
MSNBC.
The merger will not restrict consumer
choice. It simply offers the consumer
more product in one place. There are still
other news media outlets, such as those
aforementioned, and other quality,
competitive national and local ISPs

the Presidential race. If so much
concentrated power and money in one
place and in so few hands in the private
sector is potentially oppressive and
stifles free speech (yes, it is quite a
stretch), then why aren’t these same folks
saying the same thing about the federal
government? After all, AOL Time
Wamer will not be controlling over 20%
of the Gross Domestic Product. It will
not be taking over four months of your
earnings this year. The worth ofall these
mergers won’t stack up to the capital in
the hands of the federal government, nor
will the fees or lack of choice be
anywhere near as oppressive.
Furthermore, if the Microsoft monopoly
is so horrible, then what could be better

than some good old- fashioned
gargantuan competition?
These mega media technology
corporations not only pale in
comparison to the federal government,
but they are successful. If the federal
government were to run AOL Time
Wamer, its home offices would be in
uneconomical tenement housing,
delivering service and information at a
fraction of the speed and quality for
quadruple the price. AOL continues to
grow in quality, affordability and
efficiency and this buyout is another
boost down the road to inevitably free
Internet.
When it comes right down to it, these
critics are not afraid of concentrated
power and money in so few hands or
threats to free speech, since their double
standard is glaringly obvious. Their
bare message is that the forced,
concentrated money and power held by
the federal government is perfectly
acceptable while a smaller free market
success is the coming of the Four
Horsemen. Once man had a radical idea
for these days: to innovate and succeed
on bis own two feet without a second
thought for the government. That is not
something to fear. This is an
achievement that demands respect.
Steve Case put himself and his ideas
on the line and came out on top. Maybe
these people can no longer conceive of
such individualism. Maybe they do not
want to. Or maybe they cannot stand
someone proving the American dream
and the free market yet again without
the all-benevolent hand of Uncle Sam
and his unmanageable family.
Whatever the reason, AOL Time
Wamer is not a threat or a sign of some
perversion ofan Orwellian Big Brother.
It is a sign of success and of things still
going right in America.

Next week: Should the federal drinking age be lowered?

Size does matter!
by

Joe Creamer ’01

Commentary Staff

The $165 billion takeover of Time
Wamer by America Online, the largest
in history, is proof of the momentous
transition to an Internet-driven
economy. AOL-Time Wamer hopes
to use this ever expanding medium to
bring enormous profit to their
company by providing Internet service
to regular Americans everywhere.
AOL’s Steve Case and Time Warner’s
Gerald Levin tried to convince the
public that the takeover “ is about
serving consumers and leaving a
legacy that...has a lot to do with the
social destiny of people everywhere.”
The deal appears to be acceptable to
the Justice Department, which
enforces the anti-trust laws, because
few of the hundreds of entities within
the new conglomerate, from Sports
Illustrated to the Cartoon Network, are
in direct competition. Yet there is still
a threat posed by the vast size of this
new company. AOL-Time Wamer will
be a massive conglomerate with huge
amounts of money, and, of course, in
our society money always equals
power. Political influence will be
bought under the auspices of the

Supreme Court’s twisted definition of
free speech, through campaign
contributions. AOL-Time Wamercould
hire countless lobbyists to squash
congressional investigation and could
employ at least half of the trial lawyers
in America in order to delay Justice

merged, while Exxon and Mobil, MCI
and Sprint, and CBS and Viacom await
federal approval. These gargantuan
corporations threaten our very
democracy. Their size and financial
resources give them power, but this
power is concentrated in the hands of a

Will Steve Case and Gerald Levin take over American technology like
this fire breathing beast who destroyed Tokyo.

Department lawsuits for years; Such an
enormously wealthy corporation could
also pay huge fines without flinching.
Recently, mega-mergers have
become commonplace. Disney and
ABC, Fleet and BankBoston, and Boeing
and McDonnell Douglas have all

few corporate executives who do not
have to answer to anyone but
stockholders, yet hold sway over an
economy that affects the lives of
hundreds of millions of people. In a
republic, the citizens are supposed to
give their authority, the ultimate

authority of the land, to the
government, res publica, the public
thing, not to a small band of
Wednesday afternoon country club
buddies, no matter how talented or
risk-taking they may be.
This danger to a republic is not
new. In the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century government was
unduly influenced by trusts and
monopolies like John D. Rockefeller’s
Standard Oil and J.P. Morgan’s
financial empire. The government
was actually dependent on J.P.
Morgan, who more than once had to
prevent the country from an economic
collapse. The Sherman Antitrust Act
of 1890 attempted to prevent the
concentration of power that occurs in
such huge conglomerations which
Senator John Sherman argued, “If we
will not endure a king as a political
power, we should not endure a king
over the production, transportation,
and sale of any of the necessities of
life.”
Clearly, huge conglomerations are
a threat to representative government
in our country because they not only
exert undue influence on the
government, but have in our history
become a king themselves.
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Where have all the leaders gone?
An in-depth look into the past, present, and future of leadership on social issues in America
by

Marcus K. Dowling ’00

Commentary Editor_________________

This piece is dedicated to the enduring
memory of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
a great man whose message has
become commercialized and lost from
the American ideal to which it is
linked. Happy Birthday, Martin! We,
the new American leaders, rededicate
ourselves to your memory.

It is not such a great time to be an
American citizen. Yes, I know this is a
bold statement, but I do have the
courage of my convictions. In other
words, I hope that I can back up my
statement in such a way that I am not
universally vilified by readers after
completion.
I write that this is not a great time
to be an American citizen under the
premise that we are devoid of social
leadership. No, I am not discussing
the type of social leader who is brave
enough to take that first step onto the
dance floor at Prime Time, but leaders
like Cesar Chavez, Malcolm X, and
John F. Kennedy. Individuals who are
universally respected for their beliefs
regarding justice, peace and unity.
Recently, if you have not noticed, our
nation has become filled with injustice
of all sorts. Time Warner and America
Online recently merged, creating what
I believe is a monopoly of epic
proportions, which will streamline,
alter, and redefine the parameters of
the technological revolution.
Technology, of all things, should be
open and accessible to all people, not
just a “billionaire boys club” headed
by Steve Case and Ted Turner. As
well, the leading presidential candidate
(as defined by the Gallup polling
company) is George W. Bush, a
proponent of the death penalty. As we

enter the twenty-first century, could our
lives possibly be defined by gross
capitalism and a disrespect of the human
person? Well, without significant
leadership to create a move in an
opposite direction, this could be the fate
to which we are beheld.
The point about Bush is most
interesting to ponder. Although it may
not be such a great time to be an
American citizen, it may be an even
worse time to be a political science
major. As a political science major, or
even someone with a true interest in our
national political wellbeing, we are

D.C. These are not areas that may
directly affect my life in the foreseeable
future. But, as my president, I would
not like to see someone who got it right
about seventy percent of the time.
Furthermore, if someone could not stay
faithful to their loved ones, could they
really stay faithful to the goals and ideals
of America?
Where have all our social heroes
gone? This question is important, and I
link it back to 1968. Why 1968 you ask?
Well, as is my journalistic duty, I have
an answer. I did not find this answer
sitting under an apple tree, nor did it

----------------------------------------------- —!

As funk musician
George Clinton once
said, “America is
eating its young!”
almost innately created to want to look
at presidents and other top political
figures as the be all, end all of the
spectrum of leadership. John F.
Kennedy, George Washington, and
Franklin Roosevelt can all be seen as
men of great character and wisdom.
With those now listed as prerequisites,
let’s take a look at our “supposed” next
U.S. President. George W. Bush
graduated from Yale as a “C” student
who was renowned for his “playboy”
ways. “C” student “playboys” can be
my co-worker at the Department of
Education in ten years. They could be
my next door neighbor in Washington,

come to me through telepathy or any
other ridiculous scientific method. Over
the holiday break, in the midst of the
millennium frenzy, I was able to view
an episode of VHl’s popular program,
Behind the Music. The topic, oddly
enough, was, 1968, and its socio
political turmoil. Between being
enraptured by the sounds of Grace
Slick’s harmonic voice fronting the
Jefferson Airplane and pensively
thinking about how I would react if I
lived through that turbulent year,
something much larger struck my
interest. Sadly, in 1968, both Martin
Luther King, Jr. and Robert Kennedy

both met their demise at the end of an
assassin’s bullet. Their deaths are
important because they sucked the
wind directly from the billowing sails
of the social justice movement. Many
did not agree with the policies and
ideals promoted by these two figures,
but, they were respected because they
advocated ideals that were unified with
the American ideals of peace, love, and
understanding.
The deaths of King and Kennedy,
along with Malcolm X and John
Kennedy in 1965 and 1963
respectively, moved what had become
a mainstream movement back to the
barriers of society. Leaders now
represent the extremes of society, from
Louis Farrakhan’s black nationalist,
militant stance, to the fervent
conservatism of George W. Bush, to
the monopolization of America being
led by Ted Turner and Bill Gates.
What was once “America” is being
stolen from under our noses because
of some members of the population re
realizing that activism has become
stale, uninspired, and non-mainstream.
We, as the youth generation, I
believe, have had enough of this
behavior. We must look back to the
leaders of the past to give us the
strength to begin our quest. We must
look amongst ourselves, and find
leaders, and support them when they
are right, and chastise them, and get
them along the proper track when they
are wrong. We control our own
destinies, as did the youth of the
sixties. It is time for this foolishness
to stop. As funk musician George
Clinton once said, “America is eating
its young!” The place is here. The
time is now. We are the new leaders
of a new generation, recommitted to
justice, equality, fairness, and unity.

________________________ /

Oh “Brother”: One student’s gripe against insurance policies
cies, forcing people to constantly work
to qualify for the coverage they need.
Asst. Commentary Editor
Some of these standards are reasonable,
Welcome to the 21st Century. It does but many of them are cost-cutting mea
not, in any practical way, make any sures designed to allow insurance com
thing different than it was a few weeks panies to avoid payment. Rate hikes are
ago, but we have passed something of also implemented to force the insured to
a landmark nonetheless. In a more take ever more excessive measure to pre
perfect world, the dawn of a new cen vent an accident from taking place.
Providence College, as an academic
tury would bring with it widespread
improvements in the way our society institution which provides a number of
functions, but this, just like the pre services to its students, is required to
dicted devastation of the Y2K virus, insure itself in case of damage to its prop
has not come to pass. Instead, we are erty or injury to its students. The school,
still held back by the same petty and although I am not privy to the financial
frustrating problems that caused us so details, pays a great deal of money to
much aggravation way back in the ensure that these needs are met, and con
1900’s. Basically, Big Brother is still sequently, is at the whim of the insur
watching over everyone’s shoulder, ance companies in many areas. Though
and we are constantly compromising we may not be aware of exactly how the
to accommodate His whims. By Big restrictions placed on us affect our lives,
Brother, of course, I mean the forces be assured that they do in a number of
of government and big business who areas.
The first example of which I am
are constantly telling people how to run
their lives. Unless you work for the aware concerns the hanging of posters
government or big business, in which in the stairwells of our buildings. Up
case, of course, I was really referring until last semester, the stairwells of
to the kindly people who help us live Harkins and Feinstein Halls were pep
safe and productive lives. Yeah, that’s pered with large, colorful sheets of pa
per advertising upcoming events. These
it.
At any rate, my gripe is with the in posters served, for many people, as their
surance companies who impose rules primary way to stay informed about the
on those to whom they provide poli activities offered by BOP and other
cies. Medical insurance companies, groups. (If everyone just looked at the
which may be some of the most cor Clubs and Orgs page of this fine publi
rupt institutions in this nation, often cation, though, they would be all set.)
refuse to pay for certain treatments The ability of these groups to draw
which they classify as unnecessary or people to events has been severely ham
experimental, depriving patients of the pered by this restriction, and from ev
treatments they need to live and pros erything I have heard, attendance is
per. Other'Ifisurers likewise place large down at most events. I personally am
numbers of qualifications in their poli rarely aware of when sporting events or
by

Dan Reed ’02

other activities are taking place due to
the lack of these posters. Why has this
valuable method of advertising been
taken away? Because an insurance com
pany told the school that the posters con
stituted a fire hazard. If not taken down,
the insurer said, the school’s rates would
skyrocket. Since Providence College
was not inclined to pay, the posters came
down. Now, realistically, in event of a
fire, these posters would probably bum
in a matter of seconds, and hot turn the
stairwells into flaming death traps, but
all that matters is the insurance company
was not willing to cover the school if
they continued to allow the posters to
hang.
Another example of an insurer nega
tively impacting student life here at PC
can be found in the new weight room
hours. When I returned from break, I
was surprised to find a notice that the
weight room would not open until 11:00,
and no one was allowed to use these fa
cilities until this time. Now, the odds
that I am getting up to work out before
11:00 are slim, but many people have no
other time in the day to get their exer
cise done. The reason for the new re
striction is that an authorized supervisor
must be on duty whenever the weight
room is opened. Now, I have not been
told directly that this is insurance-related,
but there seems to be no other reason to
require a supervisor. Once again, our
quality of life has been damaged because
of a stupid restriction. A supervisor is
probably not going to keep me from
dropping a weight on my foot or strain
ing a muscle by using the equipment in
correctly, but it does satisfy the demands
of the school, which does not wish to be

liable for an injury. I have heard of
students entering the weight room il
licitly before 11:00, and I am sure that
if one of them is injured and sues the
school, Providence College’s insur
ance would not cover the damages. If
this should occur, tuition rates may
very well have to be raised to cover
the expenses of a costly lawsuit.
(While on the topic of the weight room,
I would like to mention that these fa
cilities are in need of dire improve
ment. Some effort should be made to
upgrade a resource that is used by such
a large number of PC students.)
As easy as it would be to blame tire
school for some of this problem, and
the administration should hire a weight
room supervisor for the morning
hours, the money-grubbing insurance
companies need to be checked. Many
of their policies are unreasonable and
force their clients to decrease their
standard of living to qualify for cov
erage. If we want to make the new
century more enjoyable than the last,
we must find ways to keep insurance
companies and other major institutions
from encroaching so greatly into our
lives. If we ignore this problem, it will
not be long before Big Brother is tell
ing us to do a lot more than tear down
a few posters.
A little updatefrom when I sat down
to write this: The school has hired a
supervisor to work in the weight room
from 6:00 to 11:00, thus letting people
more ambitious than I get their exer
cise fix before class. It is nice to see
the school respond to one of my ar
ticles before it is even published.
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Quit complaining!
Should we keep our individual worries to ourselves in the professional world of the millennium?
by

Maryssa Reed ’00

Commentary Staff

“Oh, I can’t take it anymore.”
“Everyone here annoys me.” “It’s one
of those days again.” “Who wants to
hear about my bad day?” Oh yes, the
typical topic of chat in the working world
today. Most people do not realize how
much they really complain or how much
it annoys other people around them. A
positive attitude in the workforce is
imperative because it reflects upon one’s
work and accomplishments on a daily
basis. Whether the attitude is positive,
negative, or indifferent, all surrounding
colleagues are affected in some way.
People have differing attitudes toward
an array of issues in their lives, and some
might not realize how influential their
attitudes could be to others around them.
The actions and language of each person
affects his or her community of friends
or colleagues and can potentially change
the way they are viewed in a social
setting.
Regarding attitudes and occupations,
the two go hand in hand. Positive
attitudes are especially essential in job
areas that deal with professionals as role
models. There are certain teachers at my
student teaching site that exhibit a
negative attitude that affects their other
colleagues as well as the children they
interact with. There is a wealth of
negativity in the way the students are
discussed by a select few educators.
Unfortunately, this is an everyday
practice. I hardly ever hear comments
from these teachers that are in praise of
their students. This definitely affects
other teachers when hearing the
negativity in the school. It makes the
school environment feel insecure and
depressing in many aspects. Surely every
person is entitled to a well-deserved
catharsis here and there, but constant

venting is a little extreme. A larger focus
on student strengths is important inside
and outside of the classroom to foster a
positive environment for all involved.
Think about times when you were
exposed to the constant venting of others.
Eventually you might start to develop
negative feelings about the people
around you that in turn might affect your
common goals or collaborative efforts.
It seems as though there are a number
of people who have chosen the wrong
field in which to work. Studies on
attitudes in the workplace show that the
number of worthwhile accomplishments
of the employee affects the attitude
portrayed. Constant aim for success
without any substantial gain can cause
negative or pessimistic attitudes to

to our actions and serve us as role
models.
Certain specialists in the area of
education are interested in how teachers
work in collaborative environments. In
1996, Lindle notes that “Teachers, as
members of a profession with caring
service ethic, are charged with the
welfare of their students.” Attitudes in
and out of the workplace are the
employee’s responsibility. Teachers are
required to show professionalism. When
one chooses a profession, he or she also
chooses the responsibility of the stress
and aggravation that accompanies the
occupation at some points. In any
profession, an individual must realize
that their actions affect others around
them. They are in a community of

develop among colleagues. Are these
people unhappy with their choice of
profession or unsatisfied with their own
accomplishments and personal goals as
individuals? In either case, there is no
valid excuse for constant negativity
especially in a child-oriented
environment. Our emotions and
attitudes are reflected in others and
especially in those who are vulnerable

individuals with common goals and it is
difficult to attain goals when there are
those in the community that fall through
the cracks. Bucci and Reitzammer, two
people who specialize in collaborative
efforts, suggest that “Teachers may need
to modify the attitudes about the teaching
profession...especially if they view the
teacher’s role as individual, academic,
and isolated from the community.” The

way people act in collaborative settings
and the attitudes they portray in those
settings have more of an influence on
the people around them than most
realize. Professionals cannot isolate
themselves from their community of
colleagues by making each day so
dreary for everyone else. It’s not fair,
especially to those who just entered the
profession because it tends to give that
occupation a bad name.
Some professionals also have that
“closet attitude” which is even worse.
Behind closed doors they complain to
their colleagues and friends, but as soon
as the clients, parents, or whomever they
are dealing with approach them, they
suddenly agree with everything that is
said. If you have a problem with
something in your workplace then
patiently discuss some alternatives with
whomever you are involved with instead
of just complaining your way out of the
situation behind closed doors. Nothing
will ever be resolved with people who
deal with their problems in this manner.
There are various organizations that
offer programs to help professionals
foster positive attitudes in any job
setting. These programs are imperative
for some in that they encourage stress
release and management for those who
need to learn more about the effects of
negative attitudes in the workplace.
Specialists realize how negative
attitudes affect performance in the
workplace, which is why they offer
these specialized programs. This issue
may seem irrelevant to some, but most
do not realize its effects until they
have experienced that type of
environment. Next time you want to
complain about how horrible your job
is, think about how much worse it
could actually be. All of your other
colleagues could be complaining right
along with you.

Congratulations to Dan Reed, ’02, the new
Assistant Cowl Commentary Section Editor!

As well, congratulations to Kim Cutrone ’00, the
former assistant, who has been promoted
to the position of World Section Editor
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Global resources. Local presence.

To maintain the structure of

Warburg Dillon Read as the leading
global investment bank, we only hire
the best. Given the pivotal positioning of

Operations between business generation
and the finance function, Operations is

continually involved in significant new'
strategic initiatives. In addition to a good

educational background, the key
characteristics are an ability to learn
quickly, a natural aptitude for people and

a team-oriented, results driven approach.
Warburg Dillon Read will be interviewing
members of the class of 2001 for summer

positions in our Operations division on
Wednesday, February 16th.

We welcome those interested to apply via
Career Planning and Internship Service

by Friday, February 4th.
Visit our website at www.wdr.com

Warburg Dillon Read
An investment bank of global intelligence
Warburg Dillon Read is the brand name tor the investment banking division of UBS AG and its investment banking
subsidiaries worldwide, in the United States, Warburg Dillon Read LLC, a subsidiary of UBS AG, is a member of NYSE
and SIPC. Warburg Dillon Read is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Minolta Blossoms
The Straight Story
by Ben Sweeney

’00

A&E Staff
David Lynch’s most compassionate
film yet? Yup, butthat’s not hard. The
Straight Story is Lynch’s attempt at a
“normal” movie. This Disney
production is rated G and depicts the
true story of Alvin Straight’s (Richard
Farnsworth) six- week journey,
travelling at 5 mph on his ’66 lawn
mower,
from
Laurens, Iowa to
Directed by:
David Lynch
Mt. Zion, Wis
Running Time:
consin to visit his
111 MIN
estranged brother
Now Playing
(Harry
Dean
At:
Stanton).
He
Cable Car
leaves behind his
stuttering daughter
Rose played by Sissy Spacek (Carrie,
Affliction), who lives with him in-their
little house. Along the way he
encounters a teenage runaway, friendly
locals, and a fellow war veteran, all of
whom have their personal stories to
add to Alvin’s trek. Alvin helps them
and they aid him in their own ways,
giving the film a very personal feel.
Lynch is a notoriously weird film
maker, but the only part of The
Straight Story that is weird at all is the
sheer simplicity of the story. Things
like a faulty brake or Alvin’s need for
two canes in order to get around are
the biggest obstacles in his path but
they become problems of staggering
proportion when seen in the context
of Alvin’s situation. Lynch uses this
simplicity to create a beautiful and
eerie film.

Cradle Will Rock
By Matt Duchnowski ’01

A&E Staff
Can art be seperated from politics?
Can a comedy act be owned? Are
government funded artists really
artists? Or are they whores? And what
is art anyway?
Writer/Director Tim Robbins
tackles
these
questions
and
Directed by:
others in his
Tim Robbins
thought
pro
Running Time:
109 MIN
voking
and
Now Playing At: “mostly
true”
Showcase
movie Cradle Will
Seekonk 11-12
Rock.
Set in New
York during the economically harsh
1930’s, the film shifts back and forth
between the lives of several different
artists of various disciplines. With
money running dry and war on the
brink, each artist is trying to survive
by doing what they love most without
getting caught in the nets of
McCarthyist ghost chasers.
Though the script raises many
important issues, it is a bit stale at
times and struggles to hold the
attention of it’s audience. Notable
performances by Emily Watson anc
John Turturro help the viewer through
these low points. Also, actor Angus
MacFadyen flawlessly portrays a 22
year-old Orson Welles.
On the whole, it was a good movie.
Independent of his acting career,
Robbins is really beginning to forge a
name for himself in the direction/
screenplay department. And just look
at this cast: Susan Sarandon, John
Cusack, Joan Cusack, Cary Elwes, Bil
Murray, Hank Azaria and Vanessa
Redgrave.
It helps to have friends in
Hollywood.

by

Ben Sweeney ’01

A&E Staff
There are probably 82 different
ways to describe Magnolia, all of
which would be completely
different and yet exactly the same.
Actually, that’s not a bad way to
describe the contorted set of
stories that make up the singular
story found deep inside the film.
The introductory scenes of the
movie tell of three true stories of
unbelievable coincidence that set
the pace for the next three hours
of strange happenings and
staggering coincidences. The
narrator implores the audience to
try to see that these occurrences
cannot possibly be simple
coincidence. He hints at a higher
reasoning for them but allows the
audience to ponder what exactly
that might be.
This is the third film from
writer/director Paul Thomas
Anderson who won over critics with
Boogie Nights in 1997. Magnolia
features many of the same actors as in
Boogie Nights and his first film, Hard
Eight. This list includes Philip Baker
Hall, Philip Seymour Hoffman, William
H. Macy, Julianne Moore, John C. Reilly,
and Melora Walters. Magnolia also
features Tom Cruise, Henry Gibson, and
Jason Robards, as well as first-timer
Jeremy Blackman. Relating all of these
characters to each other and how they
all connect is a daunting task that cannot
be easily attempted, but hey, what the
hell, right?
Jason Robards plays Earl Partridge,
a big time television producer dying
from brain and lung cancer. Julianne
Moore is his young wife, Linda, who is
trying desperately to deal with his
condition and her own deteriorating
mental state. Philip Seymour Hoffman
is Earl’s personal nurse, Phil Parma, who
is given the task of finding Earl’s
estranged son Frank T. J. Mackey, played
by Tom Cruise. Mackey provides
enormous comic relief in his seminar
course entitled “Seduce and Destroy,” in
which he teaches lonely men. the fine art

The Waiting Game: Linda (Julianne Moore) stands by as her husband Earl
(Jason Robards) wastes away in Magnolia.

trades barbs with Donnie
of taming the fairer sex,
Magnolia
Smith as they fight over a
by any means necessary.
mutual love (Perhaps I
Jeremy Blackman is
Directed by:
shouldn’t throw in a minor
outstanding as Stanley
Spector, a boy genius that Paul Thomas Anderson character but I’ve gone so
far off track already who’s
is becoming the star of the
going to notice?).
television game show Running Time: 188 min
Okay. There are some
“What Do Kids Know?”
other minor characters
and making money for his Currently playing at:
Seekonk Rte 6
thrown into the mix but no
cold father. Philip Baker
one else really worth
Hall plays Jimmy Gator,
who has been the host of “What Do Kids mentioning, at least not after that tangled
Know?” for years. He attempts to contact web of people. The movie basically
his daughter Claudia, played by Melora examines these characters and the ways
Walters, in order to tell her that he is in which their lives intertwine and how
dying of cancer. He finds her addicted their encounters with each other change
to cocaine and sleeping with dealers to them. It all comes down to family,
get drugs. She later becomes involved escaping, healing, loving, redemption,
with officer Jim Kurring, played by John guilt, fate, coincidence, etc, etc. This
C. Reilly, after he responds to complaints multitude of stories, not surprisingly,
of yelling in her apartment (her allows for the enormous range of themes
encounter with her father). And then found in Magnolia.
So that’s it. Just be prepared for a
there is Quiz Kid Donnie Smith, played
by the kickin’ William H. Macy, who running time of over three hours and the
became famous for his appearances on complexly interwoven stories. And don’t
“What Do Kids Know?” twenty years miss the introductory scenes, they’re key.
ago and has since lost all his winnings That’s all I got.
and is trying to eke out a living using his P.S. Leave a bible in your car. You’ll
“celebrity” name. Also, Henry Gibson want it afterwards.

Movie Listings...starting 1(27
Avon Cinema, 260 Thayer St,

Girl, Interrupted: 1:10, 4:10, 7:10,

Supernova: 1:00, 3:10, 5:15, 7:35,

Providence, 421-3315
Mansfield Park: evenings at 7:15, Sat,
Sun matinees at 1:00
All About My Mother: evenings at
9:30, Sat, Sun, matinees at 3:15
Going Nomad: showing at midnight
on Fri and Sat

10:05, 12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 12:30
Supernova: 12:40, 2:50, 5:10, 7:25,
9:40, 11:45; Sun-Thurs: no 11:45

9:55, 12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10
Next Friday: 12:40,1:10,2:50,3:20,
5:00, 5:25, 7:15, 7:45, 9:40, 10:05,
12:00, 12:20; Sun- Thurs: no 12:00
or 12:20 showing
The Talented Mr. Ripley: 12:30,
3:30, 6:40, 9:35, 12:15; Sun- Thurs:
no 12:15 showing
Play It To The Bone: 12:50, 3:45,
6:50, 9:45, 12:15; Sun- Thurs: no
12:15 showing
Stuart Little: 12:00, 12:20, 2:10,
2:30, 4:15, 4:40, 6:45,8:50
The Green Mile: 12:15, 4:10, 7:00,
8:00, 10:45; Sun-Thurs: no 10:45
Angela’s Ashes: 12:45, 4:00, 7:10,
10:15; Sun- Thurs: no 10:15 showing

Showcase North Attleborough, 640

S. Washington St. (Route 1), North
Attleboro, Mass. (508) 643-3900
The Green Mile: 12:05, 4:00, 7:45,
11:20; Sun-Thurs: no 11:20 showing
Play It To The Bone: 1:20,4:05,7:05,
9:55, 12:25; Sun-Thurs: no 12:25
Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo: 12:10,
2:15, 4:20, 6:45, 9:30, 11:30; SunThurs: no 11:30 showing
Any Given Sunday: 8:30,11:45; SunThurs no 11:45 showing
Toy Story 2: 12:00, 2:20,4:35, 7:00
Stuart Little: 12:20,2:35,4:40,6:45,
8:40
Down To You: 12:40,2:50,5:05,7:30,
9:45, 11:50; Sun-Thurs: no 11:50
Hurricane: 12:15, 3:40, 7:00, 10:00;
Sun- Thurs: no 10:00 showing
Angela’s Ashes: 12:45, 4:00,7:15,
10:15; Sun-Thurs: no 10:15 showing
Galaxy Quest: 12:15,2:35,5:00,7:35,
10:10, 12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 12:20
The Talented Mr. Ripley: 12:30,3:30,
6:50,9:50,12:30; Sun- Thurs: no 12:30

Showcase Seekonk Route 6, Route 6,

Seekonk, Mass. (508) 336-6789
Down To You: 12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:20,

9:40,11:45; Sun-Thurs: no 11:45
Hurricane: 12:15, 1:20, 3:40, 4:40,
7:00,8:00,10:00,11:00; Sun-Thurs: no
11:00 showing
Toy Story 2: 12:00, 2:20, 4:40, 7:00
The World Is Not Enough: 9:20,11:50;
Sun- Thurs: no 11:50 showing
Snow Falling On Cedar: 12:40, 3:45,
6:45,9:35, 12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10
showing
Galaxy Quest: 12:10, 2:25,4:50, 7:30,
9:55, 12:15; Sun- Thurs: no 12:15
Girl, Interrupted: 1:00, 4:10, 7:10,
10:05, 12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 12:30
Magnolia: 12:00, 3:50, 7:40, 11:20;
Sun- Thurs: no 11:20 showing
The End Of The Affair: 1:30, 4:10,
6:50,9:30,12:00; Sun-Thurs: no 12:00
The Cider House Rule: 1:10, 4:00,
7:00,9:50,12:25; Sun- Thurs: no 12:25
showing
Showcase Seekonk 1-10,800 Fall River

Ave, Seekonk, Mass. (508) 336-6020
Any Given Sunday: 12:10, 3:40, 7:20,
11:00; Sun-Thurs: no 11:00

Showcase Seekonk 11-12, 775 Fall

River Ave, Seekonk, Mass. (508) 3363420
Bicentennial Man: Fri- Mon, Thurs:
1:15, 7:00; Tues-Weds: 4:10
Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo: FriSat: 4:15, 9:50, 11:50; Sun, Mon,
Thurs: 4:15,9:50; Tues-Weds: 10:30
The Cradle Will Rock: 1:00, 3:50,
6:45, 9:30, 12:10; Sun- Thurs: no
12:10 showing
The Green Mile: Tues- Weds: 12:30,
7:00
compiled by Laura Bergemann ’02
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Quick Clips:

A guide to the madness that has
taken over the movie theater
In case you moviegovers haven’t
noticed, it’s a real jungle out there. What
with the Christmas box office and Os
car rushes, it’s been hard for any good,
God-fearing movie aficionado to re
member everything that’s out,
nevermind decide on what he wants to
see. So, because Hollywood is showing
no signs of wanting to end the craziness
that they have crated, we in A&E wanted
to give you a little hand in figuring out
what’s what and what’s good.

Galaxy Quest
This movie was actually good. And I
admit, I was a bit skeptical.
Tim Allen leads a cast of washed-up
television actors who are unable to
escape the degrading images of their scifi personas. After a distressed band of
space aliens receive the “historical
documents” (television satellite
transmissions), they decide that the cast
of “Galaxy Quest” are the perfect ones
to liberate them from their intergalactic
oppressors. Now, these actors have a
chance to become heroes - in real life,
(see Three Amigos')
Yeah it sounds corny, but the comedic
potential is effectively harnessed. Big
laughs ensue and Sigourney Weaver
looks damn fine.
—by Matt Duchnowski ’01

Man On The Moon
Despite Carey’s magnificent job at
impersonating the late great Andy
Kaufman, Milos Forman’s tribute to the
eccentric comedian falls a bit short. And,
though mildly entertaining, it leaves me
with one lingering question: Did this
movie really need to be made?
From scene to scene, I grew tired of
seeing reenactments of Kaufman footage
which can easily be seen on any Comedy
Central special. Appearances by David

Bad Company. The gorgeous Jude Law and equally gorgeous Gwyneth Paltrow have no idea
that the other gorgeous guy to the right has the heart of a killer in The Talented Mr. Ripley

Letterman, Jerry Lawler, and the entire
cast of Taxi help to make the reunion
complete.
I think a friend of mine said it best
when she described it as “Hollywood
masturbating.” She’s right. Perhaps this
tribute came a bit prematurely.
—by Matt Duchnowski ’01

Stuart Little
This sweet film is about a mouse
named Stuart (voice of Michael J. Fox)
who is adopted by a human family, the

IF YOU THINK
THIS AD

SUCKS
DO SOMETHING
ABOUT ITU!
JOIN THE COWL
ADVERTISING STAFF
TO PUT YOUR CREATIVITY
TO GOOD USE WHILE
GAINING VALUABLE
BUSINESS AND COMPUTER

KNOWLEDGE!!!
PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN
104 SLAVIN TODAY!!!

Littles, much to the disappointment of
their son, George (Jonathon Lipnicki),
who had been hoping for a little brother.
The family cat, Snowbell (voice of
Nathan Lane), is also displeased, but
more out of humiliation, and seeks the
aid of the neighborhood cats to help get
rid of Stuart. Charming performances
by Lipnicki, Fox, Hugh Laurie, and
Geena Davis (as Mr. and Mrs. Little),
along with the sarcastic humor of Lane
make this one of the best children’s
movies I’ve ever seen. Despite
obviously being geared toward younger
audiences, the dialogue is not
sickeningly sweet and is even quite
funny. This, combined with the
impressive computer animation, makes
it enjoyable for viewers of all ages.
—Adrienne Larsen-Silva ’02

Any Given Sunday
This movie reminded me of Varsity
Blues, only on a professional level. The
basic story is the same: a star quarterback,
Jack “Cap” Rooney (Dennis Quaid) is
injured, and it’s up to the third-stringer,
Willie Beaman (Jamie Foxx), to step up
and prove he can do the job. When he
does, it only creates more problems for
everyone. In addition, their coach, Tony
D’Amato (Al Pacino), has been having
management issues with the team’s owner,
Christina Pagniacci (Cameron Diaz), who
has recently taken over the position from
her father. The film provides disturbing
insights into the world of professional
football and is perhaps a little too intense
for its three-hour length. However, the
acting, particularly Foxx’s, is outstanding.
You wouldn’t expect less from Pacino, but
Foxx proves he can handle dramatic roles,
and handle them well.
—Adrienne Larsen-Silva ’02

The Green Mile
Don’t let the length of this movie
scare you. Even though it clocks in at
over three hours, there wasn’t a moment
during The Green Mile when I wasn’t
very engaged in what was going on. This
moving and philosophically troubling

tale chronicles the discoveries that a
group of Death Row guards make about
a very special inmate and the
repercussions that these discoveries have
in their lives.
Adapted from the Stephen King
novellas of the same name and directed
by Frank Darabont (The Shawshank
Redemption), The Green Mile tackles
tough moral and spiritual questions
while never ceasing to entertain, and its
ending will keep you talking well out of
the theater.
—by Jessica Tabak ’01

Boys Don’t Cry
If Hilary Swank doesn’t win an Oscar
for this movie, I’ll spit. Playing Brandon
Teena (aka Teena Brandon), a
transgender youth who was raped and
murdered in the early 1990’s when her
“friends” found out that she was “really”
a woman, Swank is simply perfect. She
encapsulizes so many oppossing
emotions and realities into one character
while somehow making it seem easy.
Although she is supported by a stong cast
Days of Disco), it is really Swank’s
performance that makes this movie what
it is—a searing, honest look at the price
one girl had to pay to be herself. Kudos
to filmmaker Kimberly Pierce for
producing such a gritty movie and for
casting a virtual unknown as its ill-fated
star.
—by Jessica Tabak '01

The Talented Mr. Ripley
I wanted to like this movie a lot more
than I did. The script, adapted from
Patricia Highsmith’s novel of the same
name, is tight and well wound, the
filming is beautiful, and Jude Law has
to be the most magnetic man to grace
the screen since Marlon Brando before
he got fat. Well directed, well written,
and well acted (the supporting cast is a
director’s dream, with talents like Cate
Blanchett and Philip Seymour Hoffman
in minor roles), Ripley is only missing
one thing—heart. Alas, if only that
wasn't such an important thing.
—by Jessica Tabak ’01
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Urban
Element!

Don’t call it a
comeback

By Ralph Tavares ’01

A&E Staff

What a way to start off the year 2000,
children. One of the first albums to come
out has blown my mind and put a huge
smile on my face. 2000 looks to be a
promising year after listening to Jay-Z.
Volume 3: The Life and Times of S.
Carter is the most solid album to emerge
from Jigga Man since Reasonable
Doubt. I can just about listen to this
album from start to finish without
skipping over any songs. Jay-Z is easily
acknowledged as the best rapper out
there right now. Reasons for this include
his cross over from an underground style
to a more commercial one. Now that he
has made a name for himself with hits
like “Can I Get A..and “Hard Knock
Life,” Jay-Z has gone back to his old
style.
So far this year, “competition is
nada.” One of the things I like about this
album is the fact that Jigga has less guest
spots, aside, of course, from his Roc-afella family. Sometimes, Amil (that
busted chick in the “Can I Get A...”
video) spoils the song with her phone
sex-like voice. I’m not a big fan of her
because she has no type of flow. Jay-Z
probably writes all her rhymes for her.
On a more positive note, Beanie Sigel
made a huge impression on me,
especially in “Pop 4 Roc,” with “every
rhyme in check like a pair of Nikes.”
Keep your eye on him this year.
I also liked the fact that Swizz
Beatz only produced one track on the
album. He has to be one of the worst
producers I’ve ever heard. His songs
are just horrible, straight up, and

Monday January 31, 2000
Deli Special
Chicken Cordon Blue Wrap $3.65
Specialty Veggie Wrap $3.25
Entree Special
London Broil Dinner
Roast Turkey, Carved Ham $4.75
Stuffed Shells $2.00
Pizza Special
B.B.Q. Chicken,
Daily Calzones $1.75
International Special
Double Italian $3.95
Grill Special
Chicken Cheese Steak $3.95

Tuesday February 1, 2000
Deli Special
Texas Grande $3.50
Specialty Veggie Wrap $3.25
Entree Special
Carved Pastrami w/Potato Salad,
Roast Beef, Roast Turkey $4.75
Pizza Special
Canadian bacon & Pineapple,
Daily Calzone $1.75
International Special
Roly Poli Ravioli $3.75
Grill Special
Mushroom Swiss Melt $2.10

Lookin’ for a little of that somethin’ somethin’: Jay Z doesn’t need to
look any further than his latest album for another hit.

listening to them is an experience that
cannot be described in this article. The
only song I skip on this album is
“Things That U Do” which features
Mariah Carey, and is produced by

Swizz Beatz. It’s a small dud on an
album full of gems.
As far as production, there are so
many different people doing the beats
now. To name a few: DJ Premier,

Wednesday 2, 2000
Deli Special
Italian Grinder $3.25,
Specialty Veggie Wrap $3.25
Entree Special
Roast Turkey, Carved BBQ Pork
Loin, Corned Beef $4.75
Pizza Special
Italian Stromboli, Meat sauce Pizza$1.75
International Special
Susi Bar $4.25 (NEW)
Grill Special
Southwestern Garden Burger,
Veggie stir fry Pocket $2.50

Raymond Hall

Thursday 3, 2000
Deli Special
Mediterranean Vegetable Fajita
$3.25
Entree Special
Roast Turkey, Rotisserie Pork Ribs,
Roast Beef $4.75
Pizza Special
White Broccoli, Daily Calzone
$1.75
International Special
Shuffle off to Buffalo Wings $4.75
Grill Special
Teriyaki Cheese Steak $3.95

Tuesday
Deli Panini Special
Hot Corned Beef
Entree Menu
Lunch
Taco Salad I Roasted Vegetable Burrito’s
Dinner
Sweet & Sour Chicken Stir-fry
Hot & sweet Tofu
Pizza Gusta Special
Buffalo Chicken
Especially For You
Fahitas Fiesta
Spitfire Special
Mesquite BBQ Ribs

Friday 4, 2000
Deli Special
Hungry Pilgrim Sandwich $3.00
Entree Special
Roast Turkey, Baked Ham, Open
Faced Salmon Bagel $4.75
Pizza Special
Tomato Basil, Daily Calzone $1.75
International Special
Pasta Creations $4.25
Grill Special
Potato Fishwich $2.75
Fried scrimp Platter $4.75

Monday
Deli Panini Special
Broccoli Pita Pizza
Entree Menu
Lunch
Sheppard’s Pie / Toasted Ravioli’s
Dinner
Pot Roast / Macaroni & Cheese
Pizza Gusta Special
Artichoke & Red Pepper
Especially for You
Italian Chicken
Spitfire Special
Rotisserie Turkey Breast

Wednesday
Deli Panini Special
BBQ Chicken Quesadilla’s
Entree Menu
Lunch
Sweet & Sour Meatballs
Tortellini Greko
Dinner
Spinach Ricotta Quiche
Chicken Tenders
Pizza Gusta Special
Mediterranean White Bean
Especially For You
Attack of the Killer Potatoes
Spitfire Special
Banjo Ham

Rockwilder, and Clue. But the most
impressive producer on this album by far
is Timbaland. I am making a prediction
right now that Timbaland is going to be
making some big hits this year. He may
be the most creative producer out right
now. Whereas most producers are still
sounding the same, Timbaland is
constantly coming out with whole new
styles and beats. Listen to Missy’s album
£>u Real World to see what I’m talking
about.
However, the only real disap
pointment on this album is the exclusion
of song, “I’d Do Anything for You.” This
song was released on bootleg copies of
Jay-Z’s album, and immediately put into
MP3 format. The song wasn’t cleared for
samples yet, which were taken from the
Broadway musical “Oliver,” and had to
be taken off of the album. This is the
reason why his album was so late in
being released as well, because he had
to compensate for the loss of what would
have been a mega-hit. If you look hard
enough on the Internet or you have a
copy of his bootleg album, you can find
this song. I can honestly say it is one of
the top three Jay-Z songs ever made.
BOTTOM LINE: As much as I would
like to, I cannot give this album a perfect
score. Here are my reasons. Amil the
Funky Chickenhead, Swizz Beatz’s one
bad song, and the loss of “I’d Do
Anything for You.” Otherwise, this
album is flawless. I still like Reasonable
Doubt better than this one, but not by
much. In Jay-Z’s own words, “I’m the
illest [rapper] doin’ it, til y’all prove me
wrong. Do you believe?”

ALBUM GRADE: AThursdav
Deli Panini Special
Cordon Blue Sandwich
Entree Menu
Lunch
Chicken Broccoli Supreme
Roasted Vegetable Enchilada’s
Dinner
Cajun Honey Pork Loin
Cantonese Stir Fry w/ Broccoli
Pizza Gusta Special
Sausage
Especially For You
Tortellini Terror
Spitfire Special
Roast Pork Loin
Friday
Deli Panini Special
Tuna Melt
Entree Menu
Lunch
American Chop Suey
Shrimp Puttanesca
Dinner
Baked Cajun Codfish
Baked Zucchini w/Apple Stuffing
Pizza Gusta Special
Spicy Grilled Chicken
Especially For You
Spitfire Special
Saturday
Deli Special
Mexican Taco Salad
Entree Menu
Brunch
Omelettes to order
Dinner
Chicken Nuggets
Vegetable Lo Mein
Pizza Gusta Special
Pepperoni

Sunday
Deli Special
Santa Fe Chicken Sandwich
Entree Menu
Brunch
Cinnamon French Toast
Dinner
Mushroom & Asparagus Streudal
Roast Turkey
Pizza Gusta Special
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19 reasons
to leave
campus...

Whoa, Mama!

The refreshingly ecclectic sounds
of Zap Mama's A Ma Zone

Fine Arts

•

Microcosms- Paintings and
Drawings by Lilia Samson (thru
2/21) 9AM-9PM Corridor
Galleries URI Free
images of Isreal Photography
by Lev Poplow (thru Jan 31)
Gallery 401
A Measured Quietude Contemporary Irish Drawings
(thru March 12) IPM-4PM
David Winton Beil Gallery
Andrew Thomas's Oil Paintings
(thru 2/18) 6-8 PM Knight
Campus Art Gallery
Belonging to Memory: Pictures
by Mark Goodman (2/29) I4PM Fine Arts Center URI
Simple Statements (thru 3/5)
12-5PM Fine Arts Center
Gallery, URI

•
•

•
•

•

Music

•

Jazz with the Hal Crook Group
(2/2) 9PM AS220 $5
Folks Together (1/28) 8PM In
the Square Coffee House $5
Bill Staines -folk singer (1/30)
3PM North Kingston High
School$3
Deep Banana Blackout (2/2)
8PM Lupo’s

•
•
•

Theatre

The Beauty Queen of Leenane
(2/3 and 2/10) 8PM Trinity
Repertory Company $10
Swingtime (1/27)
8PM
Performance Arts Series RIC
$23 but discounts available
Travesties (2/10- 2/13) Sandra
Feinstein Gamm Theater
Rent (2/8-2/13) Providence
Performing Arts Center
Test Tube Theatre (1/27-1/30)
NewGate Theatre
Guinevere (1/28- 1/30) 7PM
Trinity Repertory Company
Free. Call for reservations

•
•

•

•
•
•

Etc.

•
•

•

Night of Poetry with Kristin
Urra (212) 6PM AS220 Bring
your own poetry
Game Night (2/2) 8PM AS220
Bring board games Free
Marimba Magic! A xylophone
workshop (2/1) 7PM AS220
Free

Addresses and Phone Numbers

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

AS220 115 Empire St.,
831-9327 .
David Winton Bell Gallery List
Art Center Brown University
64 College St. Providence
Gallery 401 401 Elmgrove Ave
861-8800
In the Square Coffee HouseChurch of the Messiah, 386
Westminster St. 421-5965
Jenks Junior High School
Division St. Pawtucket
726-6860
Knight Campus Art Gallery 400
East Avenue Warwick
825-2220
Lupo’s 239 Westminster Prov
272-5876
The NewGate Theatre 134
Mathewson Street 421-9680
North Kingston High School
Route IA and Fairway Dr., N.
Kingston 884-8377
Providence Performing Arts
Center 220 Weybosset St.
421-2997
RISD Museum 224 Benefit St.,
454-6500
RIC Performance Arts Series
600 Mt. Pleasant Ave. 4568194
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There’s even a rap interlude.
“Call Waiting” is obviously
not a tribal song that has
“What is this ? It’s the
been passed from generation
original instrument...The
to generation. This song
most soulful instrument: the
focuses mainly on Daulne’s
human voice. The music of
slightly rough, EuropeanZap Mama incorporates a
flavored voice and only
myriad of vocal traditions
strengthens comparisons
from all over the world, but
with a certain Icelandic
mostly the funky African
songstress. “Gissie” is more
Diaspora mixed with Euro
of an a capella song and the
American
traditions.
chanting in the chorus and
Sometimes there are words,
soft beat make it one of the
sometimes no words - just
more interesting tracks.
sounds. (Sometimes we don’t
There’s light techno in
need words, but don’t think
“Songe” and a funk beat in
about it - it’s beautiful. Like
“Kemake,” so the CD is able
nothing you’ve ever heard,
to switch from what could
except maybe in your
have been heard hundreds of
subconscious.) The simplest
years ago (call it old
sound is the most luxurious.
school...very old school) to
Richness is absence. Women.
what you could pick up on any
African and European. Zap
urban street nowadays.
Mama live in Brussels There’s a slow groove and
capital ofEurope, home ofthe
soulful vocals to “Comment
Big Molecule. ”
Ca Va?” Don’t let the name
I’m not going to even
confuse you, though—this
touch “home of the Big
one’s in English. “Ya Solo,”
Molecule.” I have no idea
with lines like “And when the
what that means, but I
night falls/Starts the magic so
included the end of the above
bright/The fire of passion
quote just in case anyone
becomes/Very Bright” and “I
Heads Up: The ladies of Zap Mama have released
knows why Brussels is
smell the sweat of love/I feel
their latest CD, A Ma Zone.
known for its molecules and
the essence of our fusion/No
is the capital of Europe. I would have off as too “cultural” or assume it’s going confusion,” is pretty obviously going for
guessed something like London or Paris to require lots of attention to understand the sensual approach, and the voices suit
or...or maybe Luxembourg, just ‘cause it, think again. I hear you. I did the same it perfectly, slow yet intense. And I think
it sounds cool and they probably get thing. It came into the office and was that the lyrics (even though I can’t
shafted all the time since they’re so small collecting dust, until someone brought understand a word of them) in “M’Toto”
- like half a vote in the United Nations it home. Over Christmas break, I started are pretty catchy. “‘Allo ‘Allo” evolves
or something. But this article is not to read about Zap Mama in various into one long jazz jam session full of
intended to open a debate on the merits magazines, and realized I may have saxophones and trumpets.
of various European cities. It’s to cover passed up something good. So I hunted
I don’t know exactly what A Ma
A Ma Zone, the latest CD by Zap Mama. it down and gave it a shot. And I’m glad Zone is good for. A couple of songs
The title of the CD is a word-play I did, since it’s one of the few refreshing are definitely danceable. A few
meaning both “Amazone,” the female and experimental (without going over might qualify as “study music,” and
warrior, and “A Ma Zone,” translated as the top) things I’ve heard in a while. others are good for just sitting down
“in my zone.” Zap Mama is an all Though an African, tribal feel is most and absorbing. But they’re all
female group that originally began as an obvious and several languages are used, original, creative, and listenable.
a capella quintet and grew to include there are a few songs on here that are This is an album that successfully
seven more members and the use of brass radio-worthy, with definite funk, jazz, blends several styles, numerous
and a beat. The founder, Marie Daulne, and R&B undertones.
voices, and various instruments into
is the daughter of a Belgian father and
I think that the best track is actually a sound that appeals if you “free
Zairean mother. Though she was the first one, “Rafiki” (probably not your mind” and are looking for
primarily educated in Europe, Daulne referring to the lovable and wise something new.
traveled to Africa at age twenty to learn baboon from “The Lion King”). It’s
By the way, lunch at Alumni is on me
traditional pygmy music, returning to the one of several on the CD that has a for the first person who can explain to
west to establish Zap Mama.
Bjork-feel to it, but isn’t as discordant me what the Big Molecule is and why it
Before you immediately write the CD and jumbled as most of her songs. lives in Brussels.
by

Julie Kenny ’01

Asst. A&E Editor

Got Rent?
Last June, Rent stormed Provi
dence with a sold out run at the
Providence Performing Arts Center.
This February the musical is com
ing back to Providence. From the
8th through the 13th the Providence
Performing Arts Center will host a
one week engagement of the Pulitzer
Prize and Tony Award-winning land
mark American Musical written by
Jonathan Larsen and directed by
Michael Greif.
The most honored musical since
A Chorus Line in 1976, Rent is only
the fifth musical to ever win both the
Pulitzer Prize and the Tony Award.
This company, the second national
tour, began performances July 1,
1997 in LaJolla, CA and has played
more than 30 cities since it opened.
Rent currently has several produc
tions worldwide including the
Broadway and German companies.
Inspired by Puccini’s La Boheme,
Rent is a joyous, breathtaking, and
often bittersweet musical that cel

The company in a scene from Rent, the Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award
winning musical that’s coming to PPAC February 8-13.

ebrates a community of artists as they
struggle with the soaring hopes and
tough realities of today’s world.
Tickets may be purchased at the
Providence Performing Arts Center Box

Office and at Ticketmaster outlets, or
to chaige tickets by phone call (401)
421-ARTS. For group information,
please contact Donna at (401) 4212997 ext. 3121.
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Golden Opportunities
Nominations are superfluous. Swank
is getting the award.

And perhaps: Toni Collette (The Sixth
Sense), Julianne Moore (Magnolia)

Best Supporting Actor:
Tom Cruise (Magnolia)
Jude Law (The Talented Mr. Ripley)
John Malkovich (Being John Malkovich)
Haley Joel Osment (The Sixth Sense)
Christopher Plummer (The Insider)

With roles including a bitch, a
sociopath, a drug addicted gold digger
and a girl who only thinks she’s in love
with a man, this year’s category should
be powerful. Seeing who among these
mostly new faces gets nominated should
be exciting...

And perhaps: Phillip Seymour Hoffman
(Magnolia), Wes Bentley (American
Beauty), Michael Clarke Duncan (The
Green Mile)

Coming up roses: Life should be sweet for American Beauty come Oscar
nomination day February 15th.

by

Erin Keller ’02

Hillary Swank (Boys Don’t Cry)
Sigourney Weaver (A Map ofthe World)

Asst. A&E Editor

It’s the most wonderful time of the
year. . . time to go for the Gold in
Tinseltown. The votes for nominations
are in, and the results will be announced
to the world on February 15. This year
holds what those in the business are
calling “the closest race in years”....
aren’t you excited? So here, without
further adieu, are my A&E premonitions,
aided by various polls, magazines,
previous awards shows, and the
entertainment guru I constantly refer to
for help (thank you!) Here we go...
Best Picture:
American Beauty
The Green Mile
The Insider
Magnolia
The Talented Mr. Ripley

And perhaps: Boys Don’t Cry, The Sixth
Sense, Being John Malkovich

Many big pictures this year. (How
many times have you heard “Oscar
Contender” these past two weeks??)
Being John Malkovich and Boys Don’t
Cry might not be regarded as “Oscar
friendly” films. The Academy cannot
ignore Beauty or Magnolia, but the
remaining slots are anyone’s bet, though
with Magnolia, American Beauty and
Ripley, the category cannot afford
another edgy film, and The Green Mile
and The Insider makes for a balance. And
I’m not even entertaining the possibility
of Toy Story 2. Please.

Best Actor:

Jim Carrey (Man on the Moon)
Russell Crowe (The Insider)
Matt Damon (The Talented Mr. Ripley)
Kevin Spacey (American Beauty)
Denzel Washington (The Hurricane)
And perhaps: Richard Farnsworth,(The
Straight Story) Tom Hanks (The Green
Mile)
Tom Hanks has the “Been There,
Done That” strike against him. Carrey,
though probably not the Academy’s
favorite person (remember last year’s
less than gracious speech while
announcing a category?) has critics
lauding his performance as the late Andy
Kaufman. Spacey and Crowe cannot be
overlooked, and I would not be surprised
if Farnsworth gets a nod, possibly
replacing Damon.

Best Actress:
Annette Bening (American Beauty)
Janet McTeer (Tumbleweeds)
Julianne Moore (The End of the Affair)

And perhaps: Frances O’Connor
(Mansfield Park), Meryl Streep (Music
of the Heart).

The Academy may not support
Malcovich’s dramatic attempt at
portraying...himself. Duncan won the
Critic’s Choice Award (the award show
now said to be more of a precursor to
the Oscars than the Golden Globes.)
Sure Things: Cruise (dynamic),
Plummer (convincing) and Osment
(chilling). Good luck to the rest of
you.. .especially you, Wes.

Best Supporting Actress:
Kimberly J. Brown (Tumbleweeds)
Angelina Jolie (Girl, Interrupted)
Catherine Keener (Malkovich)
Samantha Morton (Sweet and Lowdown)
Chole Sevigny (Boys Don’t Cry)

Best Director:
Norman Jewison (The Hurricane)
Spike Jonze (Being John Malkovich)
Michael Mann (The Insider)
Sam Mendes (American Beauty)
Anthony Minghella (The Talented Mr.
Ripley)

And perhaps: Neil Jordan (The End of
the Affair), Mike Leigh (Topsy Turvey)
So what’s it going to be? Dramatic
(Jewison), Bizarre (Jonze), Powerful
(Mann), Enlightening (Mendes), or
Artistic (Minghella)? This one is
anyone’s bet.

Just a little over two weeks and the
wait will be over. If I were in charge,
this is what I’d pick. And I personally
dare the Academy to prove me wrong.

About a girl
with little sign of
improvement. Later, she
A&E Staff
forms a precarious
Girl, Interrupted. The title brings friendship with Susanna.
to my mind what it’s like to try and talk Also, there is Georgina
DuVall),
with someone at my dinner table at (Clea
sweet
home (I have three sisters, one of whom Susanna’s
is a drama queen, while the other two roommate who is a
are quickly approaching the teeny- pathological liar, Daisy
bopper stage. Gotta love ‘em though.). (Brittany Murphy), who
Yet, it’s a perfect name for this film. eats only the rotisserie
Not that there are five conversations chicken from her
going on at any given moment, but father’s deli
through the movie, we are allowed to laxatives, and Polly
(Elizabeth
witness one woman’s
Moss),
very
personal
Girl, Interrupted
sensitive girl
struggles as her life
who
was
is, quite literally,
Directed by:
disfigured
in a
“interrupted” by a
James Mangold
horrible
world and people she
accident. It is in
could never have
Running Time:
this unlikely
imagined, but who
127 MINUTES
group
that
her
impacted
Susanna finds
dramatically.
Currently Playing at:
The film is based
herself forming
Seekonk Rte 6
on the true story of
friendships, and
Susanna Kaysen
through each
(Winona Ryder), an
girl’s personal
aspiring writer who spent a short time struggles, all discover
in a mental hospital in the 1960’s. that they might have
Unenthused over the thought of college, more in common that
and receiving little support from her what they first believed.
parents and teachers to pursue her own
Directed by James
Golden girl: Anjelina Jolie in her Golden Globe
dreams, Susanna becomes depressed. Mangold (Cop Land,
winning performance as Lisa in Girl, Interrupted
After attempting to kill herself by Heavy), Girl, Inter
taking a bottle of aspirin with a bottle rupted is wonderful.
of vodka, her parents have her admitted The beginning is a little confusing as it another excellent actress, and I have a
to Claymoore Hospital, a fictional jumps back and forth from the present feeling that because of this role, she will
institution based on McLean to the past, but as the movie progresses, be seen a lot more often. She proved
Psychiatric Hospital outside of it becomes easier to see that this helps without a doubt that she is capable of
Cambridge, MA. Susanna cannot the audience to see Susann’a disorder handling serious roles, and hopefully
understand how her stay there will help and the world as she sees it.
she will have a chance to do more of
her at all, and is at first in denial about The acting is also tremendous. Winona them on the big screen. Finally,
her condition, which is later diagnosed Ryder, who, inciden-tally, has spent six Whoopi Goldberg, as Valerie, is perfect
as “Borderline Personality Disorder,” years working on this film (she acted as as the tough but caring nurse that gently
a syndrome “manifested by uncertainty co-executive producer as well), is urges Susanna to learn to help herself.
about self-image, long-term goals, wonderful. She played Susanna in such
That is not to say that this movie is
types of friends or lovers to have, and a way that illustrates the change in her a Disney-like work, with everything
which values to adopt.”
character’s behavior without sacrificing and everyone made “all better” by the
Convinced that she has no reason to her character’s essence. Angelina Jolie end. Parts of it were downright
be at the hospital, Susanna is disgusted is also incredible, and certainly deserves disturbing. However, the film is not
with her surroundings and the people her Golden Globe Award. As an amoral, completely negative. In fact, it’s quite
she meets. Lisa (Angelina Jolie) is an capricious young girl, she is easily able the opposite. The girls’ experiences
unpredictable, seductive sociopath who to inspire dislike, shock, and compassion touch you and make you want to believe
has been at Claymoore for eight years, for her character. Brittany Murphy is in them.
by

Adrienne Larsen-Silva ’02
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Naptime
by Thomas

Scalzo ’00

Features Staff

9)

8)

7)

6)

5)
4)
3)
2)
1)

Jumping Jacks, What better way to celebrate the athletic prowess of
days since past than with the insane manipulation of one’s limbs in the
contorted rage of a madman seeking ecstatic bliss? If there is such an
exercise, and it doesn’t include any of that karma sutra crap, let me
know (it’s worth a quarter, and that used to be worth a lot back in the
day).
Play with dirt. Often. And don’t wash up. Or complain. About being
dirty. Or stupid. Or about not having any friends. It’s your own damn
fault. Don’t even think about pulling any of your usual playground
antics (you know what I mean, and if you don’t, take that quarter of
yours and ask someone who cares).
Sell a bunch of overpriced candy and miscellaneous crap to everyone
you supposedly care about just so you can “win” a “prize” for “yourself’.
Try not to feel too bad when you realize what a selfish and whiny brat
you’ve become. Maybe the truth does hurt, huh?
Light a fire and/or beat up your neighbor. Pretend you’ve been
“studying”.
Have a birthday party with a big fat mouse. Instead of “pizza”, have
“beer”. If you act real nice, you might even be allowed to dress up like
the man himself. Recite a few passages from “I am the Cheese”.
“Talk” with “people” about how cool it was when “Shammgod” was
here.
Visit all of your friends and steal a “cookie” from each of their “jars”.
Gather all your old man friends together and “bitch”.
Leave the light on in the attic.

Who Wants To Be A. . .
Trivia Buff?!
by

Colleen Lee ’00

Features Staff

Obsessions are like Pringles, once
you pop, you really can’t stop. Most
people have one or two things they just
cannot do without, or need excessive
amounts of. Admit it, we have all
eaten the entire can of Pringles at least
once.
I, too, have my obsessions.
Ironically, Pringles happen to be one
of them. The other is games. Some
call me exceedingly competitive;
others just say I like to have fun. I
think it is the challenge I am drawn
to. Take trivia games, for instance. I
love them, and, fortunately, my family
does too. We have worn a hole in the
Trivial Pursuit board and mastered all
the questions.
So, given my weakness for trivia, it
should come as no great surprise that,
yes, I have become obsessed with the
latest rage in game show television,

Who Wants to be a Millionaire?
Let me clarify, though, why I watch
the show religiously every Tuesday,
Thursday, and Sunday nights, because
it really is my only dose of television.
First of all, my obsession with the show
does not stem from the drama. The
eerie stage lights, isolated question
area, and honky, yet heart-racing
music are all merely overkill. The
same amount of tension could be
created over a glass of milk and a
cookie in Raymond if that check with
your name on it sat right next to your
bent fork and dirty tray. But the
drama ushers in the show three times
a week, so I watch.
Secondly, I doubt seriously if the
chattiness of the contestants lures me
in every week. I have never seen such
confidence in any classroom before, let
alone on national television. Not to
mention that I feel as if I know some
of these people better than the closest

of my friends. With each new
question, the contestant exposes his/
her hopes, dreams, and the name of
his/her second grade teacher to the
audience. I grin and bear it, however,
because these people are the vehicles
to the questions.
Thirdly, Regis Philbin ranks low on
my list of favorite celebrities. There
is something unsettling about a game
show host who wears more make-up
than even the camera can handle, has
the whitest teeth since the advent of
man, and points so repeatedly and
forcefully at the contestants that you
would think he just convicted them of
a felony. Nevertheless, Regis asks the
questions, so I watch.
The real reason I tune into this
game show tri-weekly, as you have
probably already guessed, lies merely
in those multiple choice questions.
Don’t get me wrong, I ain no trivia
guru, in fact, I am mediocre at best,
but the thrill of knowing the answer
whether it be pop culture, politics, or
literature is a natural high.
It is fun to yell at the man who
needs to poll the audience about what
color yellow and blue make. It is
thrilling to reason out an answer
before the. contestant does. It is
exciting when a fellow fan overcomes
an especially difficult question (the
other night, for example, my
roommate easily chose Louis Sullivan
as the first architect to say “form
follows function” -1 was impressed!).
So you see, although inticing, it is
not about the money. It is certainly
not about appearing on national
television. It is, however, about the
challenge, the testing of knowledge
and the obtaining of it, no matter how
trivial the information may seem.
Perhaps it would be cliche to say
that you are un-American if you refuse
to tune into Who Wants to be a
Millionaire’? In fact, it would be
wrong, because it is not even an
American show. Nevertheless, I know
where I’ll be every Tuesday, Thursday,
and Sunday night. And that’s my final
answer.

Well, New Year’s has come and gone
and the world didn’t explode and nothing
bad (at least that I know of) happened.
However, I don’t think that we should
just breathe a sigh of relief and go back
to our normal lives. I think we should
use our prolonged existence to make a
change. We need to do something to
better ourselves and maybe allow the
world to survive for another thousand
years. I’m talking about naptime people.
We need naptime...desperately.
When did we Westerners forget that the
human body gets tired? I think it’s a fact
(and if it’s not, it should be) that people
get tired around 3:30 or 4:00 each day.
But instead of listening to our bodies and
taking a nap, we fight our bodies and
continue to work. Now I’m not just
talking about college kids when I say
this. I’m talking about everyone out
there.
College is a different situation. Our
sleeping patterns are all messed up
anyway, but we could still use a nap
everyday. Soon we will be in the real
world and that is where the biggest
problem lies. Soon we will be those men
and women who are struggling to keep
going at work until 5:00 when they can
go home and collapse. It’s simply not
healthy. And it’s not any fun either.
What good does it do to have your
evenings free if you are too tired to do
anything exciting and have to go to bed
at 9:00? Are we only supposed to enjoy
our lives on the weekends? I don’t think
so and I think that it’s high time for a
change. Naptime is the answer. Let us
ponder this for a moment. Let’s say that
in the new millennium (which really isn’t

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

the new millennium by the way) we all
go to work at 10:00 instead of 9:00. Now
I know you’re saying, “An extra hour of
sleep! What’s the catch?” Good
question people, I’m glad I’ve gotten you
interested. 1 shall explain. First of all,
we will work from 10:00 until around
1:00, when we will have our lunch break
for an hour. At 2:00 we would resume
work for two hours and then at 4:00 we
will have naptime for two hours; We will
then return to work from 6:00 until about
8:00. Now I know that you don’t like
the idea of having to work until 8:00,
but let me finish. When we come back
from our naps, we will be refreshed and
energized. Also, we will be able to
change into more casual clothes, so that
we can go straight out to dinner after
work. We can then enjoy a casual dinner
for an hour or so, followed either by a
show or a relaxing night at home.
Remember that we can stay out until
1:00 or 2:00 and still get around 7 hours
of sleep, which is more than any of us
usually get anyway.
As you can see, this plan is foolproof,
as I have spent countless hours working
out the specifics. Besides a more restful
life, this plan will also alter how we view
our work. Because we will be spending
more of the day at our jobs, we will be
more likely to choose a career we enjoy,
rather than choosing one for the money.
With this plan, the portion of our life
which we believe counts (meaning free
time) will be intertwined with our work
life. Thus “real life” will take up a
greater portion of the day and will not
have to be crammed into 4 or 5 hours at
night. I know we rushed through my
plan for naptime quickly, but I hope you
got the general idea. I am grateful that I
am able to use my powerful position here
at The Cowl to bring this important topic
to all of you and I hope that you will all
join me in my march on the Capitol this
weekend to make naptime a reality.

noun
plural noun
adjective
verb ending in “ing”
adjective
exclamation
plural noun

8) famous person
9) verb ending in “ing”
10) something fantastic
11) another famous person
12) item of clothing
13) thing
14) same name as 11
15) verb ending in “ed”
16) verb ending in “ed”
17) plural noun
18) body part (plural)
19) verb ending in “ed”
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)

noun
adjective ending in “ed”
type of food
same name as 11
another type of food
same name as 11
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Confronting
Dad

/
by

Matthew Farley ’00

Features Staff

I’ve noticed that whenever we
students are called upon in class, we
begin our statement with, “Well, I was
just gonna say...” This happens only
moments after we have raised our hands,
and yet we feel the need to inform the
professor that what we are about to say
is what we were planing to say when we
first raised our hands. I can understand
the use of this phrase if it is introducing
a thought that the student came up with
weeks before and had initially intended
to come out with it then. But in any other
circumstance, I think we should simply
say what we have to say when we are
called on. This will save about two
seconds per student who makes a
comment in class. Add together all the
students who speak in class and we could
save about an extra minute per class for
the professor to tell us all of the
wonderful things that he/she knows.
But I’ve just come up with an even
better way in which we could make more
time for the professor to share his/her
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knowledge with us. I think we should
get rid of all classroom participation!
That’s right. I’m tired of hearing what
students think about whatever it is we’re
learning in class. What do we know?
We don’t know anything. The professor
is the one who knows about the subject
that we’re studying. I want to know what
this professor has to say about it. These
professors have spent years and years
learning about very specific subjects. I
think it’s a waste when they allow us
students, who know much less about the
subject, to waste valuable class times by
making completely incorrect comments
which the professors pretend is at least
somewhat right in order to not make the
student look like a fool!
I wonder what the professors think
of us. We say “like” and “um” all the
time when we’re called upon and we
hardly ever finish our thoughts, we just
trail off. I have millions of what I believe
are legitimate opinions regarding class,
but the minute I’m called upon in class,
I become a babbling idiot. It happens to
all students. We have nothing intelligent
to say in class. That’s why I think we
should do away with classroom
participation completely. Let’s just listen
for now on.

her current boyfriend of two years and
counting quite often. To make my life
by Tiffany Green ’01
appropriately complex, my dad knows
that my sister’s boyfriend and I “clash”
sometimes. Now don’t get me wrong,
Features Staff
my sister’s boyfriend is wonderful to her.
I think this is why I sometimes hate him.
My dad thinks I’m a lesbian. I know I am extremely possessive of my sister,
he does. If I was a lesbian, I would not and so is he. I have the whole
care if he thought this. Yet , I am territoriality “I had her first” mentality
unfortunately attracted to men. about my sister. And then there's that
Sometimes I wish I was a lesbian, whole-high school cutesy PDA thing
because my friends here at school are that they have going on, but that’s
wonderful people, and it would another article for another time.
definitely be much more convenient for
So to summarize this article and my
me.
father’s point of view, my dad never
Now I know I just took the delicate hears me talking about my love life or
and fear ridden subject of sexual lack thereof. Anytime I do talk about
preference and trivialized it. So in order guys in front of him, they are always “my
to clarify my intentions, I’m not making friends.” The only guy my dad ever sees
fun of anybody’s sexual preference. I me with is my sisters boyfriend, and he
don’t think that the fact of whether or knows we don’t get along that often. So
not somebody is gay or not should really in his head, he is just waiting for me to
matter. But unfortunately at this period come out of the closet, and hop into the
in history it does. Not that I’m trying to kitchen to tell him that I’m a lesbian.
preach, because in my sheltered life I’ve
•••••••••••••••a
It would probably be easier for me
never really known anybody gay. It just to admit to him that I am just abut
wouldn’t be fair for me to state that I the most hopeless romantic on the face
know how I would act, because I’ve of the Earth, and that I like guys way
never been in the situation.
too much for my own good. In fact,
I must admit that the idea of getting sometimes I think I have much more
to know a gay person does fascinate me. respect for men than women, because at
I hope that their being gay would not least they can go for five minutes without
affect my thinking of them at all, but it gossiping about someone. Yet that again
probably would. Have you ever heard is another issue for another day.
the “theory” (for lack of a better word)
I should probably just tell my dad that
that once people find out a person’s gay, I don’t know why I don’t have a
they become obsessed with that aspect boyfriend, and that I want one way too
of their life? I think it’s probably true. much, almost to the point that I want my
Now that I have written this disclaimer, friends to tell me what the hell is wrong
I’ll go back to the subject at hand. And with me for thinking my life is so
surprise, surprise! The subject is once incomplete just because I don't have a
again me. I know that I am very self boyfriend. I know that it is selfish and
centered, and I have some serious petty to wallow in self pity because I
attention issues. I’m not going to lie and don’t have a boyfriend, yet I catch myself
say that I’m working on these issues.
doing it all of the time. I know I’m not
Anyway, back to my original the only one who practices this addictive
thought. I know my dad is questioning ritual. This scarily enough comforts me,
my gender preference. He never outright and allows me to keep on feeling bad
asks me why I don’t have a boyfriend, for me, instead of feeling bad for
or why every time I talk about a boy I someone else.
always refer to him as “my friend.” We
Maybe we all do need someone to
have a quirky relationship. We are love us in our lives, and this is why we
extremely close, yet the subject of boys silently mourn the absence of a
is taboo. I dated a boy for a year and a somebody, a nobody that temporarily
some may power trip off it, but
half in High School and my dad met him ceases to exist. Maybe we are just all
regardless I can’t stop myself from
three times, if that. It’s just the way it spoiled brats that have everything else, by Jill Yablonski ’00
exposing my stupidity. I was going to
worked out. What is really weird is my so we create something for us to feel bad
add sudden to that last sentence, but then
dad is one of the most down to earth men about. I don’t know. Like most of my
I thought this would read as a little too
I know, in fact, he is too nice for his own issues, this issue leads to another Features Staff
obnoxious. On second thought, why
good. So it’s not like he would be question instead of an answer.
not? I was at one time bright, intelligent
threatened by the fact that his oldest
But hey dad, at least you now know
if you give me a chance, but now I just
daughter has another man in her life. that I’m not a lesbian, and you can stop
Today, I’m a deer caught in the feel dumb. I feel as if I have nothing in
Hell, at this point he would probably be worrying about that aspect of my headlights. My jaded eyes (pun intended which I can call my own. In every class,
relieved. Sweet.
personhood. Now you can start if you get it) have no room for the usual I am surrounded by people who just own
To make the situation worse, my worrying about “normal dad” things, like pessimism as a confused vulnerability the subject we’re in. They have the
seventeen year old sister has had a how in this wide world you are going to sweeps a glaze across them. It isn’t even confidence and knowledge to get
boyfriend ever since she popped out of pay for my wedding.? Because it will that freshman year wide-eyed innocence/ through these first few days, as I
my mother’s womb. My dad has known be HUGE and fun. I’ll occupy my time fear I once had, shook, and had creep continually fall. (And now once again I
about all of them. He hangs out with as usual, worrying about the boy....
back into me not too long ago. It’s that clarify myself and take back the strength
second week of my second semester of my previous words.) Every semester
senior year and I have lost the ground there were classes in which I struggled
look.
with confusion and naivete, but this is
What I mean by this is that I am the first time I felt this way five out of
suddenly without a clue. No matter what five times.
I guess I’m being petty and
class I am in I can feel my eyes grow
wide. Unbearingly wide. Open to the competitive, but I’m not in the mood to
world wide. So exposed that it’s obvious chronicle the history, or at least my
to anyone who bothers to look that I explanation, of all this. Basically, I know
haven’t got a clue as to what is when I’m good and I like the way it feels.
happening. I don’t know what it is or So here, now, I sit telling myself and
where it’s coming from. I am not even anyone who cares to delve into my
daydreaming.
All right I am figurative abyss that I just don’t own
daydreaming just a little bit, but that isn’t anything anymore. I was never the best,
until I have found nothing familiar. I do but I was once competent. Now I’m
grasp for even the vaguest and most just vulnerable searching for something
abstract of thoughts to link up coherently to grasp to and call my own. About now
with my own, but nothing. For some is when I usually confess to being a
reason, that I wish wish wish I writer, a label I dually adore and despise,
understood, I’ve been keeping my head but I don’t even feel like redeeming my
up anyway. I’m actually inviting my self-bruised pride. I think I’ll just be
professors in. Some care, some pity, and dumb for now.

Stupid
Stupid
Stupid, I
Must Be

Features
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Oh God!
by

by

Tracy Kennedy ’02

Features Staff

I was bom and bred in Worcester,
Massachusetts. No, not Wooster or
Worchester, but if you ask me to say it,
it would come out more like Wustah.
Either way, that is where I am from. This
means that I drop my r’s and -ing’s, know
all about roller skating parties at Skylite,
know the truth behind Piedmont Street,
aren’t that scared to be downtown and
am proud to say that Dennis Leary actu
ally lived there. I guess every town has
their celebrities. Anyway, more impor
tantly, I know what it means to be a hero.
Worcester, in fact, has six heroes, better
than any basketball player to grace the
court or any rock star to belt out a tune.
These men, Jeremiah M. Lucey, Fire
Lt. Thomas E. Spencer, Paul A.
Brotherton, Timothy P. Jackson, James
F. Lyons and Joseph T. McGuirk, went
beyond the call of duty in attempt to save
the lives of two people and their fellow
brothers. Two firefighters, with no
thought to their own lives, went in to
search for the homeless people report
edly living in the building. When there
was no response from them, two more
men went in after them. Finally in an
effort to help the preceding four
firefighters to escape, two men entered
the blaze. Though others, unable to find
the original six men, escaped, Lucey,
Spencer, Brotherton, Jackson, Lyons and
McGuirk never returned from the burn
ing building. The burnt carcass of the
Cold Storage building adjacent to Inter
state 290 is a memorial to the men who
gave their all when called upon. For the

two weeks following the three-day blaze,
a fire truck covered with flowers and let
ters from concerned and grateful citizens
reminded all who passed of their sacri
fice.
To my surprise, when I returned to
Worcester for Christmas break, the city
was alive with billboards, black ribbons
and American flag memorials. It was
amazing to see such a “cold, dirty city,”
as I had often heard it described, filled
with love and respect for true heroes, not
ones covered in gold chains and earning
multi-million dollar salaries. Every
where, businesses, schools and churches
offered support and prayers to the fami
lies of the victims. Lines at the wakes
for the men often meant a two-hour wait.
United by a cause greater than them
selves, than even the city itself, the
people of Worcester and its surrounding
towns and counties donated thousands,
even millions of dollars to various funds
set up to monetarily relieve the needs of
the families.
At long last, at least in the city of
Worcester, we have gotten a glimpse of
what it means to be a true hero. A hero
is someone who gives everything he has
and is willing to risk his own life to save
the lives of other people, including his
fellow men in the fight. He is someone
who knows what it means to be truly
alive and do what must be done even
though the fear may be great. He is
someone who teaches our children how
to make a difference in the lives of oth
ers, never giving up when the struggle
is tough. Though the opponent was not
an approaching army, these men “fought
the good fight,” not turning away from
duty and their fellow men. A hero can
be found in the persons of Jeremiah M.
Lucey, Fire Lt. Thomas E. Spencer, Paul
A. Brotherton, Timothy P. Jackson,
James F. Lyons and Joseph T. McGuirk.

Fill Me In
I left my house in a huny that winter morning, remembering my
1)__________ and my bag of 2)___________ . 1 decided to attend a
3)________ _ play at the theater. 4)_________ , I got to the ticket booth
a little early. A 5)_________ girl greeted me with a smile and a scream
of 6)______ _! I gave her ten 7)_________ in exchange for two
tickets. The other ticket was for my friend 8)____________ , although I
knew he/she wouldn’t come.
After 9)__________ outside in the cold and dreaming of
10)
_______ for almost an hour, 11)________ _ showed up wearing
a 12)_________ and a 13)__________ . Immediately, I renounced my
first date and decided to go with 14)_________ . We 15)_________ and
16)_________ throughout the play, and left with 17)________ on our
18)______ . Smiling at this, we wandered through the mist to my shanty.
We sat on the couch and 19)________ until the 20)_________ came up.
It was the 21)________ night of my life. We went out for breakfast in
the morning and I had 22)__ ___ ____ , but 23)__________ had
24)__________ . In the pale sobriety of morning I noticed the space
between us, and have never seen 25)________ since.

Laura Rodini ’01

letting my mind play
beneath a tree in the
winter
by

Kyle Lamoureux ’00

Special Guest star

Features Staff

For Karen

as I sift through the half-remembered
dreams of a half-forgotten world,
it becomes clear that you could never
imagine,
so I dream for the two of us,
and sleep through the eternal present
of someone else’s god.

‘You know the man who turns
Me on? George Bums.’ George
Bums??
Falling from the sky
Bright as his hair is white
He returns, all four feet nine and a half
Inches tall. He got big laughs
With that voice like matches
And those bottlecap glasses.
He’s not handsome, he’s not young,
But, boy, is he better than some.
He could make a bad day croak
Whenever he told a funny joke.
An ancient hand, extended wide
Would tease one with the statement,
“Try
“To pull my finger.” Time moves too
fiercely
To live life seriously.
Yes, I could grow old like George
Bums
With a man like George Bums.

‘Wait! I meant ED Bums!’
And so the angels carry George away
On their shoulders, dripping ash all the
way
To that dimly lit and drowsy-eyed
Vegas lounge up in the sky.

by Amanda

Symmes ’00

tip-toeing around your fairy-tale land
I pray for the queen
(as I’m not quite the prince)
and gather coin from
under the trees
to be spent in heaven.

as I wait for midnight,
I script an insufficient demise
of the divine
and see that your disposition has
bent towards the supernatural.
banished for my
mistaken bliss,
I encounter the disgruntled shades
and offer my coin, but they
are not worthy of dreams.

turning to the tree above,
I converse with the leaves,
and we talk of the make-believe.
as the wind begins
to mumble a solution,
the fallen scream a sentence
of dreaming, and I am left
with my coin.

z*\ Z|\ z*\
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She has a
Welling which has
Been Growing
Deep inside, wide
For quite a while
Now

And it screams
As a pitted formation
Of shame and pride

Of confusion and
Elation
A foreign form of joy
Peace of mind
Sometimes seems the
Reality

The kind which is
Not in her reach
But
Other times she
Wonders what the
Serenity of her soul
Is called,
What it is,
And when she cannot

Sleep, she listens
For the well
To rumble.

ATTENTION
ALL SMOKERS:
The Center for Behavioral and
Preventive Medicine at the
Miriam Hospital, a Lifespan
partner, is conducting FREE
research studies to learn more
about why people smoke.

Your participation would require
two one hour visits to the
Miriam Hospital over a one
month period.
You will be compensated $50.00
for your time and effort.
If you are a cigarette smoker
over the age of 18 and are
interested in learning more
about the studies,

please call: 401-793-7985
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Ifyou ’re into
Features
We’re into you.
by

Beth Brunet ’00

Features Staff

Overdue. The story of my life.
Swollen. Need to put my feet up. This
is ridiculous. My back aches, my neck
is stiff. I feel full, ready to explode. I
put my hand in the small of my back
and straighten up. I sit sidetracked,
thinking of ways to speed up the
process: bouts of physical activity,
herbal remedies, self-motivational
speeches before the minor. I waited all
this time. It seemed like a good idea at
first; but now I’ll do anything to expel
that most beautiful masterpiece that still
resides within.
Suddenly, muscles contract, ughh...

minutes later there is a small leak and
increased pain. I’m nervous. All sorts
of crazy ideas fly about, clutter my head,
and pound on my eardrums. Organize,
gather the necessary materials, call
someone and calmly and clearly explain
the latest development. Fact: preparation
and the subsequent excruciating
moments thereafter actually take up 90%
of labor time, while the delivery takes
only 10%.
Now located in the room containing
all of the necessary tools and monitors,
I continue the labor process and focus
on delivery. Pushing, waiting, breathing,
focusing; frustrated, exhausted, annoyed,
scared. Will I survive the average twelve
to fourteen hours?
A witness
acknowledges my alleged progress,
commenting on the first signs of a
precious product for which the struggle

Software Technicians Wanted!
If you want more than just a job, why not start your career with the
world leader in mission-critical business software? Right now, we're
looking for new graduates with bachelor’s or master’s degrees in
Computer Science or related fields for “Bootcamp.5' This outstanding
ten-week program starts every January and June, and includes full
salary, free room and board, complete benefits package, full use of CA
facilities, and transportata to and from work. At Bootcamp, you will
work to develop software in ths hottest languages, investigate today’s
operating systems, and explore the newest technologies.

warn?

Just ask any of our over 17,500 employees and they’ll tell you why.
Computer Associates is the world leader In mission-critical business
computing, and had revenue of $5.3 billion in fiscal year 1999. We
provide software, support and integration services in more than 100
countries around the world.

will be worth. Oh, I hope it’s okay...
After eleven hours of intense labor, I
hold the child of my impulsiveness, my
intellect, my passion carefully in two
hands, as not to crease the edges.
Beautiful. 10 pages, 10 sources. Good
body proportion and spacing, cute font.
I cradle the product, and begin to weep.
I’m emotionally and physically drained.
While I remain in my state of ultimate
fatigue, the cord is cut and post-labor
begins. My child is wheeled away to be
placed amongst numerous others.
Another hour later, I am resting in
peace and quiet. I recap on my day: I
have given birth. I have labored for
hours and have been rewarded at the end
of a long and difficult process. I remind
myself that it is only the first one at the
beginning of a long last semester.
Congratulations.

The Features section
of The Cowl is now
accepting applications
for writers and artistic
photographers. Please
pick up applications
in The Cowl office in
lower Slavin.

We offer a generous compensation package with a long list of benefits
that nobody else can match, including 401 (kj and profit sharing plans,
company-paid medical and dental coverage, tuition reimbursement,
onsite child-care and fitness centers in various locations, and tremen
dous growth opportunity. Complimentary continental breakfast
served daily.
Call us today and find out why Computerworia ranked CA as one of
the best places to work in the entire computer industry!

For More information, Please Write. Fax, Or Call:
Computer Associates international, Inc,
One Computer Associates Plaza, Islandia, NY 11749
Tet: 1-800-454-3788 Fax: 1-800-962-3224
Or Visit www.cai.com/career caiobs.htm

(Computer
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DISSOCIATES
Software superior by design.

Computer Associates pMgee aquas access id smpfcynwit. tecttattw. and prelaws resanltess of race, ootor. creed, religion, sex. sexual oMtMt
disability tsaitonsl artow
tea, tsr martial status.
989 Computer AsssoersSes IntemsltorMP, lr>c.. islaru&i NY 1t ?49. Ait product names reteeeoced nerpirs pre sradentiartts of thetr respective pprppan^*
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ADVERTISEMENT

When you can only afford to invest a few dollars every month; you’d better make

sure those dollars are working hard for you. Try Senes I Bonds. You' can get started
with as little as $50. They’re guaranteed to stay ahead of inflation for up to 30 years/
and their Interest is fully exempt horn state and local income taxes. What’s more, you

can purchase. ! Bonds where you bank, work, or through the new U.S. Savings Bonds
EasySaver^ Ran. And they’re backed by the full faith and credit of the ;U.$. Treasury. ■

So visit us at www*$avir)g$bonds*gov, or
write to I Bonds Investor's Guide,
Parkersburg W 26106-1328. Because

inflation is getting hungry for dessert*

Beryone Needs a Sale.Place to Grow

For more information about I Bonds, visit our website at www.savingsbonds^ov

A public sendee of this newspaper
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Where were Vou on
new Vear’s Eue?

"Marinating."
Allison Rubin '00
rron Maxey '01 Jesse Wilburn '00

"Roof of Fennell."
Kerry Leonard '00
Tim Coughlin '00

"Futtbuckers."
Dan Grzywacz '00
Greg Conway '00

"1st Ave. with Lenny Kravitz."
Emilie Comeau '03
Can* Haines

"Buffoon Central."
Joe Bonfiglio '02
Bear '02

"Federal Hill."
Joe Castello '01

Pebbles
"On top of the world."

Bamm Bamm
"Hawaii."
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And the winner is...

The votes are in and The Cowl’s Editorial Board has decided to
keep our current masthead.
The prize of $50 Cheesecake Factory gift certificate
$25 Strawberries gift certificate, & a Cowl T-shirt
will be awarded to the runner up. . . RJ Friedman ’03
Thank you to all who submitted!

*

Thank you to all who submitted!

Nicole Rodriguez was killed by a drunk driver while
walking next door to play with her friend.
What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

U.S Department of Transportation

January 27,2000

Advertisement

Its dyslexia. A reading disability where
some kids confuse their ds with their ps, bs
and qs. But, with the right help, most of these
kids can go on to do well in school. Call
1-888-GR8-MIND or visit www.ldonline.org.
THERE’S NO REASON TO BE HELD BACK.
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coordinated campaign
for learning disabilities
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The Stag
\ Friday 9 Feb*
s:?o w -1 an
Tn Pederson
I
$5 in advance
$5 at door

|

|

CoMe en/oy Music /roM
each decade starting
with +6e 50s all the wav
to the 90s. fcress in your
favorite decade*

Play the World Game

Matt Farley
Scott Kmack
Erika Olsen
t,

'

lwj

Ben Nadeau
u.

-

CJ.LeGeyt
Lora McCormack

j’:'-

Kate
Wrona
> . <
’J ?

Steve Allard

27th

Envision the ideal future
of the world and work
with student leaders
from all over the state
to make it a reality.

Saturday, Feb. 5th
Contact KC in Slavin 204
Sponsored by the Ocean State
Leadership Consortion

BOP Film Committee January movies:
National Lampoon’s European Vacation
Back to the Future

Pretty Woman

The Outsiders
Check out Channel 47 for the dates and times of each showing.

Clubs & Organizations
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Learn Ways to Defend Yourself

BOP presents:

Self-Defense
Demonstration

at PPAC

’64 Hall
Sunday, Feb. 2nd
7:00 PM

Wednesday, Feb. 9th
tickets go on sale
in the BOP Office
yon Wednesday, Jan. 26th /
\ 2 tickets per person /
a\
$25
W

presented by a martial arts expert
brought to you by S.T.E.P. 1

kX
BOP over 21
presents:

z1

♦ Ji

n&jA4

Women Will
first meeting of the semester

Rock ‘N’ Bowl

Thursday, Jan. 27th
8 pm

Rm 118B Library
All are welcome.
tickets go on sale
Tuesday, Jan. 25th

Stuart's
Pool League
Do you want

•■4ft

K

s

■

Last Semester Winners:

■■■■■

School

Mt Pleasan

needs volunteers to tutor
in all subjects
iday

pm

,

Transportation is provided on
Wednesdays. If you would like to.help,
please contact Cathy at x4012. ‘

"Old School"
Paul Reilly
Keith Kelly
Sign up now at
Stuart's for
another semester
of matches
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Men’s Basketball falters in
fourth straight loss
by

Matt Young ’01

Sports Staff

The Providence College Men’s
Basketball team lost their fourth
consecutive game on Sunday afternoon,
falling by a score of 82-69 to the West
Virginia Mountaineers. The loss
dropped the Friar’s record to 8-10
overall and 1-4 in the Big East.
Providence came out of the gate
slowly as West Virginia grabbed an early
12-2 lead with just under three minutes
gone in the first half. Stunned but not
defeated, the Friars were able to weather
the early storm as they slowly battled
back. Playing a period of inspired
basketball, the Friars put together a solid
run of their own as they were able to
cut the Mountaineers lead to one with
3:12 remaining in the first half. The 126 run was made possible thanks too
strong play from both Erron Maxey and
Jamaal Camah. Maxey poured in 16
points for the game while Camah added
eight for the Friars. However, the Friars
momentum was short-lived, as West
Virginia finished out the first half
scoring seven unanswered points, and
headed into the lockerrom with a 40-32
lead.
In the second half the Friars
responded to the visitors’ challenge
early on, but every time the Friars got
close the Mountaineers would pull away
again.
“We were always clawing at their
heels but then they would race away
from us for a period of time and then
we’d claw back and it was the same
thing,” stressed Head Coach Tim Welsh.
Romuald Augustin torched the
Mountaineers for 18 of his career high
21 points in the second half as he helped
to keep the pressure on the
Mountaineers for much of the second
half. The freshman put on a shooting
clinic as he hit from everywhere on the
floor. In the end the Mountaineers were
too tough as they pulled away in the final
ten minutes.
“I think we all gave a great effort
today. Everybody’s shooting wasn’t
really there, so we had to use other
things like scratching and rebounding
because they had pretty good big guys
in the middle so we had to help out down
there. We tried to fight and come back
but we came up a little bit short tonight,”
stated Augustin about his team’s
performance.
Overall, the head man Welsh stressed
the fact that the Friars have been getting
solid performances from several
different individuals each game;
however, he believes that it is necessary
for more than just a few players to play
the type of game they are capable of
each night.
“The last few weeks three out of the
five starters or two out of the five starters

have had just average games. We’ve got
to get everybody playing, and once we
do that I think obviously we’ve shown
we can compete,” stated Welsh.
On his approach to the rest of the
season, Welsh emphasized, “We’ve got
to just take each day and try to get better.
When you are faced with adversity, the
guys that have character will show up
and that’s got to start with me. You got
to keep plugging that’s all.”
The Friars do not catch a break as they
take their show on the road this week
with several key conference games
against sixth ranked Connecticut, West
Virginia, and finally against Seton Hall
next Tuesday, February 1.
“We have to try to turn it up. We
have to take it to another level. We came
up short tonight so we have to take it up
a level,” emphasized Augustin about the
Friars upcoming road trip.
On Thursday, January 20 the Friars
hosted Big East foe Villanova
University. The Wildcats, who were
coming off a controversial loss at the
hands of the Miami Hurricanes, came
into the Providence Civic Center
seeking some redemption.
Despite forcing 29 Wildcat
turnovers, the Friars came up short
falling by a score of 66-57. Using a
tenacious pressing defense the Friars
forced Villanova to make numerous illadvised passes, however they were only
able to convert the turnovers into 19
points. Freshman Mark Jarrell-Wright
proved to be a defensive spark for the
Friars as he saw action at the point guard
position for the first time this season.
“Usually when the other team turns
the ball over 29 times you put yourself
in a pretty good position to win, but not
when they just absolutely destroy you
on the backboards and that was the
problem tonight,” explained Welsh.
The most telling statistic of the game
was indeed the fact that Villanova out
rebounded Providence by a 53 to 27
margin. Villanova’s domination on the
glass was most clearly evident at the
offensive end where they picked up 23
rebounds.
Welsh pointed out, “I think they had
two possessions; one with seven straight
shots at the basket. The ball never went
back over half court. My head was
spinning and I couldn’t count anymore.”
Welsh stressed that the keys to
rebounding are effort and toughness.
Welsh didn’t diminish his team’s effort
on the night, but rather stressed the fact
that effort must be combined with
toughness.
“You got to have heart, soul and inner
toughness to go get the ball and stick
your nose in there,” commented Welsh,
“Toughness is a must especially at this
level.”
Offensively on the night, the Friars
were led by Erron Maxey who picked

SUPPORT ICE HOCKEY AT
SCHNEIDER ARENA
Men:
1/28 vs. UMass-Lowell @ 7pm
Women:
1/29 vs. Cornell @ 2pm
1/30 vs. St. Lawrence @ 2pm :

Catch Women’s Hoops
at Alumni Hall
1/29 vs. St. John's @ 2pm
2/1 vs. Notre Dame @ 7pm

up 16 points, despite being in foul
trouble early on. Karim Shabazz also
chipped in with 15 points, while Donta
Wade connected from downtown on
three occasions on his way to picking
up 12 points.
One positive for the Friars is that
Marcus Jefferson has returned to the
Friar’s lineup after having missed eight
games with a stress fracture in his foot.
On the downside, the Friars are without
Co-captain John Linehan who is out of
the lineup indefinitely. The fiery floor
leader is still battling a reoccurring groin
injury.
In other winter action, the Friars
played seven games on their slate.
Welsh received an early Christmas
present as the 7-2 Shabazz became
eligible. The addition of Shabazz,

the Friars, helped Providence finish off
the month of December with three
straight wins over the University of
Arkansas, Long Island University, and
the University of Massachusetts.
After dropping the first game of the
new millennium to Fordham, the Friars
rebounded and opened Big East play
with a win over Georgetown University.
After the Georgetown game the
Friars looked to improve their
conference record against Big East rival
Boston College on January 8. After
being in control for much of the game,
however, the Friars were outplayed
down the stretch and dropped a 67-62
decision.
Next, the Friars took their show on the
road to play Rutgers University on January
12. The Friars came up short, as they were

Photo by John Englishmen '03

Freshman point guard Abdul Mills attempts to drive the lane in PC’s 66-57
loss to Villanova last week.
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Deirdre Bird

Swimming splits
with Maine

Runs the marathon in class
and the street

Women improve to 4-1 while men
fall to 1-4 in competition

Athlete Out of the Shadows:

by Alison

Carton ’01

Sports Staff

Deirdre Bird came to the U.S.
twenty years ago to pursue a Ph.D. at
Purdue University. The 48-year-old
Providence College marketing
professor grew up in Zimbabwe and
taught marketing and business in
Armenia, France and South Africa prior
to the move. Bird relocated again five
years later, this time in order to teach
at Northeastern University. During this
hectic time Bird discovered her love for
running and was soon running in and
completing all kinds of marathons.
Running was not a popular past time
in Zimbabwe while Bird was growing
up, but now running is an easy and
efficient escape from her busy life and
satisfies her love for the outdoors.
“Running is great because it is such an
easy sport. You don’t need any
equipment or a lot of time, you can just
put on your shoes and go,” said Bird.
Bird is registered for the twenty-six
mile Boston Marathon and has run in
too many others over the past fifteen
years to count or remember them all.
She travels to the races with a running
buddy, but once the race begins her
friend goes ahead and leaves Bird to
sustain a “steady and reasonably fast
pace” alone.
Last weekend Bird ran a 31-mile
marathon called “The Fat” which is
classified as an ultra marathon because
it is longer than 26 miles. The long and
monotonous hours of running that
marathon training demands does not
have any negative effect on Bird
mentally or physically. “ I think I am
genetically predisposed for marathon
running. The long runs don’t bother
me,” said Bird. However Bird does
experience some anxiety before races
as short as one mile which she cures by
traveling with her running buddy and
by picturing herself successfully
finishing the race and crossing the
finish line.
Bird runs at least forty miles every

week. The length of each individual run
varies, one day she may run sixteen miles
and the next day she may not run at all.
And for Bird, a day without a run is not
a good day. “If I don’t run I don’t have
a good day, well I always have a good
day, just not as good of a day.” Running
has had a huge impact on her life since
she started fifteen years ago. “Running
enhances my energy and my emotional
and physical well-being.”
She is definitely not a high
maintenance runner considering she

I think 1 am ge
netically pre
disposed for
marathon run
ning. The long
runs don’t
bother me.
Deirdre Bird
used to buy a new pair of Saucony
sneakers once every two years. She has
recently trimmed that amount of time
down to four months thanks to the advice
of a few running friends. She cannot
remember the last time she bought a new
pair of running shorts and refuses to
workout or run in a gym during the
winter, she just bundles up and braves
the cold.
Bird is considering running a 56 mile
ultra marathon in South Africa this June,
but doesn’t know if she is crazy enough
to follow through with it. Although Bird
is unsure about that race, she is sure that
running will remain a huge part of her
life as long as her legs keep moving
forward.

by

Jen Watson ’03

Sports Staff

The Providence College men’s and
women’s swim teams were back in
action this weekend at Taylor
Natatorium. The Lady Friars rose to the
occasion, defeating the University of
Maine, 153.50-146.50. The men fell to
the Black Bears, losing their meet 178113.
The Lady Friars battled throughout
the meet. The Friar’s dominating quartet
of Kate Fuller, Lauren DeGray, Karen
Cardwell, and Lori Cosman took the
game into their own hands, taking the
game-winning event. They pulled ahead
in the last meet of the game to beat the
Bears in the 200-meter free-style relay.
The relay sealed the Friars victory
against UME.
The story of the afternoon went to
the Providence College’s divers. The
diving team here at PC managed to
come out on top. They composited the
most points and put PC in good position
for a meet winning victory.
First place, in the three-meter diving
and one-meter diving was taken by
freshman Amanda Pymm. Valuable
points were all claimed by Friar Ladies,
Mary Burke and Monica Lucey, both
freshmen, and senior, Andrea Liporace.
Leading the Providence College men
was junior Mike Frenza. He took victory
in the 400-meter free-style and the 200-

meter free-style.
The Providence women improve to
4-1, with the men fall behind at 1-4.
While the rest of the PC campus was
home on Christmas break, both the men
and women’s swim team competed in the
St. Croix Pentathlon. For the women,
Providence placed second overall, in the
January 15th competition. The Friars fell
to Notre Dame, recording 271 points,
beating LaSalle University and Tufts
University. In first place, Notre Dame
recorded 86s points, while LaSalle came
in third with 273, and Tufts placed fourth
with 546.
The men placed second as well, falling
to LaSalle University, registering at 63
points. The Friars with 116 points took
second place, and New York University
took third place.
Leading the way for the men was
Kevin Reeder. Reeder competed in the
fifty fly, 50 backstroke, 50 breaststroke,
100 individual medley. He finished
overall in third place. Mike Frenza, who
took sixth place in the competition, also
contributed the Friars second place
victory. Tom Darrow, also placed eighth
in the meet.
The women leading scorers were
Karen Cardwell and Kate Fuller.
Cardwell placed fourteenth and Fuller
came in at 16,h.
The Friars team up against Georgetown
University, January 29, 2000, at
Georgetown. Dive time is 10 a.m.

PC Athletic Notes....
1999 PC Baseball team recieves
award: The Rhode Island Sports

Former Basketball Coach Joe
Mullaney honored: Legendary PC

writer, Sportscaster, Media, and
Public Relations Group named the
1999 Providence College Baseball
team the story o’f the year. The Fri
ars finished 49-16 and were final
ists in the NCAA Regional Tourna
ment at Florida State. The team was
disolved at the end of their season due
to Title IX concerns here at the College.

coach Joe Mullaney will be honered
twice in the upcoming month. First,
Providence College is dedicated
Alumni Gym in his name at a Feb
ruary 5th dinner. On the following
day he will recieve the Frank
Lanning Award at a luncheon down
town. Mullaney guided the Friars
to a 319-164 record over 18 seasons.

CLASSIFIED
SPRING BREAK/ TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 2000!
***

GO DIRECT!

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Florida.

We’re the Amazon.com of
Spring Break! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLE
SALE pricing by eliminating
middlemen!
We have other companies
begging for mercy!
All destinations.
Guaranteed Lowest Price!
1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com

Call USA Spring Break for a
free brochure, rates and ask how
you can GO FOR FREE!

ASK ABOUT OUR LAST
MINUTE SPECIALS!!
1-888-777-4642
www.usaspringbreak.com

#1 Spring Break Vacations!

***

#1 Panama City Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida!
Best Prices Guaranteed!
Free Parties & Cover charges!
Space is Limited!
Book It Now!
All major credit cards accepted!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Party Beachfront @ Boardwalk,
Summit Condo’s, & Mark II.
Free Drink Parties!
Walk to Best Bars!
Absolute best Price!
All major credit cards accepted!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
EARN $ 1200 and a free
PC!
Earn $1200 working special
promotions for a New York
Stock Exchange Company.
Immediate Income!
No Telemarketing!
call 1-800-648-8528
“Financial opportunity of a
lifetime!!”_______
Campus Co-ordinator
$12/hour part time. Mar
keting Company seeks
responsible student to help
coordinate on campus
activities. $12/hour. 3-6
hours/week.
Call Kelly at 800-7975743

r —— — — — — — — — — i
!

GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE!!

I

JOIN THE COWL
ADVERTISNG OR
BUSINESS STAFF!!

I
I

APPLY COMPUTER
SKILLS!!

I
I

LEARN HOW TO USE
ADOBE PAGEMAKER
AND PHOTOSHOP!

I
I
I

| ALL MAJORS WELCOME! |
!
STOP BY THE COWL
OFFICE, LOCATED
IN 104 SLAVIN
TO PICK UP AN
APPLICATION!

I
I
I
L — _ —— — — — — —

I
I
I
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Local sports
round up

Friars rally to beat
Eagles on Saturday,
fall at BC Sunday.

compiled by Sheree Thornton ‘03
Spo rts Staff

L The road, injuries, and Antoine
Walker’s trigger-happy hand continues to
keep the Boston Celtics in a “can’t win”
situation. Laying low at fourth place in
the Atlantic Conference with .463, the
Celtics may undoubtedly lose even more
-Continued from page 36credibility with the lose of its most
accurate and dominate playmaker, Paul
The Eagles upped their lead to 2-0 his eleventh of the year and sending the Pierce.
when Ales Dolinar took a pass from Friars into the locker room with the
Pierce, who pulled his left hamstring
Marty Hughes and broke away from the momentum.
during a loss to the Charlotte Hornets last
Friar defense and beat Schaefer on the
PC came out in the third period, and Saturday night, was notably missed in the
glove side at 8:15 of the second period. while shorthanded, sophomore Drew Celtics back-to-back defeats in Florida,
And just thirty-one seconds later, senior Omicioli broke down the boards and including a 115-89 loss to Miami on
winger Kevin Caulfield made the lead tucked the puck past Clemmensen’s Tuesday night giving them their worst loss
three for the Eagles when he poked it short side for his sixth goal of the season of the season.
through a scramble in front of the Friar to tie the game at 3-3. Then with the
Amazingly, Rick Pitino is convinced
net, and forced Friar head coach Paul crowd of 2,871 firmly behind the Friars, that his players’ poor defense and whining
Pooley to call a time out.
they grabbed the lead for the first time tantrums are the team’s biggest problem.
“Just wanted to give them some all game when freshmen center Doug But, maybe it is that brick laying, gunning
confidence back” said head coach Paul Wright scored his second goal of the player of his, Walker, whose long used
Pooley. “I thought we played some good season, taking a pass from fellow motto since his Kentucky days is: “Shoot
hockey, and had equal scoring chances.” freshmen Jon DiSalvatore and one- to miss, I can do it”
After the timeout, the Friars came out timing the pass past Clemmensen for the The Celtics heads to the Orlando Arena
flying. Sophomore winger Peter Fregoe fourth Friar goal. They held on, and to take on the Magic Wednesday, January
scored his seventh goal of the season, Nolan Schaefer made the lead stand up 26,2000 at 7:30 EST.
taking assists from senior Doug Shepard with 14 third period saves for the Friar
Can they rebound from their
and junior Jay Leach, and putting the win.
disappointing road kills? Maybe they can
puck into the empty Eagle net to give
Schaefer had 36 saves in the Friar if Walker is placed on a 10 shot
the Friars a ray of light at 3-1. The Friars win, and Clemmensen had 19 saves in miniumum.
made it a one goal game at 14:11 of the the loss.
2. The New England Patriots may
second period, when senior Fernando
With the split over the weekend, the rave given Pete Carroll the axe, but Paul
Pisani blasted a slap shot past Friars went to 12-11-1, and the Eagles Tagliablue, the NFL Commissioner, keeps
Clemmensen on the power play, scoring went to 14-7-1.
their back-up plan off track. The Patriots
tave been unsuccessful in efforts to hire
former New York Jets assistant Bill
Belichick.
Tagliabue ruled last week that
Belichick couldn’t coach another team
this year without the Jets’ permission.
And the Jets, along with their fans, are
proud to say: Sorry, You have to chill, Bill.
U.S. District Court Judge John W.
Bissell said that Belichick is the only one
to blame for the predicament he is in. It
was Belichick’s choice to resign as the Jets
head coach after one day. Now, he has to
live with his decision. As the Patriots wait
The 4x 800 relay squad of Morrissey,
for the ECAC Championship was Kelly,
with high hopes, they are refusing to
who finished second in the 300 meters Livesley, Reilly, and sophomore comment on the ruling.
Hamish Thorpe finished first and will
at 8:18.10.
3. The University of Vermont men’s
“Our goal heading into the season is be also going to the ECAC’s and the ice hockey team has been canceled for the
to qualify for the ECAC, IC4A, and Distance Medley team of Freshman remainder of the season due to a hazing
NCAA Championships,” said Coach Adam Sutton, Junior Kevin Cashman, scandal. Though school officials plans to
Ray Treacy of his often-undermanned Galvin, and junior Ciaran Lynch quali resume its hockey program in September,
team. “We had a few people qualify last fied for the 1C4A championships.
the interesting fact is that the hockey
The Women’s team competed Satur
weekend and are looking to have a few
players on scholarship will remain on
more (qualify) this weekend at the Ter day in there half of the New England scholarship, and no player is expected to
Challenge Cup Finals at Dartmouth Col
rier Classic at Boston University.”
be expelled from school, if this
Senior Larry Morrissey (fourth in the lege in Hanover, NH. They were led by investigation indicated that players
1000m), Sophomore Dermot Galvin Roisin McGettigan, Heather Cappello, provided inaccurate, untruthful, and
(third in the mile), and Paul Reilly Emer O’Shea, and Clair Shearman.
McGettigan finished first in the imcomplete information, shouldn't the
(fourth in the mile) all qualified as well
consequences stretch beyond canceling
1000 meter with a time of 2:55.21,
for the ECAC Championships.
the season by adding a cancellation to
which qualifies her for the ECAC’s.
those scholarships, as well?
Joining her there will be Heather
Capello, following her first place finish
in the mile, and the Distance Medley Boston Bruins
team of Sophomore Kathryn Casserly, Eastern Conference - Northeast Diviosn
Junior Joan Bohlke, and Senior Dana
Team
Wins
Losses
Ties
Ostrander.
27
16
3
Shearman and O’Shea qualified for Toronto
24
16
2
the New England Championships by Ottawa
16
21
4
winning the 3000-meter and 800-meter Boston
Buffalo
19
24
1
races respectively.
Montreal
16
25
2
“Right now everybody is healthy,”
said Treacy, as he prepares his teams for
the stretch run. “And everybody is run Boston Celtics
ning well.”
Eastern Conference - Atlantic Division

Friars fight for Hockey East positioning

Livesey helped the men’s track team
finish fifth of six teams at the New
England Challenge Cup Finals at
Boston University on January 21.
Livesey captured the 1,000 meters in a
time of 2:25.82, which is the fastest
time in the East this winter. With that
time, Livesey qualified for the ECAC
Championship.

Jessica Tabb, Jr., Holland, Mass.

Tabb helped the Friars to a 3-0 record
this past weekend, scoring four goals
and three assists in a win over
Gustavus Adolphus on Jan. 20, and
two victories over St. Cloud, on Jan.
21 and 22. The junior forward regis
tered here 100th career point at St.
Cloud on Jan 22nd (56 goals, 45
assists, 101 points.)

Running with the Friars
Several friars qualify for ECAC
by

George Colli ’01

Sports Staff

The Providence College Men’s and
Women’s Track teams had several run
ners qualify for the ECAC and IC4A
championships over the weekend after
competing in the New England Chal
lenge Cup Finals.
Freshman Chris Livesley and Senior
Keith Kelly led the men, competing Fri
day at Boston University. Livesley won
the 1000-meter in 2:25.82, which earns
him the fastest time in the East for this
winter and also qualifies him for the
ECAC championships. Also qualifying

THE I AB IS BACK AGAIN Team
Miami
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New York
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Washington
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AS WELL AS VARIOUS
OTHER TOURNAMENTS
AND ACTIVITIES

26
25
24
19
18
17
13

Losses
14
15
17
22
24
24
29

Providence Bruins
New England Division

Team

"fwel

Wins

Portland
Hartford
Providence
Worcester
Springfield

Wins
26
24
20
T9
15

Losses
12
16
19
16
17

Ties
8
5
5
7
10
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Heir Jordan
by John

Zilch Jr. ’01

Asst. Sports Editor

His name is Jordan, he has won
championships before, and wouldn’t he
just love to win one now? He is what
we may call a veteran in today’s
basketball world and is currently a
member of the Washington Wizards
organization. A guard by nature, Jordan
is looking to resurrect the Wizards and
if any kind of miracle is going to occur,
it may just start Saturday versus the
Cleveland Cavaliers when Jordan plans
on lacing up. Of course, with this team,
he can’t be the normal Wizard, heck
he’s going to have to play like the
Wizard of Oz if this team is going to
ascend the NBA standings.
Washington is struggling up to this
point, playing cellar dweller in the
Atlantic Division of the Eastern
Conference. Young and hopeful, the
Wizards are finding it hard to compete
against better aged competition.
Washington has wasted the last decade
rebuilding worse than a thirteen year

old building sand castles in a tsunami.
Any time things look good, the players,
like Juwan Howard and Richard
Hamilton, seem to just wash away into;
some giant NBA mediocre talent pool.
What the Washington Wizards need is
for Jordan to emerge as the league’s
hottest star and to take advantage of the
fact that he has played a few more years
than some of these guys. At six foot four,
195 pounds, Jordan has played his best
career games against’today’s hottest
teams: Jazz, Suns, Spurs.
Alongside Jordan are two veterans
amongst youngsters, Mitch Richmond
and Rod Strickland, both veterans of
eleven years.
What’s obvious to you and
meaningless for me to even say is that the
odds are against our possible hero. Hey,
if he can pull off this miraculous
comeback in DC, he might as well run
for the White House.
Although, not the best statistics student,
I can promise you that we are basically
alone with our ideas. It’s highly
improbable that Vegas has their numbers
on number 10.

The first line on the agenda is a starting
position. No one can lead a comeback,
playing a mere 6.7 minutes a game. So
first and foremost, Jordan should think
of getting on the good side of Coach Gar
Heard.
All the hoopla in the front office will
also be an obstacle in the quest. Jordan
has to avoid the distractions surrounding
the Washington media with ownership
changing hands.
With all this in mind, there’s only one
thing left for Jordon to do: Reggie
Jordan, also known as “The Driller,’’ has
to get real good, real fast. If Reggie
Jordan, in his 5* year in the NBA, is
going to make a run for the playoffs, he
must use the same success persona he
used to win a CBA Championship with
the Yakima Sun Kings in 1995. The
Washington guard is currently scoring
1.2-points per game this year.
If not playing well, the other Jordan,
Michael, who just bought the team last
Wednesday but is not allowed to play as
owner, may make a move and give
Reggie Jordan the pink slip. I mean you
never know.

Friars best efforts can’t knock off BC
-continued from page 36-

in low to senior forward Alissa Murphy,
who scored 18 of her game-leading 22
points in the second half.
However, a three pointer by senior
guard Farrah Thomas quickly followed
by a Roberts lay-up cut the BC lead to
four, 53-49, with 12 minutes remaining
in the game.
Unfortunately for the Friars, it was
as close as they got. BC went on a 124 run in the next six minutes to increase
their lead to 65-54. A pair of threepointers by senior guard Cal Bouchard,
who finished the game with 15 points,
led the late push for the Eagles.
The Lady Friars were unable to
recover, scoring only four points in the
final six minutes, being held scoreless
in the final three.
“We don’t handle runs well,” said
Jabir of the total shut down of the PC
offense. “Against St. John’s we were

up 18 at the half and just barely squeaked
by with a win. We need to maintain our
composure better.”
With the win, BC improved their
record to 16-3, 5-0 in Big East play. The
Eagles, who are currently ranked 19th in
the nation, also increased their school
record win streak to 12. They are
scheduled to face UConn, ranked #1 in
the nation, on January 26.
Roberts led all PC scorers with 18
points and 13 rebounds, while Thomas
followed with 13, including going 3-3
from behind the arc. Sophomore guard
Chrissy Vozab added 8 points, including
2-2 from the three-point line. Junior
forward Jen Gombatz, who averages close
to 13 points per game, was held scoreless.
Although disappointed with the loss,
Coach Jabir was happy with the
improvement from a week ago.
“Hopefully BC took home a message that

we can play with them, and maybe
without the injuries, we could have done
more. However, we are not satisfied—
no excuses—we have to keep working.”
Overall, the Lady Friars have put
down pre-season predictions that had
them ranked 12th in the Big East. At 9-7
(4-3), the Lady Friars are'Currently 5th in
the conference, behind four nationallyranked teams. However, they have not
yet faced three of those four teams - with
a month left in the regular season.
The Lady Friars are scheduled the face
Holy Cross on January 26, which will
have been played by the publication of
this article. PC will host St. John’s this
Saturday, January 29, in Alumni Hall at 2
PM. The Lady Friars defeated the Red
Storm at the buzzer, 72-67, last time out.
The following Tuesday PC will host 5th
ranked Notre Dame, in what should be
PC’s greatest hill to climb to date.

SUPER BOWL XXXIV
Tennessee Titans vs. St. Louis Rams
Atlanta, GA
Sunday @ 6:18 p.m., ABC Sports
by

Dave Regan ’00

Big Game Guru & Asst. Sports Editor

Super Bowl XXXIV will take place
this Sunday evening from the Georgia
Dome in Atlanta, Georgia. AFC Cham
pion Tennesee will take on the NFC
Champion St. Louis Rams. Here for
your Super Bowl enjoyment is a break
down of the game in brief, along with
the absolute fearless prediction for the
games. (But please don’t quote me on
this if you gamble, that’s illegal).

On the other side of the ball though is
the Tennessee defense. Ranked most of
the season in the top 5 in total defense,
the Titans are led by NFL Defensive
rookie of the year Jevon “The Freak”
Kearse. His 14.5 sacks led the AFC, and
he puts constant pressure on the quarter
back. But the Titans will be without safety
Marcus Robertson due to a broken ankle.
The front 7 of the Titans are strong, the
secondary isn’t all that strong. Give the
edge to the Rams, barely.
TITANS OFFENSE v. RAMS D

RAMS OFFENSE v. TITANS D

The high powered Ram offense for
18 of the games they have played this
season have put up an insane number
of points. Including well over 40 in the
NFC Semi Final game against the
Vikiings. NFL MVP Kurt Warner heads
the offense with a strong throwing arm,
and a good ability to read the field and
assess a situation quickly.

Titans quarterback Steve McNair has
been nursing a severly bruised foot, which
has hampered his great ability to
scramble. But when it comes down to it,
the Titans love to pound the ball inside
with bruising running back Eddie George.
The Rams defense is led by defensive end
Kevin Carter and defensive back Todd
Lyght. There is no advantage here unless
McNair’s foot is better by gametime.

SPECIAL TEAMS AND COACHES

Rams head coach Dick Vermeil will
use his wide open passing offense to set
up the rest of the game. He has noproblem using a quick strike method to the
game, and hoping his defense will hold
the rest of the game. But on the other
side. Titans head coach Jeff Fisher will
send his defense at Warner and will hope
to pressure him into mistakes all game
long. The Titans do their best work when
the other team makes mistakes, they will
capitalize on any opportunity they’re
given.
PREDICTION:

The Titans are coming in red hot, the
Rams are not. But, with two major play
ers out for the Titans, the odds are
against them. And the Rams offense
doesn’t have two bad games in a row.
The Titans will be back again, but they’ll
face a harsh reality in Atlanta.
RAMS 24, TITANS 17.

The Good,
the Bad,
and the Ugly,
but mostly
the good.
The Penalty Killer
by

Dave Regan ’00

Asst. Sports Editor

Negativity seems to be the common
theme around the world of professional
sports these days. From the case of
accused murderer Rae Carruth, to the
case of the tragic case of the paralyzation
of Kansas City Chief’s linebacker
Derrick Thomas from the chest down.
Negative sports stories are the ones that
attract the most attention, the ones that
people read the most. In fact, the
journalism standard is “If it bleeds, it
leads.” Sad, but true. Heck, look no
further than the case of Atlanta Braves
closer John Rocker for negativity and
stupidity at it’s highest level.
But not everything in the world of
sports has to be negative, There are
positive stories in the world of sports.
There is the case of Sammy Sosa and
Mark McGwire. Yeah, they both crush
the heck of a baseball, and hit truckloads
of home runs. But in the communities,
they give back a great deal as well. Sosa
in his native Dominican Republic gives
hundreds of thousands of dollars for
schools, hospitals, youth hostels, and
places where the young people and the
poor of the Dominican Republic can go
to get away from their problems. And
yes, Sammy also builds baseball fields.
And McGwire gives back to youth
education in the St. Louis area. He makes
sutje that kids ar§ educated, and taken
care Of. Ktidbs to the both of them.
And then for every case like Knicks
“choke artist” Latrell Spreewell, and
76ers guard and immature wild child
Alan Iverson, there is a player like Bucks
guard Ray Allen. A member of the
Olympic “Dream Team”, Allen goes out
of his way in the Milwaukee area to give
back to the inner city youth by reading
to youngsters. He gives back also to his
alma mater, UCONN with a donation to
make sure that the best of education is
received by the students.
The negative atmosphere also
includes the Boston area as well. For
every athlete like Kenny Anderson, Terry
Glenn, and Drew Bledsoe; there are
athletes like Paul Pierce, Bruce
Armstrong, Nomar Garciaparra, and still
Mo Vaughn.
Nomar and Vaughn ran a hitting clinic
a few weeks back for children involved
in the baseball community, they took all
day to make sure the kids not only
learned how to hit, but they also made
sure that they talked to every child there,
to make sure that they shook all of their
hands, and that they can say we met two
of the best baseball players playing today.
And Mo goes beyond that. Even
though the left a year ago this month for
the Anaheim Angels, he kept his house
in the Boston suburbs. He comes back
every off season to the Boston area to
that house, to visit inner city schools as
positive reinforcement of the fact that
effort is everything. He takes hundreds
of kids to the Nutcraker every Christmas
time to help them appreciate the fine arts.
He takes kids to the Pops to help them
apprecitate Beethoven and Mozart. And
he donates money to hosipatls to help
them care for the sick, and builds centers
for underpriviledged children to keep
them safe and off the streets.
So remember next time you are
watching TV, or reading the newspaper.
For every athlete that chokes out a coach,
or attacks a member of the media, or
commits a crime. There are three or four
who are doing charity work at that same
time, or are starting a chariable
foundation without any notice, media, or
fanfare. Just the way they want it.
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1) What position did Fidel Castro play on the Cuban baseball team before becoming president? (3pt.)
2)

How long is a full length marathon? (2pt)____

3) How many face-off spots are there on a regulation ice hockey rink? (3pt) _
4)

5) Who was the head coach of the 1980 Olympic Hockey team, the “Miracle on Ice” team? (3pL)
6) Who was Nolan Ryan’s 4000th strikeout victim? (3pt.)___________________
7) Who was the 1 st golfer to win all four majors twice? (4pt.)___________________________
8) Through 34 Super Bowls, how many times have both teams had a non Division I-A quarterback as starter? (4pt).

9) What team did Garth Brooks go to spring training with last season? (2pt)

10) PC men’s hockey has had one Hockey East Player of the year, who was it? (4pt.)___

Test your sports knowledge against The Cowl Sports Staff by answering 10 sports questions pertaining to the|
world of sports. Each question is assigned a designated point value. The contestant who accumulates the
|
most points will win two tickets to an upcoming PC Men’s Basketball game (tickets subject to availability).

I
Play every week and at the end of the contest the contestant with the most points will win two PC Men’sl
Basketball season tickets for the 2000-2001 season.
I

Winning at all costs
The college philosophy
-Continued from page 36-

I apologize for being stupid, but if one
projects an object toward another
student’ under the circumstances he did,
isn’t that assault? Guess not.
I find it hard to believe that such
actions, if taken by a non-sport affiliated
student, would result in the same
punishment. In fact that person might
find themselves taking classes at CCRI
this semester.
As far as the code of conduct is
concerned, we obviously find it
acceptable to throw things at other
people when we are enraged. What
conduct is unacceptable? Is the school
telling its students as a whole (or just a
few of them) they do not have to act like
the mature adults they are supposed to
be?
It is cover-up actions like this by
academic institutions that lead to
problems with athletes, not only when
they matriculate at their school, but in
future professional endeavors as well.
These students come to believe that the
rules do not apply to them, and that their
status as an athlete enables them to act
any way they wish without fear of
repercussions.
Allowing these violators to continue
their actions unmolested is both a
disservice to the general student body as
well as the antagonist. The students must
live with the knowledge that there is no

recourse if their rights are infringed by
those who receive this preferential
treatment. They are essentially treated
as second class citizens simply because
they do not play a sport.
The student who receives the bonus
of not having to play by the rules (forgive
the pun) is then not given the whole
education a college claims to give. They
leave, and in some cases graduate, with
no sense of responsibility or maturity.
When they enter the general world
population (what some like to call the
“Real World” or “Professional World”)

One need only look to
the world ofprofes
sional sports to see
the results of not
properly punishing
student athletes who
break the rules.
they will act with the same belief that
someone will protect them or bail them
out when they commit a social violation,
or break the law. One need only look to
the world of professional sports today
to see the results of not properly
punishing student athletes who break the
rules.
Take the case of Ryan Leaf,
everyone’s favorite bratty San Diego
Charger. He was reportedly involved in

many infractions, from bar fights to
breaking curfew. Look at him now,
doing the same thing and getting
millions for it while not playing due to
sanctions by the team. It is the college’s
place to properly discipline these
players, not the professional world’s.
Then there is the case of the Nebraska
football team and tailback Lawrence
Phillips, who also was in and out of
trouble during his college career,
assaulting his girlfriend among other
things. Now that he has entered the NFL
he has been given repeated chances with
numerous organizations only to
consistently break rules and laws.
I could cite others, but for the sake of
space and the increasing potential for
acquiring carpal tunnel syndrome from
writing this, I will refrain. The point is,
at a college that espouses to foster strong
Catholic values, and “prepare its students
to be responsible and productive citizens
to serve in their own society and the
greater world community,” one would
expect that such covert and preferential
activities would not be found.
Unfortunately for us, as students, that is
not the case.
I will close by quoting the
immortal, if raspy voiced, bard, Bob
Dylan, “Couldn’t help but make me
feel ashamed to live in a land where
justice is a game.” An appropriate pun
given the situation, don’t you think.
But, hey, I’m just a Sports Editor,
what do I know?

This Week’s
Meets and
Matches
Men’s and Women’s
Swimming:
Sat. Jan. 29th at Georgetown
5:00pm

Women’s Basketball:
Sat. Jan. 29th vs. St. John’s
2:00pm (Alumni Gym)
Tues. Feb. 1st vs. Notre Dame
7:00pm (Alumni Gym)

Women’s Hockey:
Sat. Jan. 29th vs. Cornell
2:00pm (Schnieder Arena)
Sun. Jan. 30th vs. St. Lawrence
2:00pm (Schnieder Arena)

Men’s Hockey:
Fri. Jan 28th vs. UMASSLowell 7:00pm
(Schnieder Arena)

Men’s and Women’s
Indoor Track:
This Weekend: Terrier Classic
at Boston University

Men’s Basketball
Thurs. Jan. 27th at UCONN
(Hartford Civic Center)
Sun. Jan. 30th at West Virginia
12:00pm (NESN)
Tues. Feb. 1st at Seton Hall
7:30pm (NESN)
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Lady Friars hockey heating up as EC AC
schedule kicks into high gear
by

Virginia Cheng ’03

Sports Staff

The Providence College
Women’s Hockey team defeated St.
Cloud by a score of 4-3 in St. Paul,
Minnesota last Saturday in a
thrilling overtime game.
The Lady Friars scored the first
goal as sophomore Kim Mathias put
the puck into the net with 24
seconds remaining in the first
period, assisted by senior Jennifer
Bill and junior Jessica Tabb. The
lead did not hold up for very long
as St. Cloud tied the game two
minutes and 51 seconds into the
second period. St. Cloud then took
control at the 11:01 mark, slipping
the puck past sophomore goalie
Brigid Keady off of a power play.
Keady prevented St. Cloud from
adding to their lead during the
second half of the period with a total
of 11 saves before passing the
goaltending duties to junior Sara
DeCosta for the remainder of the
game. Four minutes and 51 seconds
into the third period, Tabb scored
her fifteenth goal of the season to
tie the game, assisted by sophomore
Christa Talbot. A minute and 19
seconds later, sophomore Jackie
Tamsin took advantage of a power
play to give the Lady Friars the lead,
assisted by Mathias and junior
Valerie Bono. St. Cloud tied the
game once again with a little over
ten minutes remaining in the third
period.

Both teams stepped up their
defense, skating to a 3-3 tie at the
end of regulation. St. Cloud seemed
to be in control as they had twice as
many shots on goal, but DeCosta

them by the lopsided score of 7-1.
Tabb recorded two goals in the win.
In PC’s 7-1 victory over Gustavus
Adolphus on Thursday, Bono and
sophomore Jennifer Kranz each

Photo by John Englishmen '03

The Lady Friar Women’s Hockey team improved to 13-5-3 (7-4-3, EC AC)
with weekend sweep over St. Cloud State.

turned them all away. Then with
only four seconds remaining in
overtime, freshman Jennifer Butsch
came through in the clutch and
notched the victory for PC, assisted
by Tabb and Bono. DeCosta made
a total of 21 saves in the third period
and overtime.
The Lady Friars also beat St.
Cloud, in action on Friday, topping

notched two goals. PC’s record is
now 13-5-3 overall, 7-4-3 in the
ECAC. Head Coach Bob Deraney
is extremely pleased with his team’s
recent performances.
“Our penalty killing unit is doing
an outstanding job,” said Deraney.
“We played terrific team defense.
We played three terrific hockey
games [and] I think it just sets us

up to be back into position to play
league games against Cornell this
weekend. I think our forwards are
playing good hockey and the
defense is coming through when we
need them.”
Just to recap the scores since
weleft for Winter Recess, PC
crushed Wayne State two days in a
row, defeating the Warriors 9-0 and
8-0. Next up was the number one
ranked team in the country, Harvard.
The Lady Friars played a good
defensive game and shocked the
Crimson into a 1-1 tie. PC also tied
cross-town rival Brown 0-0 in the
fifth annual Mayor’s Cup. It was the
first scoreless tie ever for both
schools’ hockey programs. The
Lady Friars had an easier time
against Maine, crushing the Bears 82. PC’s only loss during the break
came at the hands of New
Hampshire by a score of 3-1.
Overall, the Lady Friars posted a 31-2 record over the break.
PC will host the Big Red on
January 29 in Schneider Arena at 2
PM. Immediately following the
game will be an exhibition match
featuring former PC hockey players,
including Olympians Chris Bailey
and Larry Baker and current
national team member Catherine
Hanson. Also present will be former
coach Tom Palmera, who is often
credited with shaping the Women’s
Hockey program. All are invited to
stay after the game to check out this
special event.

Sports
Unnecessary Lady Friars give Eagles run for their money in
Big East action
Roughness

positions unfamiliar to them.
Trailing 18-11 halfway through the
Sports Staff
first half, the Lady Friars went on a 12-4
If you were to ask Providence College
run to take a 23-22 lead, their only one
Women’s Basketball coach Jim Jabir what was
of the game. Roberts led PC, as she
on his team’s wish list this past Christmas, any
scored the final eight points of the run,
number of answers could have been given.
including a complete three-point play to
However, what the PC Lady Friars
tie the game at 22.
have received is an injury-plagued
“Monika is our most
season, including three players out
consistant
player,”
for the season. Nonetheless, the
commented Jabir on the
Lady Friars have not given up
Lady Friars’ co-captain and
amounting a 6-4 record over
scoring leader. “Other
Christmas break to remain in the
teams are beginning to
middle of a talented Big East
focus on her, which is
Conference.
making it tougher for her.
For the second time in three
She helps us a lot, but we
games, the PC Women fell to
need to help her more. Our
nationally ranked Boston College
guards need to score more ,
this past Saturday in Alumni Hall,
we can’t just stand around
71-58, despite a double-double
and wait for her to save us.”
effort from junior forward Monika
The teams tied four
Roberts.
times in the remainder of
The game was an uphill battle
the first half, with the
from the beginning for the Lady
Eagles taking a 33-30
Friars, facing a 20th-ranked Eagles
halftime lead. Roberts led
that handed them a 20-point defeat
all PC scorers with 12
just one week before. In addition,
points and six rebounds,
PC was short four players due to
while junior center Jamie
injuries,
including starting
Cournoyer also led BC
freshman point guard Dee
Photo by John Englishmen '03
scorers with 12 points.
Cummings, who was lost with an
Senior Meghan Hinds “D’s” it up against visiting Boston
The Eagles continued to
ACL injury two weeks ago. In
College in Friar’s 71-58 loss to Boston College.
build their lead in the
addition, junior center Dani Trippany saw Hinds was taken out of the game in the second half, extending their lead to a 53limited action due to a foot injury, while first five minutes of the half after having 44 score with 13 minutes remaining in
freshman forward Steffanie Shoop played the picked up two quick fouls, both for the game. BC continued to feed the ball
game with an air cast on her left ankle, limiting charging. As a result, PC had used up
Women’s Basketball, page 33
her mobility on the court.
its bench within the first nine minutes
Boston College jumped out to an early 12-4 of the half, with many players slated at
by

Unfortunately I cannot start
off the semester giving my
illustrious opinion on some of the
goings-on in sports these days.
Lord knows,
there are plenty
Off the
I can touch on,
Bench
from Michael
Jordan taking
over the Wash
Joe
ington Wizards
to the recent
Valenzano
rash of car
accidents
involving professional athletes
(the untimely death of Hornets
guard Bobby Phills and the recent
paralysis of Kansas City Chiefs
linebacker Derrick Thomas), to
the splendid turn around our
Providence College Women’s
Basketball team has had so far this
season.
No, this first article regards the
actions a student athlete here at
Providence College took late last
semester in regards to a story
written about him, and the
sanctions that were handed down
by the school in response to those
actions.
The individual spent an
evening calling the Cowl office
attempting to speak with the
author of the article. When he was
informed of the policy not to
divulge home numbers of staff, he
and another member of his team
came to the office seeking the
individual’s home phone number,
address, and picture. When none
were supplied, he became enraged
and projected a newspaper stand
at a member of the paper and flung
stacks of paper across the room.
The Cowl lodged an official
complaint with the school and
awaited what was believed to be
a ruling in their favor. Instead they
saw an utter and complete farce
performed by the school
disciplinary.
and
athletic
departments. The individual
concerned was found innocent of
violating the code of conduct,
innocent of assaulting and
verbally threatening another
student, but guilty of projecting an
object toward another student, or
in the area of another student.
In terms of athletic department
or team sanctions he was
suspended from one game. One of
the problems with this, however,
was that the team stated his
punishment was because “he
missed a practice.” One game for
what he did. Is that like one day
of school if you or I did the same
thing? Sadly, today coaching
means winning, and does not
involve teaching their charges
beyond the skills of the game and
how to deal with press
conferences.
Valenzano, page 34

Inside
Sports

RJ Friedman ’03

lead, working the ball around the PC
defense easily to generate points.
Although the Lady Friars
had
opportunities, the women could not
make their shots fall.
The effects of a lack of depth began
to show early. Senior guard Meghan

PC and BC fit to split weekend series
beat him with a wrist shot on the glove
side to make the score 1-0. The Friars
held tough for the rest of the period, but
were unable to beat Eagles freshmen
netminder Tim Kelleher.
“I thought we played a good first
period, we were where we wanted to be
in their building” said head coach Paul

5:50 of the third. The goal woke up the
Eagles, who then scored four goals over
the next four minutes and two seconds.
Providence College returned back to campus
Senior winger Jeff Farkas scored at the
to find their Friars men’s hockey team had
7:32 mark, followed by Kolanos’ second
battled back to a record of 11-10-1, with good
of the period at 9:04, junior winger Mark
solid play over the winter break to get back into
McLennan added his first at 10:28 and
serious Hockey East contention. And another
junior winger Brian Gionta finished the
test of the Friar’s Hockey
eruption at 11:34 of the
East play was last weekend,
third.
when they played a home
Schaefer stopped 32
and home series against the
shots in 51:34 of action, and
ninth ranked Eagles of
junior goalkeeper Boyd
Boston College. And in front
Ballard stopped 3 shots in
of a packed Schneider
8:26 of action. Eagles
Arena, the Friars battled
goalkeeper Tim Kelleher
back from an early three
saved 29 shots to shut out
goal deficit to defeat the
the Friars.
Eagles, 4-3. But the high on
Action on Saturday
the win was not enough to
night saw BC break the ice
carry (hem over to the
at 5:47 of the first period,
rematch at the Conte Forum.
when BC’s Kolanos won a
The Friars played a good 45
scramble in front of
minutes, but the last 15
Schaefer in the Friar net,
proved costly as the Eagles
and pounced on a rebound
scored five goals to defeat
and fired it over the
the Friars, 6-0.
shoulder and dented the
The first period saw
twine for the 1-0 BC lead.
Photo by John Englishmen "03
Friars freshmen goaltender
PC had some good chances,
The
Friars
faced
off
against
Hockey
East
rival
Boston
College last
but Eagle goalkeeper Scott
Nolan Schefer just about
weekend, splitting a home and home series.
stand on his head to keep the
Clemmensen made the
game scoreless, making 18 saves to keep the Pooley.
saves to keep it a 1 goal lead.
game scoreless.
Boston College upped the lead to 2The Eagles broke through at the 11:12 mark, 0 when sophomore Ales Dolinar fed
Men’s Hockey, page 32
when sophomore winger Jeff Giuliano caught freshmen Krys Kolanos snapped a high
the Friars in the middle of a line change, and wrist shot over the glove of Schaefer at
by
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